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Films: The Human 'Dimensioa-

*

'I think everything should be put In (film),

Ouse the& maybe kids will understand more

. better... like how ihe salmon reproduce and
everything.; every time we learn souething
noW, e should have A movie.

-- Center city student

...,lbe general reaction.at the end Of a
film vas, "You can't do this to us, there
hat got to be more."

-- Fifth grade.teacher

As the most.exioensive component and basic text of MAWS, film de-

serves special attention. Both center city and suburbal teachers coo-
1

mented on the power.of film 'to cOnvey courée material to slower youngsters:

ee*
think some of the slower kids are getting more knowledge

because of the high use of films. They don't have to pick

up everything through the written word that they had to...

- they have readings, but the readings always bsck up aat'i
been in the films rather than being brand new information..

.. so many of the slower kids do have facts to calk about

now... plus... (kids).are into information; They're not

just asked'to fmagine information. It goes back to knowing

things. Making judgments with having the,knowledge... It

takes novelitts; I thinks, to create the closeness to the

'things that:we study that these films do. .

this teacher went on to stress the importance of film not only for its .

imaginal quality but also for ihe way in which ies information provides

a basis for drawing conclusions:

they'reo,observant.... one way you draw conelusions is

to have a lot of facts and then abqfract into something...

it's these kinds of abstracting from particulars that

you've aimed at.... I wouldn't say that they can do it'

spontaneously, but I see them able to.., categorize, for

instance, fairly well. And they delight in making long

lists of proved categories. So, they really have.to look

and Ehink about these things.

Teachers particularly noted the power 1:4` the Netsilik films. .Thete

8
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seem .to-be certain human attributes that are most directly and vividlO

conveyed through the visual melium. Primarily, these are atttibUtes of

the world of sansatiOn, the affective world of responsive feeling.

I watched (my stndents) watching the (Netsilik) films.
It was a joy. Their reactien to the child's laugh --
Umlapik laughs, and iets a de4ghtful child's laugh
and two-thitds of the children chuckled along with
him.... The games they play are very much like ours.
(The children) commented, for example, that in the
gameplayinithey really wore care-free and you saw
them smile broadly, where up to that thqy were not. ;
You could tell there was a warmth or a happiness....

. 4

In Toward a Theory of Instruction, Bruner has commented upon the

"will to learn" end has described the dimension of social reciprocity

(the cornerstone, perhaps, of human socie%-y) as the deep human need to

respond to others and to operate jointly with thms towevi an objective.

The attributes 'of thip reciprocity ere pervasive; immediate, of the

senses, not discursiVe in a clear, sequential pattern: They are more
iN

spokitaneous reactions of the human being tos4rd hifellOws and their

situations. With immediacy and emotion, films in;this course draw students

into the web of Netsilix life and thus into a reciprocal relationship

with these people. Interviet:s with youngsters make this bleat, and
.e

teachers in describing the details of the films that evoke positive re--
.

4

sponses in youngsters, give OetailS that concern primarily the feelings

peeple display. The understanding that film creates is the understanding

of shared experience r,of reciprocity - that visual images convey direct-

.

ly, in scenes of joy, warmth, laughter, anger. One teacher summarized

it tfiis way:

It is my opinion that their response to the, filMs about

the Netsilik was warm, and well, human.

4.
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The negative reactions that a few aspects of the filpdarouse -- the

scenes of skinning the animala or eating the eyeball, for example ,-- are

typtedoby a "turning away," a rejection of the ways of others based on

,etrange and unfamiliar habits. The youngsters are not able to fit 3beit

efforts into iamb an6 enterprise; the visual images arouse not reciprocal

Involvement based on shared experience, but rejection based oil the strange-

ness of the actimity. The weight of eviden:e in the Netsilik fiims does

not fall on the attributes of Uetsilik Ilves that can be disturbing,

however, and. youngsters GS a
1

behavid.76 that a basic sense

group are able to
40.

of common, shared

ide ntify with.enough

hpmanity is felt.

lie turn to the recent work of D. 0. liebb yo kind some refle'ct4.cyn on

the psychologicAl import of visual images in-oUr organizing and interme-,

tation of exObrience% In a popular art4Cle
1

be put succinctly the,

importance of the image in ideation:*

... thought is Sy no means exclusively verbal. Wheii

-'General X makes a speech and I find mt fingektips
itching and have iwagery of shoving as head in a
bucket of water, I know what.I think of kancf of the
speech. Whin on a-hot summer day I see a sheet ot
smooth water and then feel heretofore unnoticed
sweat on my faEe and back and have visual and
somasthetic imagery of imMersing myself in the
watqr, I learn somethingabotit my previous mental'
state (unrecognized discomfort). ;

...,Thought consists of more than inagery, As Kulpe
showed. Our imagery does not actually codtrol our
,hehavior but imagery maylbe the basis of inference
in.selfrknoWledge. The cell-assembly activity that
`is perceptCon, when directly dgccited hy sensation or
associatively excited by imageryis part of the

liebb, Doped O., "The Mind'd Eye," in Psychology Today,
Vol. 2; No. 12, R. 68, May 1969.

*
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thought process. Sensation and imagery are thus very
direct sources of self-knowledge.

These statements logically extend even to an understanding of the details

IMW,Idren sel6t to illustrate their.thinkini about Netsilik life. 'Oben

th-ey speak of this use of tools, and Netsilik: patience and intelligence in

surviving by using the tools they have constructed, the.expression is

always in teims of a visual image. Men they speak of the Neesilik feel-

ings about.Iifp, again they use the visual image, generally taken from

the films, for conveying the links to their own experience. The "reality"'

of Netsilik life -- the fact that the world of the Eskimo exists for them

with a good degree of vividness and human meaning -- is meet directly

attrnutable to th2 Mao o: the ccurse, eupporLed and enuara. t-y the

records and the booklets.

One teacher said, "The Eskimo represents,something'that's in them,"

and it is that representation on film thaeis ;host striking in impact.

Children's response to the Nctsilik is not usually "child-like." They

have a global response-&aim f.zom central themes of human survival and

feelings of htiMans toward one another: how individuals act and, what thier'4'

means fox Elle life a group creates for Upelf.. When they reflect about

the materials, it is Ske

of technology or a rote

response is perhaps the

ldom that'one encounters a sole focus upon details

recall of Netdilik attributes. The gikb4a1 human

most impressive achievement of the unit. From '

exposure to these materials, children want to go on and learn more about

m3n his behavior; his feelings, his beliefs.
alaa,

(Anything you'd want to change, or any comments you have?)

More films. Igirl)
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Yon tan idarn a lot A6out it just.by watching films. (boy)

More films, bec9uSe you know how they're alike id your mind,
bnt you can't,aee it, you know what I mean. (6ii1) .

,

And they're.spaced so far apart, and when you want to see
anbther film, you can't. And then when it comes, you want
to see it four or five times....(boy)

The May 16, 1969 is'sue of LIFE magazine, presenting the Harris poll

on the U.S. high school', contained the following statement: .

One (school) innovation.., got'an overWfielming thumbs-down
.from the 'students: teaching by films angclosed*circuit
television. The _reason, they said, was that it cast them
in a pasdive role and froze out class discussion.

Anyone who has seen tLe usual Alms shown in classrooms can understand

students' reactions. Usually such films axe didactic end-lacking in

artistry. There are crucial differences between ttaditionaluse of film

in the classroom and use of film in MACOS. Films in this course are not

appendages or special extras to school fearning;

text. Rather than freezing out discussion, they

they are,the integrar

k

trigger much of the

questioning and exp1orim, that go on in class and small group

discussion. Childxeei are .not passive, but.active viewers,.formulating

questions or seeking evidence for existing questions as they watch the

films. The films themselves are also used in aative ways, as in projects

centered arovd film loops,,where the.children control the use of viewing

and ihe equipment that,j54ompanies the loeps.

The =SC crucial difference, however, lies in the content of the

films. Children are quick to assess the "reaiity" quotient of these

ethnographic.fiIms, and they distinguish between the first-land, natural

quality of these.materials'and the unreal quality of most TV and film

.441%



materials. Their comments comparing television programs with NACOS films

make note of this distinction.'

(How do these films compare with programs on TV?

I think they're a lot more educational thah ehe ones
on TV. They'Te not fake, like Superman and Morning
Cartoons and ail the other super bat people.

When they kill an, animal.., in the EDC films, you get
- worried because yoir know it's real. But then on 411,,-

you kno* that it's a dummy or something, and you
don't get as worried.

On TV, in a way, all thestime_you always get tlie same
thing. It always happens the same. The good guys
always win on most of the programs. And it's always
over and over,,but in ditferent scenes and in dif-
ferent actiens. End in different ways..., it gets

boring. These aren't like that... they're true
stories, like.

These EDC films used in classroom situations have an authenticity that is

unquestioned, and this makes the confrontation of filmed evidence and

information a serious one, accepted as true and worth assimilating by

yoengstets. What may be even more important is that it seems to be the

school setting and the serious nature of course materials -- honest

ethnographic film -- that actually lend. thif medium its authenticity.

On the basis of earlier expeVmentation with oiher,EDC units, we had

concluded that it was probably the visual image per se that was its own

witness 1Lf reality. Yet yonnzsters made such clear distinctions between

this type of film and typical television fare that,a different con-

clusion seems warranted: quality and veraclty seem to be critical

variables.

Thesejilms tell you more.., mostly television
shows... ere fietion, and they don't have that

many that are true.

4
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Childrbn in all types of sehools made comments about the vAlne of

the filmsin conveying the total environment and surround of the

materials. A center city child said:

... you learn mole about it dhan reading. You see how

they act, and in reading you just see the pictures.
Like the salmon. (in reading) you don't see Out way
he acts, how fast he goes. They're just shown in a
(still) picture, just staying there -- (you have to)

make believe the water's flowing by..

And a suburban ehild stressed the sane point:

Ellie: I liked the films better than anything else.

(Whet did you like cbout'the films?)

Ellie: You learn more from them. WIlea-ru read it,
iota book, you have to picture it in your
mind, but when yca can see it in the movies,
you don't.

While the stark realityof the Netsilik hunting films were

occasionally mentioned as unpleasant to watch, youngstere had strong

interest in these films. On 'the national: .checklist, the hunting films

were most frequently selected by students as the ones they liked best of

all the Netsilik films. A girl said':

In the beginning whin the
the class yelled, because
hated it, and like at the
because they were used to
they have to go through,

seals were killed, all
all the girls, you know,
end nobody said anything,
it and it taught us what
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The Isaue of.Relevance

Any evaluation of the ca,terials of the course, particularly the films,

cannot help but deal with a question of special/importance to educators:

Is MAN: A COURSE OF STUDY relevant to th9 liveS of children? Bearing

youngsters and their teachers discuss the powerfully human qmalities of

the Netsilik films is strong evidence for relevance if we define this as

the quality of contact with the child's growing edge -- hip concern with

his oWn and 'Other lives in terus of what it means,to be a human being.

Particularly with the Netsilik unit, children use the films a. the basis

of comparisons With.their own behaviors and feelings.

* Well, the Eskimo films, they were.., people like us,

but they had different customs and things. But ii.

was more interesting the way they lived their lives,

how they lived*.

On the films, I liked the Eskimos'best, because when

they showed a film, they seemed more lae us. They

sort of gave ue a picture of my family if I were out

. there. Like the time they weze crossing the river.
If my father was there, I guess he would cross it

first, just to see haw deep it was, and Chen he

would-carry my mother across, and I'm just about

as tall as he is, so I could walk across, but my

sister would have to be carried. And my mother

would help carry something on her headas we
walked acress. I could, so could my father.
That's one thing in the picture I saw. And, my

mother alwayS combs her Lair....

Other boys arid girls from this same fifth grade center city classroom

conveyed i sense.of the power of ethnographic films to make strange and,

unfamiliar human habits more known and thus "more acceptable as part of a

necessary range of human behaviors arising from humanAecessities and

ways of life.

There were a lot of things that Pdidn't like but I
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don't think they should change them. L'hJP whea they
took the animal apart and they skinned him, I didn't
like that, but there'm no reason why you should Chinke
it, because it's true, that's what they did. So let.
them. We have iv clean fish and take them apart.be- .

fore we have to eat them, too. -

And just because you don't like it oesn't mean...
that's their way of living.

Four girls said one after the other in it group inter-key:

I like the film about Eskimos eating ehe fish.

lbey'cut the inside. He cut it up.

And the little boy went to eat.ete e73.

Oooh, that was icky. It's something like a treat.
Like somebody gets the wishbone.

The capacity of childrea for honest confrontation is gceat and real.

.No one listening to the honest respou4es and thoughtfulnesS which

children have given to questions about this course could doubt their

deep interest in questiona about humankind. One child expressed the

desire at the end of the course to "go in deeper, more into man."

Implfcations for Instruction

Considering these individual responses of children and teachers and

also checklist results from the total field sample that reveal'over-

uhelming'selection of film as "

I

asiest way to learn,".and the mode by

which children "learned most" ith almost 90 percent of children

selecting these options), we believe that the special role of-files in

MAN: A COURSE OF STUDY rests on a fundamental point of learning: footage

that retains a good deal of "real time" and that.represents authentic



behavior triggers &process of visual modeling that supports an unusual,

degree of identification with the life represented.on film.

As noted, the understanding that film creates is the understanding

of shared experience once,these links have been ereated, there is the

additional value that they remain in children's memories as affective

.
triggers to recall. *Further, the.naturalism, the ethnographic reality

of the footage in this course, serve to remove the material from
.-

historical-time The behaviot and feelin s being dbserved ate not."dated"

and thus trsnsformed intd objects that can be viewed from a

plateau of involvement.

re remote

Reflecting on Hebb's statement fhat sensatien and imagery are very

direct sources of self-knowledge, we are now impinging upqn au area that

up to this point has not been mentioned directly: the area of values.

The more it is possible to find lieks back-to the self -- to open-the

pathways to self-reference -- then the more one connects with thearea

called "values" and "feeling" and thus the more iatiMate and important

all knowledge pertaining to the human becomes. The great social

psychologist Gordon Allport has defined values as:

simplY meani_ngs peiceived as related to self.
-The Child experiences value wHenever he kvowi that
a meaningis warm and central to hiuself.'

We would suggest that the films in this course serve an important role

in the deveioping value system of the chiliC Think for a moment of the

many references Children have made to feelings aroused by the films, 0

1Allport, Gordon W., The Person in Psychology, Selected Essays,
Boston: Beacon Press, 1968, p. 164.

1 7
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peticularly,the Netsilik and baboon footaget The moat frequent reflective

points they present in interviews concern personal iesponses to issues

of nurturance and other relationships among living creatures. They are

tying the behavior presented through/film to-their own feelings about
d

that behavior. The teacher who noticed ihnt her class chuckled along with

the happy, laughing.Netsilik child was noticing a critical identiacation

with another human who in many respects was stranger, an alien, but

who had conveyed enough of his essential humanityehis essontial child-
,

ness, that American c.ildren mould feel their similirity with him, could

share in his joy -- and thus a relationship a positive valuing of that

human, could be felt. Out of such daily occurre-nc,s of-our 1i..:1-11-c onr

values accrued. The mripre We touch the edges of others' personnlities,

the larger is our capacity for including them in our ken. Thus the

issue of ethnocentricity: children do exhibit strong ethnocentric et

responses to'ehe Netsilik material; and for large numbers ef them, the

Netsilik still possess -many strange and unattractive characteristica.

There is, aftenall, an element of reality here. But the most powerful

component .of the course in cutting across these barriers and conveying

basic attributes of man's himatiness is tW film. Its success in a

pervasive or endUring seese is an'unanswered question; but its immediate-

effect is apparent.

411t

1 8
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The PrOlenir, of Stpnocentrism

.
.

.

Since one of the learning goa,/eols f the course is "to awaken in

Children an awarene,ss'of the fact that what we regard as acceptable.

4. .

-behavior is a,product of our culture," the issue of ethnocentrism is
.

important to an evaluation of the Netsillikznit.

t.

The intervieg materials.have demonstrated that children do make links

between some Neteilik ways and our own, for example, between feelings for
-

family anS friends and their wgy of relatittg-to one another, and such

feelings as we express them% Where basic Similarities in human behavior

have been grailied, Children demonstrate verbal1y.that the unit is having

positive effect in. creating a sense of t.he family of man. Do children go

beyond the easy correlation of similarity, however, and begin to under-
e,

stand and sometimes enjoy the diversity of htiman behavice To this
A

question, we have less clear signs of growth. There is vidence that at

the functional level bridging oczure4 By that, .w.414 mkan that the instrumental

problem-solving behavior of the Netsilik elicits most favorable reaction

from children as an eipression of-a culture different from their own, not

highly technological, but very inventive. Netsilik solutions_lo hunting

and survival needs are considered clever,and,functional by youngsters.

The diversitis that elicit entottion, lei,ónses do not so easily drew
If

out positive attitudes: the issues of 'infanticide ana senilicide, the

ktiling point of the hunt, the Skinning of animals, and the treat of the

caribou eye. For eXample, one scene in a film wts universally mentioned

*by the'children who saw it as the most difficult scene to stomach, in a
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literal sense. Children were asked, Vas there anything In these films

that made you dislike Eskimos?"

-

Jim: Oh, Sres. The part when 'they est meat.raw....
Xhe little kids, the eyeball.

Paul:, That's like candy.

Marcia: That's like tHe best part to them.

Jim: And they eat the intestinesr..,

Mhrcia: And.the lungs oi the fish. quay go and blow a

them up like.balloons and put string on them
on die end.

Paul: And I aw a movie with a little, boy, and this
one had-sound too, and this was a piece on
fishing, and the mother would go out and cut
out the eye with a knife. And she would put
it in his mouth, and he would start crunching
on it, and that didn't make me feel-too good!

There is rational understaFiding here, but the betiavio7.: is not really seen
1 0 1

as "acceptable" -- its visceral impeet is too disturbing. Eveil the

physical appearance of the Netsilik -- sallow and less groomed than our

- own prevailing adult standards dictate -- evokes comment about the poor,

sad-looking Netsilik without much consideration of differing standards.

The Uatailik belief system, expressed in tefts of magic nnd spirits,

seema-to iikirt* sate .m.iddla grósild of fooling drebing out some 'sympathetic

,an0 same distancing responsesr The "distancing" reactions could be

attributed to several factors. Children are learning the myths and

beliefs of their own culture; and the magical and shamanistic system of

the Eskimo is in some confliet with our scientific interpretations of

the-world. Eskimo beliefs, because they de carry out a "magical" view,
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are tidiculed by some tr;ungaters who have themselves bereli emerged from

'the "magical" interpretations of early dhildhood and when they deinot

take a position,ef cultural relativism, take an "adult" stand of

"scientism": me have Acience instead of magic; toe now know the answera.

This is always put forth in the form of a rather easy,top of the head

kind of comment,

However, despite this;skepticiam, or relegating of magical beliefs to

/ .

a more "primitive" way of dealieg with experience, many children do

grasp the imfortance of a banal' system

daily life. On a word list exercise in

from several options-the two words most

to organizing.and understandini

the interviews where they select

important to the Netsilik in

their daily livelhalmost without exception children select "beliefs,"

and with good reasons.as the interviews illustrdte(aee, for example, the

6

final interview - May. 1968 - with Kathy, Ellie and Joey, Section II, pp.

36-44. One coacise insight was this:

If you believe in something, you're not afraid.
.4

The sympatheta, even empathetic. responses of some dhildren seem to

derive from emotional kinship, from delight in thelmaginary, the make-

believe, and the intuitively tree. They feel drawn to dhe imaginative

and perceptive qualities of the Netsilik songs and stories. In addition,

most of the Netsilik myths contain acutely realistic insights into human

feelings and behavior that strike resonant cherds in.Childien. gharing,

guilt, appeasing'the powers Chat be, all contain elements of human

paythology Chat ring true.
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It is important to note that children begin to value diverse

expressions of humanneas not through rational understanding of technology

social Organization cir cultural symbols, biat through encounters vith
16

personalities and their stories, either shown on films or told through

records and written material, where basic psychological dimensions are

a

illuminated through examples specific to Netsilik culturc and beliefs.
4

Telling storiei ia'as old as man, and clearly the'impact of "Stories of

Beginning Times," "Songs andiStories of the Netsilik Eskiwos," of the

records, and of other personalexpressions can be felt in the remarks

youngsters are formulating that dhow a good deal of sympathetic under-

standing.

Theethnocentric-rdpsponse,ii modulated into more catholic views not

by gruwing appreciation of diversity per se but by growing awareness of

underlying as well as.apparenriSimiIarities. As noted, the myths and .

stories hold common elemants of meaning. The feelings of people one

toward another particularly in the family situation bring forth

comparisons with youngsterst '.own lives and families.

The preceding raises u question about selective ethnography in rolaltion

to ethnocentrism is 10-yeak-olds'. Is there positive value in proseuting to

upper elementary grade youngsters ,issues Chat involve behavior contrary to

the fundamental morality of this sOciety? Can ehildren wbo are working

out their own relationship to our cuktureN social and ethical considera-

tions put in perspetive acutely disturbi..31; alien behaviors? The question

of anthropological veracity here becomes closely affiliated with Che

?Al

a
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Issue of ethnocentrism. IS the conveying Of every detail of anoitier

society the only honest"way-to present that society to Children; and do

details that seam.to involve, for exsmple, barbatism us we define it44

distort the lager purpose:of a courseedesigned to (3treos mad's 'Common

heritage and attributes?

We are not raising here'the'issueof gsdifferene and thus disturbing

behaviors per'se: the iteat of the caribouleye, for exampld, while
p

arousing negative response, doesnot htrike at.the deepest beliefs of a

society. Its effect can be, and'is, counter-balanced by other positive
.

. .

attributes of Netsilik life. Let us consider the far morc.signifiCant and
,00

alien practice of infanticide1. In the 1967-68 field testing Of.rinCOS, a
\ .t!

lesson on the Netsilik pradice of female infamticide was included. The

material was intended to convey the extremeOlnd different survival needs

that groups in harsh environments audt,mect: While this lesson.has now

been eliminated from the course (even, though a short description in
-

Rasmussen's.Journal of the difficult roles and values of males and

females 'Ras been retained), a brief review of children's resPonees to

this topic may hlghWht.two fqctors in the toaChingtof value-laden

issues: the necesSity,_if alien human.practices are to be introduced,

for adequate in-depth exploration and for recognizing the deep

psychological implications of "taboo" topics..

A disturbing aspect of children's response to the topic of infsnti-
.

cide Was the incorret understanding most acquired an4 the consequent

interpretation of thelletsilik personality based on this misunderstanding.

1That Ulnae. infanticide can be.viewed as a necesdity by the Netsilik
is explained bye.one old man's comment quoted to Rasmussen: The hardness).
of life has taught us that it is goiod to have as many sonb as possible."
The Rasmussen story goes on to say: "The .Notsilik like to have many sovs
and few dapghters. If there is no.family to adopt her, it ts their custom
to allqw the childPio dte. If a girl baby has not already been promised

des a'fdture wife, her family miy feel that they cannot provdde for her."

23
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, An interviewer .asked children

(Do you'think the Netsilik haie feelings the way
you havei Are they very =lib like 4mma)

...they don't really have the 'same feeling iax do,
becauseZERey-live in a whole different enviroment...

' they need to kill the girls because they're nel
good.i.they don't have enough food. 7

...and we would thinkithia was awfu1, and i t's
just nothing to.them, to kill a little baby

They just, you kale, they don't really have al
feelimg for, like, humins....

All they do is knock oaff people.
Sp. 4

While in these students' class there was understanding that a;lch a

practice is intended to insurellie survival of the group ** "the whole

sort of Eskimo thing Id just die out" -- the children did tiave 14, great

deal oimisinformation_a t infanticide, most be/Levin that the Neteilik

"Ut;l" the babies im the sense of murdering them, seldom mentioning the

infrequency of this occurrence aid thelpocial mores attached tolit. Tke

following comment was 'tis close as children came to understanding this

very ellen and difficult topic:

Well, they were getting too mapy girls and not enough
boys. /hey neededhunters, anethey couldn't support
all the girls and ah, if p babY cameuat, sometimes it
waa just good for it to let it die. Just better for
the baby...you sea, if they're going to kill a baby,
thgy're going to kill it while it's very young, so
that it doesn't form a kind of personality they'll gpt
used to, and then it,will be harder for tbautope know

There WAS also an "untouched" tone with which some children discussed

the practicer -it wagjseem-as "necessary", "understandable", etc. There

was a remoteness in response4hat%as disturbing to the EDC staff aad

teachets using the materials.

ft.
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Why did children come away with distorpd Noes, and frequanqy

sound so "objectiry discussing infanticide; and,then,seem so sensitive '

and thoughtful when theV discussed-othac aspects of Eskimo behavior such
471

as belief end fmnily life? Firsto, the leation on ouch a difficult take

wos far. too short,:and.the materials covering the subject oeinfanticide

were sparse and unemotional compared witE thb materials covering, other

aspects of Netoilik life. (Far.this topic, children used only one.lgief

narrative and then had one day's discussion.)..0ther..parts-of the course

dealing with family life and daily behaviors wed films'that were ridh

with inStances 9f affection,-learning, sharing, etc.. Booklets were.

replete with tales and belief0YandAresonant lith their huthanity: %fear,

love, birth, caring, competition, wpre conveyed in depth and in graphic

terms; even the book illustrations and records supported and helped to carry

along the themes. There was opportunity to explorfthe meanings cif

various behaviors amd reasons for them.

Second, and akin to the abode., it was noticeable im the interviews

how dhildran tied their regard and admiration for Netsilik to familiar

, .

behaviors especially of a aurturant type. Because ao many insfences of

caring and family warmth vire woven through the unit, the children found

a.multitude of points of contect and famAlidrity i4 terms.of theii,ow '

feelings and emotions .- they understood the importance of human feelings

about family and beliefs because- in their own developing lives these were'

tire crucial and sometimes bewilderingly familiar elemeras. Rower with
k .

the topic of infanticide, we mere'oft.sground culturally alien and in*

Freudian terms psychologically fearsome; even dangerous the.,child's

'2 5
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*-
wished-for death of the! neWborn member of the family. Bow could.a child

tn one or two lest:one iven comp close to:admitting or acknowledging the
. .

reality of the act in Notailik life? :It unst, in truth, be kept non-real

-- a surface pheaomenon, a fact not within psychological assimilation,

partiogarlywhen inierpreted as °killing". Yet the potency of the .copit%

is revealed by the very fact that children who have spent only one or

two dsyszith the Subject speak of it ,so vividly in later interviews. TIZe'w
sem children who spoke Of the Netsilik aa'not having "human" feelings.

0

.could turn around,somewhat later in the interview and express a sense of

their common humanity as exemplified .in other details of Netsilik life.

They were not able to reconcile or integrate the very alien lehavior with
*-

the more understood and familiar, ways so they enpressed very -contradictory

iinterpretalions throughout the interv*ew. .It is not the contradictiens

per se that are toublesome Oilman= behavior Ttains contradictions --

but rather that in their basis fee/Anse "for" or "against" the Netsilik

as members of the human brotherhood, they could decide to opt 6against"

because of distorted undorstanding and their own evolving growth stages.

Coupled with these issues was the additional and underStandable

problem that,this was a topic that teachers didn't feel 'comfortable in

covering. To intreduce the topic as factual information briefly discussed

and then to leave-children with the disconcerting knowlsdge, without

further opportunity to work through the meaning of such behavior and the

feelings it arauses.in us seemed to be.much worse than not introducing

it at all:

A
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Vicky: One thing I don't like about the Raklmos.".
is thaAdea that they have to kill their
first baby if WS-a-Oa...Ws a tradition
(bht) I don't like it. How woad they like
it if they Ware the ones, they had to kill
the child, and that child was the only one the
lady could have. That wouldn't bet right.

Int.: Is there any reason why they sometimes have
to do that?

Vicky: gar te&ch .. But
I guess Wei b-cau-ne- of-the food.

Results of using this lcsaon in MACOt were inconcluaive in terns ot

answering the questions raised because the lesson WS so brief and often

poorly used. Ihe evidence, however, illustraten clearly several points:

when these topics are treated cursorily and when teachers are not in

complete mastery of the facts and not preliared for the many remifications,,)

such topics do not lead children to greater tolerance for the diversity of

adaptive mechanisms in human life styles.

2 7



Ca9gappuel Creep ani Generalization

There appear to be special problems for children in grappling with

certain of the larger conceptual filmes of the course. For example,

many youngeters are not 'nble to m'lle conceptual distinctions between

behavior controlled by innate urges of animal species.-- the internal

drives that are beyond control or understanding'by the animal -- and

behavior governed by mangs symbol system for organizing experience and

creating rules of life.

Interviewer: I have a set of words: salmon, herring
gull, baboon, American. I was wondering
which of these four you think the Netsilik
are most like?

. .

Child: Umm.., let me think.li think the salmon,
because the salmon, wheh they lay 'lei* .
egis, they just go upstream because they
have to do it.

Interviewer: And how are the Eskimos like the salmon?
,

Child: Well, the Eskimon, they have to do what
they think is right, and Op salmon, he
just has to do it, yod know.

This child has selected an ,apparent similarity in behavioral outcomes --

each is impelled to behave in a gtven %my. ,Buk the propelling mechanisr

in each case, the core difference between the innate end inarticulate

urge, and the elaborate system of regulatory beliefs and survival

mechanisms that suggest and coerce certain behaviors in the human animal --

is not yet clear.

Large numbers of Children can make no clear dist.Inction between the

unique symbolizing capacities of man, and the learned but unconceptualized

behaviors of the baboon. Another child when asked the same question as

2 8
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above, replied:

it sound kind ef silly, but more like baboons,
because they're fightiag to stay alive, but they
still like each other. And they can do pretty good -

things. Like they can catch seal aad caribou and'
fit& and make'igloos and sleds and things... I
don't think the baboons think as well as they do.

These are certainly accurate comparisons for the conclusion at which the

child arrived. When Eskimos are seen as more like some of the animals

studied than like Americans, it is because their soecific ways of life

at= similar to that which"children have learned about animal ways of

-life -- the hunt for food, the eating of food raw, 'etc. In addition, they

have learned about similarities among many animal groups: dependency

of the individual on the groupsfor protection, playfulness, care of the

young. These are not qualitatively distinct in their minds. Therefore,

relying on known example, some children see the daily life of the Netsilik

as more like that of the baboon than that of the American.

rn terms of the previa= review of ethnocentricism, we see this not

DO much as illustration ocethnocentric thought as it is of reinforcement

.vila specific example. In meeting specific daily survival needs, the

Netoilik show few specific incidents that are the same as our ways of

living. They do not go to the supermarket, to school, to an office.

That which is comparable is quickly grasped by youngsters: human Inter-

action particUlarly of parent and Child, ingenuity Lñ inventing solutions

to problems (teChnique or technology); Those Children who see the

Netsilik as more like a salmon or a baboon than an American, do know

that the Netsilik is a human being. But Children of ten or so utilize

2 9
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in their thinking one-to-one correspondences. In terms of need...pacit--2P

satisfaction, many specific incidents Of Hetsilik behavior do correspond

more with comparable baboon or"chimfanzes actions than with our own.

What the child selects perCeptually determines-the comparative similari-

ties that are also perceived.

With this age level, generalizations seem to be rather accidental
-

rewards drawn out of a seripa'of examples; and are for the most part

categorical -- "Eskimos are nomads" -- rather then relational. th terms'

1
of Jean Pieget's propositions about ogee of intellectual development,

We would'expect theififth-grader to be moving frau the stage of ,concrete .

operations into the formal stage of mental development; that is, to be in

the process of developing mental operations that r'esult in ability to

comprehend relational significance. Within this framework, the limited.

ability of children to generalize beyond .apparent similarities to more'

abstract unifying qua1ities4would be due to immaturity in cognitive pro-

cesses. Interestingly, their Question's seem to reveal more directly than

their anawers or Summarizing atatements the process of conceptual growth

that is on-going. Ten-year-olds'are developing in ability to conceptual-
%

ize verbally, but at this age they appear to be.able to frame conceptual

questions more easily and more often than to arrive at conceptual coticlu-
.

sions. (See Do Ch_gs.imi1Elc Qesttons and Share Ideas oductiyJ1)

Children's ability to master and use correctly the concepts in MAN:

lln a recent collection of besays honoring Piaget (tudies in,Coesitlx2
Development; Dsvid Elkinde John H. Flavell, editors, Oxford University
Press, 1969) Sigel has noted that in a study he conducted in 1961, "Re-
sults from the analysis of a tesk,in which children uere asked to expla.,
such words as 'brother' and 'animal', r6ealed that before the fourth and
fifth grades children.could not define brother in terms of 13 common re-
lationship." (p. 475)
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A CoURSE OF STUDY, then, depends heavily-upyon the quality and numerousness

of examples they acquift with each major theme. Peter Dow has called this'

"teaching by analogy" --an emphasis upon the plentiful use of powerf4

examples. Since ue cannot expect teadheri new to the course necessarifiy

4to be able.to prOvide a range of good analogies, one task of In+service

tducation, as the course progresses, Should be thoughtful exploration of

examples of major concepts. Their purpose Is to lead to a level of

ideation'above specific detail only, so that the "specific incidents"

problem does not domdnate.. On a broa4ADase of examples,children begin to

construct rudimenterY general structures, end to ley groundwork for later

insights and organizinlg ideas, as their own capacities for formal thought

ematuke and are put in service of new experiences:-

It is important to note here that the mannr in which we interprA4'

problems in the course depends to larikeNs#tent on our expectations of

fifth graders. If ue accept certaip limits in the ability of the young

to recognize general fdeas, to relate them to one another, and to generate

new expressions of inclusive thoug4t, then standards for conceptual

attainment are less stringent. But-the burden of creating exercises

specifically designed to build relational understanding rests more

heavily an the curriculum developers.



Natural Selectioa: An Example of Conceptual D4ff.iculty

Pdrh4s the most'difficult conceptual area in the course was
,

(
atural selectiaa.. The theOry of evolution,by natural aeleCtion proved,-

-. .

to be a problva fcr thellAN:ACCLIEB
OF STUDY atgfi.to develop,

,

for teachers to understand, and for students to grasp. The elementary .

staff once conside*ed eliminating natural selection from the couTse

because of its abstraction and cipexiqt, but the topic waa judged to

be an important cOMponent o he intellecial scheme of the cOurse.

For the 1968-1969 fteld test, therefore, newcstudent materials on mot-,

ution (four worksheets and a slide program) were prepared. Suggestions
.

were made for a-seminar in which teachers woulA work through student

materials.

Members of the evaluation st2ff examined natural selection'niat-

erials in the context of teacher Seminare, classroom lessons,.and

student interviews to determine how the fopiewas faring in the field, 11.

and to provide immediate feedbadk to thevorkingyartY.

Teaher Seminars

In the seminars on natural selection the-oierading problem was

a lack of understanding of the subject matter on the part of the leader

and teachers. While Content understanding'is only one of many goals

for seminar sessions, it w4s crucial here because teachers tended ti&

be uninformed cr misinfot:ed about evolution by'nidural selection.

At two of the three sessiona observed, leaders were unable to

fulfill their roles because they lacked expertise in the subject matter.

They were unable to answer teachers' questions O.r.to correct their

erroneoub statements. In one group, for example, teachers claimed that

3,2



if a strUctitre is unused, it changes or becmees extinct. In another,,

the group failed to-distinguish between physical and cultural adapta-

ticin, and-in neither case were tbesencepts clargied. The thIrd session

observed was atypical in that it was conducted Sy a member of the MACOS

staff who had been developing the natvral selection materials. Nat
A'

surprisingly, it was dn interesting and informative meeting. The prob-
.

lem, as suggested to the elementary staff at the time, was haw to.repli-

-cate on a large scale the exlierience 4 having a Visiting 'expert.

Classroom Observations!
dr

The problems in the seminars were siinificant because the teaehers''

lack of knowledge hampered their effectiVeness in the classroom. The

stlident materials were never intended, to7he.teacher-proof; their sec7

cess depund'ed in goOd m-easure on the teachets' having a.firn grasp of .

_the essential conceptual points.

On the simplest level of understanding--that of the necessity for

survival of a "fit .between animals and the environment--a slide program

of imaginary aniMals was successful. The program showed fantasy animals,

most of whlch were aaapted to their environment by protective coloration.

The ehviTonment changed,'permitiing.only the animals adapted to ihe

new environment to survile. Eventually, most of the animals wjte.colored

so as to blend into the environment. The slide program and worksheets,

however, were 4intended to do more than illustrate camouflage or envir-

onmental "fit", but neither the materials nor the classroom discussions

proceeded to serious- conside-ation of the mechanism of species change.

A further problem in classroom work was the confuften between

biological and cultural adaptation, similar to the confusion observed
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in the teaciler meetings. A story to illustrate the latter notion was

included as optional mateiial; the choice.was unfortunate because

teachers and students failed to see the purpose of the story. It didn't

seem related-to the aworksheets students had been doing on natural selec-
.

tion. The worksheets and the s4ry, of course, were not supposed to

be similar, but eince the classes didn't understand the concept of

natural selectioil, they were unable to differentiate between it and

a new concept. 1

Student Interviews.

Literviews with studenta confirmed the:feelings obtained from class-

rooms that students, by and large, failed to understand natural -selection.

About one fourth of the student's eould be judged to show the basic com-

prehension desired by ihe curriculum developers. The 'two best re-

sPonses are reprinted below:

(Has your class talked about,natural selection?)

Uh-huh.

(What do they mean by that?)

I didn't get much out of it.

(Okay. That's pretty honest. Let me ask you a sli,htly

dktfeient queation, then. If an animal's environment were
to change, you'd anything else have to happen in order

for that animal to survive?)

Well, the,animal would have to... like, if the environment
turned dry and an animal needed water and everything and

was-green and the enviropnent was brown, it would have to

turn brown, You know; it would turn darker' so they'would

be canouflaged.
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(Okay. .4low intuld those changes occur? How (1o, you think
that would happen?)

I don't know: Like offsprings.

(What do you mean by that?)

Well, they could, like, reproduce ati the babies, maybe
they would be different than their parents in dolor,
and then they could survive.

(All right. That's kind of interesting. I think you have
an interesting idea. Do you want to tell me a littl more
about it?)

I don't know much about it.6

(No I think you probably do.)

The more they turn color, the more they will surviw.

(Okay. What do we mean when we talk about variation in a
species?)

Different kinds of species.

(Is that a good thing?)

Yes.

(Why?)

So, like, more can survive if the environment changes.

(Okay.).

* * *
(Have you talked about naturkl selection in class?)

Yeah, we talked a little bit about it.

(Da'you remember what the phrase means?)

Natural selection. No, I forgot. It was a while ago that
we had it.

#
%

(If an animal's environment were to change, wOuld anything else
have to happen to thejanimals for the species to survive?)4

It depends. Like, if it becain6 very dry, if ft became veiy wet,
if it became a dif4erent color, his color would have to change.
Or if it became a rocky area, he'd have to.become a strong, big
animal.,

14.
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(How would that change take place, really?)

It would have to take place over many generations. The first
V generation wouldn't be able to survive, but he'd try very hard

so.he night do a.little bit of it, so he might last a little
longer than he would If he didn't try to adapt, and it would
keep taking place and it would evolve, and finally the finished
product would be able to live in this environment.

. (What do we mean by variation in species?)

variation. Like a dog, same of them have spots and some of
them don't. Someof them are multicolored and same are one
color, and same are big and some are small, same have big tails
and some have little tails, some have fat tails and some have
skiany tails. Some of them are skinny and come of them are
fat; some of them are very big and somt of them ake very small.

(Is it a good thing to have?)

I guess it's,interesting if the animals are different
or something.

colors

(Would it be useful for that species of animals?)

In some cases, and some cases it wouldn't.

(In what cases would it be useful to have variations like that?)

Well, like a dog, a wlld dog, if he was in the woodland
he'd have to be colored to the woodland, but if he was in
another kind of area, like_a grassland, he'd have to be
the color of that. He'd have, to be, like, green in scythe
places.

These children have an idea of adaptation to the environment, of

species change and of the mechanism of natural selection. Their re-

sponsesare imprecise and are sometimes anthropomorphic, but indicate

that the children have generally met the cognitive goals of this partic-

ular section of MAN: A COURSE OF STUDY.

What can be said of the rest of,the responses?vVirst, t* show

that most children do understand that survival Aepends on the fit be-

tween a species and its enviromment. The children, toweverOind it

3,6
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fo,

difficult to generalize beyond the specific examples of adaptation pro-..

.vided by the MACOS materials, and become hooked on camouflage as the

sum total of adaptive responses to the environment.

Second, while many students verbally accept the positive value of

variati&N, they fail to connect species survival and variation, or to

see the role ofdvariation in natural selection. Sather, they are apt'

to say that "it's easier to observe each one [animall if they're a

little different."

Third, the whole concept of natural selection involves high-ordei

abstractions: "species" is an abstraction, the time element is difficult

to comprehend, and chance (mutation)lls both abstract and contrary to

the way children (and most adults) are used to thinking. So, while

students recognize that adaptation iu necesaary for survival and that

if the environment changes, something happens, they do not understand

that changes occur on 4the species level or how thoie chiinges occur.

Given a need to'creatc order out of their confusion,-they are apt to

explain the concepts in terms with which they are familiar--an aniMal

(rather than a species), a pet (which has been bred' for traits we desire,

Out not necessarily those which would promote the species survival in

a natural environment.) Or children may suggest that animals have

control over their situation and would solve any problems much as

humans would: animals would move to a new, more comfortable environ-
.

mtnt if the old one became unsuitable. Some children describe envi.

roomental changes as day-to-day variations in the'weather; Others define

natural selection as chameleon-like change. When children try to
IMF

think about natural .selection in these concrete terms, logic leads them

to erroneous etplanations.

37
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The report to the elementary staff of field -experiences with Ilsat-
,

. 4
' urml selection mattrials was intendip primarilx to provide dtta for

decision-making: Skald the tiTic 3:#e taught? If "so, was the topic

cognitively appropriate for.all stu4ents?. If.the topic were to be re- P
t

tained, aihould the'st=t# materials be altered? What sorts of prepare-
P5

tion do teiehers need to`teach the topic?

. In the past year, 11 numbet of changes have been made in the-naturale

selection section. Two tokich.er seMinars gre.now devoted to the topic,'

and a number of readings have been provided for teachers, as well as

two eape recordings by q Harvard biologist explaining natural selection.

The stuSent matet:ials have bbcome optional; to be used by a few

viduabor the whole class at the teacher's dperetion. A new concept

booklet explaining natural selection lias neon:added, the slide program

has been eliminated, and the suggestions for dissuising human cultural

(as opposed to natural) selection have been modified. Th'ese changes

were effected for the 1969-1970 school year, so the evaluation staff

has been unable to assess their impact.

4
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d Mara Idgf. Po6uyj.

The stance of the inquirer, the question-poser, is formulated throagh-

..) . ,

out NACOS; ;;a"the exploration of qiiestiofis occUrs most froiluen4y in grou.p

p -

work and class discussions. Thus, two imgortant activtties are central to

the course: question-posing, and interactive learning or the shared ex?

change of ideas and opinions. Through models, exercises, and explicit

guides in the materials, dhildren are expected' to develop a vocabulary, a

bank 'of ideas, and a format for Investigating.topics in the cqurse, thdt

will be put to service in the projects and discussions they "carry, through.

It has been questioned whether these are productive activities around which .

to focus much of a ourricuhm.. Do,childien learn what it means .to have an

inquiring attitude toward materials? .Are they able to adopt the questioning ,

mode of the scientisi and utilize this mode in working with MACOS

materials? To sddrest these concerns, Ma vignettes follow that are takcn

from cla roam observations illustrating student behavior and teachet

ineraction th a class. These observations highlight both children's

question-go g and issues in the classroom managert of group work and

discussio

seems particularly important to investigate these topics in city

schools, for many researchers and educators have describedthe center city

classrooms of this aountry as places of authoritative, teacher-directed

education. Opinions, questioning attitudes am/challenging of information

. are actively discouraged. Evidence of this,repressive syudrome is over-.

wheiming in the new literature. Can curriculum become the energizing-

catalyst for a change in these perpetueted patterns of traditional
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schooling? Pr= oisserva,tionp, wit would suggest there is hope for chanie

In observer aoeounts of the EDC classroom one often comes upon a lesson

that exemplifies the MACOS.point of vieir,toWard learning and a decided

change from traditional stereotypes of the classromm.,

Let us look in on a fifth grade class drawn from a center city"

po'pulation, both black and white. The sdhool is new, conservatively but

design&d, and well4equipped. The tescl.lexa-are in general a young

group, but several earlier visits to classroons revealed teaahing styles

cast In the traditional mold.

The teacher of this MACOS class.is young, attractive. She is about

to imtroduce the morning's social studies work as the observer enters ths'

classroom. The work for the session is not an EDC suggested leas= but

-

lather is'a tcaaher-devlsed exercise: to investigate Characteristics of -

arctic miimals, using the booklet "lha Arctic" as the source material.

Children are sitting in rowseaah ready with the booklet in hand. Thus

from-the beginning of the leeson there is a ju'ataposition of gmos against

more traditional postures and expectations.

Teacher: "We're going to divide into groups this morning. Eath-group

will have a card naming an arctic animal, dnd will investigate
that-animal to find out as mudh es phssible aimut it."

.14 .

Then she poses a task as au introduction to their work, before they divide

into groups..

Teacher: If you knew nothing about Arctic animals, what would you look
for, what questions would you ask?

The children raise theVr hands, and the teacher writes their questions

on.the board as they give them. There is surprisingly little repetition

of questions, and much alertness and enthusiasm for the task. The fol-



lowing questions are weitten.on.the board, each from a ditferent child, so

that about three-quarters of the class makes a contribution.

Where do they live?

2. How do they act?

3. What do they eat?

4. How do they communicate?
"la

5. How do they respond-to each other?'

-16. How many offspring do they have?

7. How dcithey protect themselves?

8. What do they look like?

9. How do they adapt to their environment?

10. How do they feed their offsprin3?

11. Can they breathe underwater?

12. jow do they reproduce?

13. Do they kill oilier animals?

14. How do they know when a predator is near?

15. Are they dominant over SO= other animals?

16. How big do they get?
"Ea

Two things immediately strike the reader of these questions: fiTst,

the operational use to ehiCh the children put their earlier work in

animal studies, showing by their questions that they have developed a model

of basic categories for exploring behavior; and second, their masterY of

the vocabulary of the cours9. They obviously enjoy displaying this latter

mastery. And such an order of questioning clearly would,pot have been

possible before the course. After several months of work, the children
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can produce quiclily a set of important organizing questions that gdt at

attributes 'of survival. Moreover they listen io each oihei in the course

of preparing their list, and avoid repetitive or "silly" questions. They

display, in other words, noticeable interactive ability. Among themselves,

they havd managed to cover as significant a group of quensions as one

would expect Cram a scientist in the field. The teaCher, in fact, eeems

somewhat.surprised at the quality, and compliTents the class as ahe can-
.

eludes this task. She.then directs them to use these questions as they i

read about.and study their col groups, and to wriie.down answer1 to the

. 'questions as they work.

The students group themselves quietly, withourdisruption, appearing

to bring considerable interest to their work and referring frequently to

the questions as they read aloud to each other. (They do segregate themr

selves by sex, with boys working together, girls working together. The

teacher does not interfere ta their groupiag arrangements but does move

from group to group to answer questions as requested by the children.)

Unfortunately, the teacher does not help groups to select classes

or categories of questions on which to concentrate; the task becomes too

difficult by the range of questions the children taive raised, and im-

possible of real attack by the brevity of information contained in the

booklet. The material, in this case, is not equal.to the children's

curiosity (the booklet gives only brief sketches of different Arctic

animals, and was not tatended as a comprehensive source document), sad the.

teadher does not mitigate the problem by suggesting additional soerces.

There is no time7 for reporting at the end of the group work; recess inter.



feres, ifter 50 ndnutes of the lesson.

Not an exemplary lesson in that the teacher left the task too general

and overwhelming, withoute.adequate resource material, and did not save time

for follow-4 reporting and iummarizing from the groups; nevertheless, au

impressive display of students' ability to' formulate impoitant Tiestions.

How might this teacher manage clasdroom arrangenents.so that group

work focused around the inquiry method would be more productive for stu-

dents? The management of another- class (incidentally suburban) suggests

some guidelines. While this is only one example, it does emphasize teacher
N:

preparation and follow-through in creating a productive working environ-

want =din helping students to focus their thinking around a manageable

set of inquiries.

The youngsters had previously watdhed Wm loops of I baboon troop

and had raised the questions below as topics which could be researched

during viewing. The questions were on the blackboard at) the lesson.began:

What are they like?

Do they fight between troops?

Can the troop separate?

How do they pick new leaders?

Is there a rank?

Can offspridg,fhange troops?

The questions are less global and inclusive than ta previous sat,

but manageable, focuseci as they are around troop behavior. As the MACCS

lesson starts, the teacher spends some time oiganizing the groups for

working. Aftar they have separated'into their groups, she ,essigns a leader

40 3
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of eath. She them.visits and guides the groups-as they go over notes

taken while observing the lair and prepare a group paper that.amswers

the questions. When about ten tp fifteen minutes of working thme have

elapsed, the teacher flicks the lights to indicate ths cad of that Phase

,

of the lesson. Full class discussion ensues with children reMaining ip

the group arrangement. The.teacher makes it a point to praise the groups

for the way the small group discussions went on. She idds ney.quastions

to the board us they now raise them.

The teacher also.tells the children they have raised "ideas" and she

highlights one topic -- behavior as reiated to age and sex for full

discussion. Thus, she serves se a selective guide to the full class work.

She makes the comment, "Listen please to whad,somehody else is.saying be-
.

3

fore you start taking:" In other words, she pays considerable attention

to the dynamici imvolved in discuasion imvolving all embers. She often

describes the class's behavior to them as a teaching device. For example,

when they extrapolate beyond the data given in the film loops in trying

to answer the qmestions, she comments: "Now you're 4etting beyond things

_you could have seem,- to 2121-221m about things." She keeps bringing the

Children back to what they have 'absented, away from what they think is ,

logical in human terms:

They next lspond a second ten-minute period in small group talk about

what is" innate and what is learned behavior in baboons. The\teacher re-

minds them to concentrate on what they suw. She then purposely th
V

out a question to the whole class based an' a conVersation of stidents in
\)

one of the groupaq Vhat do you mean by a hobo& father? What does a



human father. dor From their groups, students exchangt ideas. Ab ex-
.

apples of the discussion, a.student replies, "I don't dila there is s

family like in humans," and another disagrees, with still an6thsr student

bringing up the baboon behaviors of mating and caring for young as com-

parative characteristics. A genuine conyarsation is carried on. While

no points are settled definitively, there is a feeling im the room that
-

something has been accomplidhed.

The teacher closes the'lesson with: "David brought up a great

question -- Do baboons know they're going ba die?" The class is left with

this specific intriguing isinie to ponder as the teacher goes on to the

next.subject of study.

These exathples illustrate the productive possibilities of ohildrene

questions as focal points for &cup work applying investigation skills

to source materials. Children, through question-posimg and follow-up

projects, can demonstrate their grasp of the conceptual and methodological

franework of the couree. Further, the examples point to the focal role

of the teacher in the process of inquiry and in interactive learning;

and to problems teachers nest often resolve: defiming iaski of investiga-

tion congruent with the materials at hand; guidance of dhildren in.

setting up working arrangements; and followiog through after children have

worked on a problem, by serving as a guide for give and take about the

Ilected data and the new questions raised. These are medipting or

imp 44i -41. ting functions that can be a new role for many teachers, one that

Aakes some practice and some reflection to develop.
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Cleoproom USc of Rooc&F Materiels .

One of the innovations of the MAN: A COURSE SIEBTOL.eUrrielthan
is its consistent use of a variety of media to impart information and A

-\
facilitate lparming. The course developers designed erich lesson so th'at

it would contain a ringti of activities; this is in contrast to the--
.

traditional social studies teaching: mnde of only remding froz the text

and answering the teacher's questions. Yet much of the MACOS content is

gained throuih reading, and one can sense a discrepancy between th'e image

of MACOS presented in the .teacher's guide and the date fram the field.

In a plan for a two-day lesson, for emmple, children are to view

a half-hour film, discuss questions arising fran the film, make charts

relating material in the film to previously learned informaiion, and

read the appropriate booklet to complete the chart. Here the reading is

intended to be an information-gathering exercise and is tdbedded within

a larger activity. In many classroomsr however, reading first is deme

as a ccmprehension exercise, perhaps with the'whole class worLimg together

on reading the booklet and answering the teacher's questions. Then the

, class might move on to using ihe booklet as an tnformation resource to

complete the chart. Contrary to the impreseion conveyed. by-the teacher's

guide, children may spend as much or more ttme reading as viewing in this

lesson.

Another lesson plan suggests that children begin by reading a veey

short selection on the rules of,the Netsilik ccmmunity (no questions are

suggested for'discussion). 'Students then are to read a longer (seven

page) selection in another booklet; the class is expected to discuss -
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specific and general questiocs dealing with:group control over individual

ileviant behaviOr. Again thd problem is the amount of time required to

complete the reading if It tiikes a gticid *tie
discussion is likely, to be sacrificed. When this happens the Observed

class session seems mare'conemcned with information than concepts, with

specifics than.generalities, with the Netsilik world than with the child's

world.

In general, the lesson plans in the teacher guicles specify the

reading appropriate to that day's work; often questions are suggested to

guide reading, sometimes the plan suggests a particular structure for

reading (small groups, etc.). But if a class were to complete all the

activities for a given day, it would have available only a few minutes

for doing the reading. In reality, reading takes a good deal of class

time, and the amount is dependent on whether the class is urban or

suburban:

Suburban cloaarooma approach most closely the EDC model of the multi-

activity lesson in which reading occurs only same of the time and is

related to a number of different activities wten it does Secur. In urban

classrooms children'are far more likely to do same reading every day;

similarly they have fewer different activities per lesson. Suburban

classes average 3.5 non-reading activities per day, 4hile urban classes

average 2.6 non-reading activities. Reading occurs in 54% of tho

lesdons in the suburbs, compared with 76% Of urban lessons.

This comparison was made between classes in an inter-city school

system and classes in a middle to upper middle-class suburban system. The

4 7



difference in time devoted to reading,like3,y reflects'tbe students' ,

14.

ability. Chika in the suburbs are more advanced in reading level;

)consequently it'takea them mud! less time to cemplete given amount of

reading. City teachers dre apt to devote an entire lesson to the reading

and discussion of a MACOS booklet, and wh'en this happens, they appear not

to be following the EDC guide. What they are doing, though, is adjusting

the plans to meet the needs of their children -- or, at least, their

percertion of the children's needs. At this point lie do net know if,

city teachers dovote too much time to reading ..ór if their time allotments

are appropriate. But it is important-tb note that, when interviewed, the

teachers Were unconcerned about their failure to follow the guide

precisely'.

Furthgr,. urban Children genera13 did not complain about an'excess

of reading. On the second. Netsilik checklist (1969), 49%, of urban

students :indicated that "the toys and girls in my class have Spent most

time". reading, while 35.5% of the suburban students thought this

Urban children correctly perceived the focus of classrocm work in *COS,

and responded positively to this orientation 42% liked reading the

booklets best (compared to 22% of suburban children). And 'despite tie
0

significant differences in time devoted to reading activities in the two

settings (as indiicated both by observations and students'Iudgments),

both groups agreed that to get good marks in the course, the most

important thing was to take part in class discussions (63% urban; 64%

suburbin).

Furthermore, all MACOS classes contained more varied activities-and-

48
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'less reading than did the obierved,noniftOOS Classes. ,Ccaparing the inner

ciiy MACOS group and non-MACOS.classes in an urbaq siStem we find that

4

reading occurred during 76% pf MACOS sessibns and 100% of nan.iNACOS

sessions. Urban NACOS classes averaged 2.6 non-readinriabtivities per

session, While comparable non-NACOS classes average 1.6 non-reading

activities. 'Urban NACOS classes'are mid-point between suburban NACOS atd

urban non-NACcS cldsseswith regard to the use of reading material in:

social studies.

The reading issue illustrates the manner in which innovatiVe

curriculum has a measur4ble impact on the life of the classroom -- witness

the differences betweeq EDC and non-EDC classes. It also indicates the

4
range of uses to which a given set of materials maybe adopted -- no in the

A

urban and suburban EtC classrocms.

A
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eriAagislargi....NAML.AUICReadt

Center ciiy Wachers, rightly or wtongly, have little faith in their

students' desire or ability* to read. As one center city teaCher putIt:

...reading is a real problem, to get the kids to want
to read, that's a struggld. There's none of the mid.-
dle class love of reading with these kids...Reading
is a Chore, reading ia school, and they gight reading.

Ydt we know that NACOS has 22 booklets of reading material., and that
tft

these contain a good portion of the content of the course. Do inner-
.

city youngsters read these booklete, do they leakn from them,, do they

respond to their format and care abtut the extensive preparation thai

went into these materials?

One source of information here again is the teacher. Apteacher in a

Nor east city felt strongly on this issue:

.It could very easily be turned into a readiiig program...
From my point of view, it's set up so great for reading
Chat all weled to do was supply books. The kids.would
be reading what they want to read. I think it would
make a'tremandous reading program.

The booklets in his view containeematerials that were intrinsicalIy4;

interesting torungsters, and that drew them into reading by the fas-

cinating quality of the topiics covered. He felt his class'had greatly im-

proved their reading skills from beginning to.end of the year, far more

than he usually noted with his 5th graders and he attributed mud' of this
.0

growth tg NACOS. Whilv we do not doubt that the'course may promote a new

interest in reading, we believe that some of this motivation.comes from the

diversity of sources of infofmation in the course, which stress and reinforcq

the same basic set of concepts. Youngsters:do not have to look solely to

1. 0
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the booklets their source at Issmaiedge. Films and records dilia.Nrs

visually and orail4 mach of the basic material. Unactive exercises,

such as cretion of thee baboon envirment board, give opportunity for

manipulation of objects in three ditmnsions; ecalom is given form as

children 'woe.; together. in Groups' to treate their environront antl its

inhabitants.

Again, a component emeraps in this brief denwiption of a process:

children seldom need to rely 'solely on uhot they can store may oi find

out on their own or-from the teacher. Nach of the course is Col:cadent

upon the interplay of idean end sharing of learnina amona youngsters as

they begin to exulore the course materiels.° Caildrenuho may hove uora

diffictIty with written eApression have ample opportunity to view. or

listen, and if the teacher follmrs leacon suggestions, to express their

ons thoughts, through small and large group didcussions. Because the

child does not' have to depend solely on the urittco uord, that uerd

becomes less threrOcning and all-myerful; the ch3ld can rola:: and

browse through the booklets, recosi3inn words frau the new vocabulary

he is acquirin4;, and all in all, vicv readina Imre more pleasurable

activity than previously.

In adiition the vivid and pertinent illustrations that accompany

almost all of the reading material help the phild trith less mooing

ability o tie visual images to ideas c;:pressed in uords. Teachers

often have ''recd-aloud" sessions among the clans uhen b neu booklet

is first introduced, Az nay end soLetimes difficult'uords are discov.

ered: tine is given to developinz; SO= confidence in their pronunciation

and meabing. The uords are then uscd in.describilla the pictures and

illyistrations in the booklet, and again, a pleasurable and reinforcing
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pattern of wise is set up. pne of the most startlina lepresslons,

mhen first visitini a classroom using VACOSp is Or consistent and

accurate use by the vhole oleos of the extensive vocabulary associated

uith the courva.

'What*" chiliirdn-themsavos tell us about this problem of readinaZ

In a lover-track, inner6city fifth 5rade'classo a airl said the Miley.

I have'all my books, you know that2 She collects
everTbody's, but I didnft pass mine in. I got
them all in riy desk, and souetimes wheal aot
free time I take them out and do them aver and
over,

Another Child in this class decided that all the materials dhould

be put in one book, since the 'teacher passed out the boalets only for

the lesson and then collected tiseml leaving no time for the Children to

broose throudh cihen 7-hey uanted to, to absorb the pictures or read

different sections.

If me had everything in the MVO book, me could, you
1:12017, look at it first ..and me could loak at mhole
pages...when the teacher zives out different books,
am don't home a Chance to look at it...

This child is thinking, evidently, of normal usage of standard texts,

uany of uhich the Children are alloued to keep in their desks His

desire is'for time to enjoy the mritten materials, and to go beck

again and again to them. This points to one of the problems uith

expensive, somubat fragile bzlacts: Inner-cAy teachers, and

suburban teachers as mell, do not reel free to permit hard student

usage, since they, vish to re.use themfor several years. This rsirtially

defelets the purpose of creating such attractive booklets.

A boy in a 5C track in the scum school araued mainst the opinion
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that all material should be put into one boa:

...because ttheiLyou apt to the book, every time I
get a wubooldiet, I get exeitement to see what's

tit. And tWliuhc.n I get one book, I'll It=
t's all in it, so then0hen we startvendiA3

about it, I'll understand it.good enough.

The idea of a unnamable amount 'of material uithin the confines of oae

booklet seems eppealIng to many youngsters. tis theee we 4eard"
-

frequentIy in the inteevm: smaller bookletp had a Selr-containment
Aso

that made them veryatractive. The booklets seemed to define a

certain body of information that could be Grasped as an,entity and

thus made manageable, es vas the intention.

The economic prOblems of inner...city schools must be yieved as the:r

refielfon leernina and the climate in the classroom. Another child

in a bottom track, inner-city iiith grade unde the appeal for

availability, tying this to his ounpralems of reeding emprehension

and,vocabulary mastery), After the child had described problenm with

vord meaning, the interviewer asked:

(Iknr could you do .1..'t; so you 'could uiderstand it a

little better?) %

WO wouldn't have it in Csawers, and he'd iei us soLetines
sneak one of the books over and reed it. Before, iv
het', a book with different colors ana like thatiothat
had some animals from Africa and fish'', and iiiê that...

This boy also gave an exImple of the pozer'oç film to convey

materials that can be-difficult for inner.city children to grasp throudh

reeding, capeciallyr when the classroom climate is seen fa 'the liztht

described abO've withholdi4a, secretive, restrictive.

lihe uatdhing pictures...(in the booka) I think I
learnluhat it-says, but sometiues I don't understand
sow of the'vords, so I 07-.ip it....

5 3
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The yearniaa for aompetence.is uanaled here with a conaomeration of

variables affctina learninta: schobl climate and student population;

teacher e;vectations and style of handling the alaasroom. Mere Ao

seem to be nececsary caqpromises. githout totallyrsacrificina the

aesthetic qualities and self-eantaliucent of the booklets, cameral'

classroom availability durim school hours ehould,be

Sovetises uhen me ain't cot aothina to do and soma of
the Lids would like to ask him can we la& at the
calmonboak, but be would say no, on account of
everybodywould want one.

Axe the children mare of the aesthetic quality of the booklets, and

if so, aoes it matter to thew ',tudents Ls a 5C class (next to the

lowest track) in a city school, having finished the aalmon nnd moved

on to the herrina aUll, mere asked if there vas any one booklet

they liked to leak at Letter thea thc others:

Girl: 7te one me cot nous there's three books in
4 it, and it's smooth on the outaide; and

it's green.

Boy: It's got Cull Behavior Part I and Mak
'Behavior MO% II on onellaxt, and over
here it says The

Girl: And WI= a cover, and ymput it in it
and close it, And it's co smooth dna green,
with a white herring gull.

Them Children are expressinc, in butdita critical fashion, an

apprecidtion :or the,feel the rackagina, the chlorine, the leibut, and

the design o: a set of written materials. Obviously, the tc=turc is

pleas1ing.taitheL4 and the picteire of the aull'Conveys &beauty that

mould be clearer to the reader hevrina the girl's tope of voice.

TheBe youngsters are also tryinL; verbally to express e cense of satis.

faction vith the feeling or definition and enclosure proviced by the
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sections niad titles. Cb41dren Co appreciate tbo urittem materials

and tbeir design cod beauty, but cenanelly are noi gay= surTicient

opportunity to tomb, brouse, reflect.

-

ki



Two types of prycboEviateed factors in learning seem strongly

operative in MACOS. One, an instrumental factor, is exemplified

in the Man and Cther Animals unit by the amount of reinforcement of
fir

an idea or concept through.various media of presentation, accompanied

over time by repetition or saturation of themes. The other, an

emotional factor aroused by cceltent, is pxemplified in students'

responses, particularly to materials in the Netsilik unit.

In Man and Other Animals, the emphasis is on a few main concepts --

e.g. life cycle, parenting, behavior (innate and learned responses) --

repeatedly explored through several animal studies. The information

and ideas are open to investigation through manipulative activities,

verbal expressions, and visual images. The organization ci a baboon

troop, for example, is described in a booklet, viewed on film,'and

re-areated in et. class exercise of cut-outs and labeling. This lea4s-0'

we have found, tn accumulative learning. Where this pattern ,of

reinforcement was developed, the most consistent lear4ngs were

shown in the test situation.

The Netsilik unit, on the other hand, is much mere topic-oriented

in its considerations, and the different media present a good deal of

erial discrete to each mode. There is some overlap, but to

no ere near the degree we find in Van and Other Animals. In

addition, the unit does not continua4y reinforce or interpret a

few basic themes. The unit, in effect, follows the Netsilik around

the yearly cycle of life activities, interspersing specific skills

topics, such as diagramming and categorizing, among the more narrative,
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descriptive, or interpretive investigations. It is organized around
-

.0 life,style with all its embedded, resonating qualities. The total

environment -- physical and metaphysical -- is explored.. The unit

does not, for examplespend several lessons focussing solely on the

caribou as earlier material focused on the salmon. The unit demands

more synthesizing pn the part of the student, as it contains a

, greater range of mnterials than the earlier unit. Yet too often,

it receives shorter shrift tn class time -- a flaw in the pacing

of the year's work. Seldom, too, does it pick up conceptual threads

from the first section for comparative analysis.

This holistic approach provides more chance fbr selective lea-ning

to come into play, depending upon the material that evokes most responee,

either in itself or by its use in the classroom. As we consider the

interviews, we cannot help but realize the emotional powOr of the

Netsilik unit. There is much evidence that the records, films, and

written materials of the course are striking very deep, personal chords

ponse in the youngsters. Each is selecting.from the stories and

film details tbat build to his personal interpretation of Netsilik life

and its meaning as part of human existence. In a very real nse, the

materials fcrm a long narrative, a lbng tale about the lives of a people

in the tradition of story telling.
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The many classroom exer4ses 'thyt deal with instrumental matters
. .

teel-use, graphing of tamilI relationships, etc.
I

by mingsters as peripheral io the great central

of beginning times and accounts of people's relationships to one

another, of growing up, of work, of love, even of madness. ife

-- seem to be vieWed

story line: myths

encounter in the Igetsilik unit the age-old power of eioriei to convoy

human attitudes and feelings.

john: The book I liked best was On Firm Ice.

interviewer: What did you like about that?

John: We liked the stories, I guess. YepCh, that's the
.one that ha4 the story in it. Here it is right
herev, when the guy_Went crazy. -

Peter: They were kind of exating, in some parts ... whei
they had the fight, it was kind of funny, cause
when you uswoly fight in boxing, yeu just go and
hit each other whenever they lent, but the Ketsilik,
they just take one slUg. Then the other person
gets a turn.

We were obviously not tosting at this global level; whet

objective test would dare poke its nose into these fluid, focal

arenas of human life? Each child remembered different stories, but

those that each rememberedvere recalled in stunning and accUrate

detail and usually with the little moral or interpretive fillip

retained at the end, as in the stories themselves.

The visual input in the form of films worked again at a detailed,

imaginal level, where the dhildren return example after example of

remembrances of happenings in Eskimo life and relationships, based

on what they saw in the films. The material that is expressed.

repeatedly in several media genezally does not comprise a topic
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that is of the highest order of igportance in the unit. For example,

building an igloo is explored in many 'ways early in the Sea Ice

Alection. Children have several sources of reading on building the

Aglbo; they see a fp, of the process and havea-class discussion of

this adaptive living arrangement. The work forms part of an explanation

\
.of a way Cf life. The children then go on to a variety of other

.explorations. The reinforcement, strictly speaking, is concerned

only with Woos. Yet the topic of the igloo does not, id itself,

form an overriding conceptual thrust in the unit in the sense that

it'is dot an organizing idea, as is learning or parenting: Selected

family behaviorb are not raingorimmd and emphasized by clearly over-
.

lapping modes of presentation, eswthe igloo is. Some are brpught out

through film, others in stories or plays. This, of course, is more

natural, more human. But 1A:does mean that selective learning occur&

rather than the more conzistent body of informationrthat grows-in

Man and Other AnimalA,

A



An Exzeriment lectbe Use of Film Loops

can grow up now.",

Ae anezper1&aental &a-Idly duties the field testing, children in a

few classes witted with film loops. Babioa footage served as data for

raisimg questions and searChingrfor.evidence about various. bahaviors.

.Youngsters worked with 8 millimeter film loop projectors, viewing the

:footage indepeadantly or in small groups.. To evalaate this use of film

an interviewer visited a classroom to havws,convereation with the whole

class (teaCher abdent) about their reaponoe to the loop project...The

activity they halcarried out involved a listing, prior tit any viewing,

of questions to which one might aeaFeh for answers while loop on

baboon behavior in the natural habitat. 'After a firot and sec4;nd viewing,

the childrenwere to add to or re-vrite their list 'of questions. It was

hoped that along with review of their questiois, this lesson would help

students dharpen and' deepenthe nature of their inquiries:

Some examges of the class's conversation with the interviewer follow:

(What kinds of questions did you have before your first
viewing of a loop?)

...Like, where they come from, how old are they when
they 4ie.

...And also, we wrote up questions when we first started on
baboons. When we first saw our first film. we %mote up
questions, then half, way...then after we had seen a lot
of films, then we wrote up eome more questions.,

...And after the end, We're going ,to answer them ail.'

(Did yOu learn anything about the kinds of questions
you flaked before you saW the films?)

...The pecood questions (we had) -were harder tgan the
first queiticns. The first.ones we know,already, and
the second ones, you know, they,ware a-lot harder.

..The first qtiestions were dumb.



...May vexes because you could armor them right
off. Ibe second MOB meicbard. .

Yeah, like, the second ones more, *DO they ualk in
-their sleep? tk :they have dreams? and all that. They
mere LICI harder.

tihat do you think about lookina at films that Can't have
narration and uhere you don!.t even knot: what to evect7)

You can imagine .uhat t4ey're doing.

Wall, you can see uhat they're doing. If you don't .

knou uhat they're doina, you vrite it doun and-find
cut later.

These catatents reveal:

1. Their "Use of questioning as they observe and uork uith

the loops, and thcii serious approadh to vieuing.

2. Their understariling of their otni growth over tire after

usin's these materials the change in diiTiculty level and ipport of

their quectiono-.

3. Their supremos of their thinking process as they use

the fan loops.

They go on to discuss uith .the interviewer film in aeneral. It
is noteuorthy that such a discussion could occur in a fifth grade class

ui:th a stranger uslking 1.n. and 34(...ing a large group questions ihiah

they could have ignored or to vhich they could have given silly,
"expected" anmrers.

A

You can getre of an Ikea of uhat they're doing
(through films). ',Alen you're iratchibg the filzs, yeti
1oiou what they're doing,' but ir you don't see any
it's just like looking in the sky:

(Do you long or short films?) ,

Long; ((From zany voices.))

They take up rime tins.
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7edh.

You cau make sore observations.

You can get lore information.

There's iipre In it.

In films, though, you uptch tm, uhereao if you beep on
readiAs books, you get bored and A* just donft listen
Sometimes.. 76u just sitsthere and, you know...

It's better to have uatched the films,and later on you' .

can.read the booksibecaUse ue like to do combination,
ustch films, and ve do read books,.

And also, I like short books, because long books, they
take too long and you get bored uith tham. Short:Was,
they're not-too long, and you don't get boxed uith'theu..

(The lest question I vented to ask you uaa, uhile you
were doing this, uould 'jou have preferred to have
someone guide you more? ould you have proforma to
have your teacher ask you more specific questionst)

I like it better this uny, because you c6u14 go,elong
at your oun rate.

Yeah, you can feel indopendent.

Veili sometimes, I ;am, she just goes over things you've
already learned,

lie can grou up nou.

Vatice in these coments the tailoring dimensions:

1 T. developing methodology focusing on obsirvation.and

evidence-aathering through the visual medium;

2. An understanding of the conplementary roles of films and

booklets; and a desire for lonrcr films and short booklets ci common

desire among youngsters.. Teachers often uonder ID youngsters do expect

to learn from 2ilms or regard, then simply as "fun," a diversion fram the

serious business oLl' education. The manner ip 14ich thio class responds

to film materials uti
"

iild seem to indicate school COD be both fun"
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and intellectually tutportautl'et the same tine;
4

1 raking for independent tiork may itvm constant cupervision

by the teacher (and this° vas an (=optimally opicu, proiect..arientsd

teacher, it should be meted); and an assertion' that they feel able to

accept so= 3...ospousibility for tbeir atm education.

lt, appears that this use of, loops is a fruitful activity and merits

further ;use in the courae#

43,
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Other Issues of Aedia
f

The personalizing of,knowlede awful to bson* of the few unfail-
.

ingly powerful motivators of learning.'.D0ore's notebook,of a field

anthropologist is the most populai piece of xeading in the Han and Cther

Animals unit; despite'its length. Here is an,intereeting juxteposition

of learning styles on the pert of the young: at abciut 10 years of age,.

they are devotrers'of factual information, ateiggering retapers of hits

and pieces of fact on the one hand, while on theother, they take en-,

thusiastically to materials-that convey a sense of hame.invq1v4ment in

a process of problem-solving. One child-said cif DeVOre's field notes:

It was someone else's ideas on the same thing
We are studying. It wsenq just the facts.

Too much of current textbook material is deadly'preci_sely, becauie the

personality of the writer isconspicuouslyabsent. The f,ilm shOwIng Jane

Goodall's work with elimpanscees is remarkably successfal in capturing the

attention'of.children, becaUse it hasP a main character, Miss Gooclall,

shown purauing her work and serving as a role model not only for boys in

the class but aisei for countless little girls who can now'imawine them. .

selves climhing trees to adventure. The idea that girls as well as

boys can participate'in important scientific work is given visual

reality by this film.

Realism is an important factor in children's assessments.of materials
4

.

of the course Their common preference during the Man and

Otbar. Minato unit was for'photographic or realistic illustrations

of the materials. One boy asked:
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, I

-Do they have more pictmres on the baboons? All dgry
have (now) La sketches end drawings. I like the real
pictures. It gives a real touch to the whole thing.

Children do not, however, have an Indiscrnate p for
"real c" representation. They'recogniae different otam of reality

in pres tatiou. It deserves mention.that the imaginative.art work

illUstrating some of the Netsflik booklets on beliefs and myths appeabsd

to the same youngsters who asked for more photogrOhic,material In the

animal studies. 'Ws shows an appreciation of an important distinction

in the two topics -- the one deals with observable behavior; the other

is an expression of the human spirit.

In very bright classes or groups of youngsters, the repetition of

idea and information occurring in'the booklets often becomes a point of

criticism. The interviews and evaluation devices seem to promote

critical analysis of the materials:

I wrote on the test at the end that I dolet think you
saw kids as smart as they are. Like on the print you
use -- you use the printing to help convey the meaning.
Well, I don't think you need to. It is good material,
but everione can'see that b'boons go oround in circles,
and you said this several times in the book, so I
don't think that you have to repeat it.

Such astonishimg analysis comes from a fifth grade girl in a bright

suburban group being interviewed about the Man and Other Animals unit.r

It is evidence of the diversity of opinion supported in the course that

another child disagrees with her remarks:

No, I don't think so, because it is very, very undbr-
standing, and it doesn't hurt to repeat it. It will
just Let you know, the more the better.

The teacher of these youngsters commented cifically on her

childrens attentiveness to the format and design of materials.

65
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When I first handed out the booklets an the °Life Cycle"
and "Structure and Function", they commented on how very
nicely everything was presented. That is, the drawings,
they were very impressed with.... I was a little sur-
prised Chat this was the thing that they would pick up....
It isn't often that the children will comment on the
fact that the drawings ate done in such a delightful
fesh4on. Ever since then they've always noticed.

While it is difficult to tie specific increments of learning to these

global, aesthetic responses, such ewareness on the part of youngsters

suggests at a minimum that their,attention Ls focused on the materials

they are to use, and that the art Work illustrations and booklet style

contribute to a "good feeling",-- a positive valence -- toward the

book/ets.

C4



tervi with leA.epichers and Studante iu tottrol saes

During the school year 1968-69, classroom observations and student

and teedher interviiws were cOnducted in five classrooms using sigociel

studies course other then MAN: A COURSE OF STUDY. The purpose ioat; to

determine what differences, if any, distinguished NACOS from other secisl.

studies etassreems. .,Eaeh of the classrooms Was located in a

differer school in three small cities in the Boston area. Four of the

schools were public, and drew students largely of middle and working class

background. The fifth was a private sek;o1 with studezts of middle and

upper middle class background. The non-MACOS teachers who were studied

represented two extreme styles of teadhing. On oneend of the scale were

four public school tesehers1 who padre traditional and structured approaCh

to achieving their curriculum objectives. On the other extreme was a

private sdhool teacher who worked with a school-developed curritulum, and

experimented with classroom techniques.

The four public school teathers had muth in All, by coin-
'

cidence, w.:re presenting the same subject matter to their classes: the

United States, its history and geography. They played a central role in

their classrooms, working with their classes as total groups, and

focusing lessons on teadings fiom a single#teXtbook followed by teacher-

led discussions. They rarely, if ever, broke their classes up Into small"

groups for discussion and explained their reluctance to do so in a number

of ways:

'One of these four teachers did use MACOS in anthropology-science
work with her class, while continuing to use the syscemls regular
curriculum as social studies.

6 7
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, I can't do nucg'grougwork or we wouldn't get nudh done.
I think we Should st least get through our country. No-
body la pressuring me; actually, it is ma Who is prim-
During orlon.

#

I have not Wen succeasful with working ulth small
groups. Not es Successful because %find that they
waste a lot oltime and they don't go Coto things as
deeply uhlese you have e very homogeneous group....
They just don't seam to get the meat out of it when
they diecusa it in groups. Certain things they can --
report type projects are easier because they ell
divida up the materials and they cen discuss what
they want to do. They just don't seem to get the
things I want timmm, to get out of it when they discuss
things in small groups.

1111111111PeP

With mdst of them, grouping is very good,,but there
would be about four of than that junt don't seem to be
able to work in a group.... They disrupt the class.
lhat is why I don't have.too many groups.

These teaChers were saying several things about grouping: First, they

0

didn't feel the same amount of control over the material being covered

Chat they felt when they used the more familiar method of having young-

sters read specified sections of the material in their presence and then

tespond directly to questions so that they had a way of knowing that all

students had at least been exppsedito the same information byfiway of

carefully guided reading and discussion.

Second, they were concerned with the problem of classroom managemenf

and more specifically with the question of how one totally involves all

the members of the class so as to avoid disruptions of a disciplinary

nature.

And third, they were not certain that youngsters learn as much under

less tradition,1 (and for SO= teachers, less familiar) cirewitances.
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All of these factors were compounded by a fourth factor which seemed
.

to be a sheer lack of exposure to the use-of innovative methods. Several

teachers talked about their dissatisfaction with tieir present teaching

methods and of their desire to change, but they indicated their lack of

familiarity with newer approaches such as grouping. As a result, they

found themselves reluctantly resorting to methods with-which they were

more familiar,'exposing their students to as much information as they

could, in spite of dme fact Chat their students seemed to view social

studies as.al'ehore, deriving little pleasure from it. One gets the feeling

when reading their interviews that they want to change, hut they shmply .

do nOt know where to begin. Here is how one teacher expressed her

dilemma:

(Have you got any feelings about the way in which you
might want to teach some of these things.... or are
you pretty much satisfied the way it n-.0)

No, I'm not satisfied. The thing is that you have to
have time to think about new ways of doing things.
There are better ways, am sure, maybe smaller
clasces. We do group sometimes, but I have three
classes coming and going so I can't do mudh group
work....

Another teacher seems to be confronted with a similar problem:

In general, (my students) aren't too fond of (social
studies) which disappoints ma because I am really
fond of it. (Do you see any reason for this?) I
think it is because of the reading. I know there
ars_a_191_2Lesllerargoches that could put_aside
much of the reading in social studies they could
york on projects all the time -- hut I feel Chat in
order for Chem to, talk about something they have to

know some of the facts, have some kind of background.
So I Chink that it is important to have a book as a

reference and most of them find it a chore to read.
I think this problem is a good part of it.

69
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Providing their students with a variety and quality of audio-viaual
materiels was a very real problem for these teachers:

(About how often would you guess that you use some kind ofaudio-visual aist?) ... quite often ... (How do the kidsreact?) Depending on the material, they can be bored by it.If it fits in with what they,are talking about I like itbetter actually and.they do too end that is why, somethinglike this, I will use the individual viewer because thishes nothing to'do with what we are studying about but it .is in the course of study and I'll never get to it. ButI figure they can learn something from it now, It give.them something else.to dog they enjoy it, another pointof view, something else to look at. . I enjoy using filmstrips and movies if we get them at the right time; ifthey supplement and enrich what we are doing; otherwise,they are really useless.

In addition to the lack of relevancy of much of the.materials available
to them, the problem of out-dated films was also present.

Individual projects or reports were assigned by this groUp of
teachers for extra-credit r in addition to the daily class work; they

were rarely used as an integral part of the regular on-going clasowork.

Because of the way In which such projects were handled, and because of
fhe relative lack of relevant audio-visual aids, the course of study was
fairly predictable. One youngster described it as follows:

Well, we do it by groups of states, like the Southeaststates, fhe Middle Atlantic states. First we start withtheir history end how they were founded, and then we moveup. Usually we have manufacturing, how it got started,and we use a lot of maps showing the products and every-thing and what different crops they grow there.

Student descriptions of their classroom experiences reflect a

picture similar to that depicted in ehe teacher interviews. The direction
of queetioning is clearcut:

Sometimes we ask questions but mostly ehe teacher asksthe questions because she asks the questions that ereon the sheet and then the kids answer from what theyhave.

ob.
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And the scope Of classroom discussions is fairly well delimited by tbe
fib

mode of teaching:

Oh, she asks questions and we answer and she tells us
things apd later we have to tell her what she already said.

The teacher knows the right answers.

As a result, other subjects seemed to be preferred to soeial studies.

In one class, one girl preferred arithmetic to geography because:

...in geography, you can't figure things out. You have
to read instead. ,

In another classroom, where the same teacher taught MAN: A COURSE OF STUDY

in adtlatiod to the standard school-developed social studies curriculum,

students preferred MACOS to social studies beeausesunlike t eir social

studies class where they worked as a whole group, in NACOS they were given

more opportunity to express their ideas through mmall group work. Their

comments are e pecially interesting because they indiate that the teacher

has apparently not shown carryover from MACOS in her regular social

studies class.

(When you are in social studies class...do you work in small
groups?)

Boy 1: Just the whole class. Not in groups, but the whole class.

Boy 2: In anthy.oiology we work 14 groups of four, and stuff. We have
our desks arranged and....

Boy 1: ...it's easier to discuss different things than it is with the
whole class.

Glrl : Because if you have something you don't know, it's good to know
other things besides, ttlat.you don't know, and it's good to hear
it...

Boy 1: I know, the other way you just keep it to yourself and say, "Well,
I'm not going to tell anybody else about it..."

Boy 2: I know. In a way it's something like any other thing. If you're
telling somebody something, they'll usually want to hear what it
is. Like, at fiTst they'll say, "so, your idea is no good;"
then they'll get around to, "Okay, wbat is your idea?"
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As thly reflect on the processes of small group interaction, theae

students reject the passive, isolated role they play La their social

studies class, and reveal the interest and.excitement that they feel

when they become involved ta small group aiscussions in their MACOS class.

The content of the private school teacher's program, the Middle

Ages, spas different from that of the other non414 teaehers and unlike

the other clasaroom teaebers, she used so one text. It waa her practice

to read from a variety of sources to her students, or else have students

do reading on an individualized basisoworking independently or im. &Mall

groups on a variety of projects.

The teacher was concerned that the course be relevant to the

children's interests.

I think that'on the fifth grade level kids are very
interested in fantasy but they are also getting
interested in realistic approaOhes to today. So

if you can use the past to bring out the present,
it is desirable, but if :it gets to.be escapism,
Chat is not good. I sort of think that by the
sixth grade, at Least, you should get into things
more relevant. I don't teach it because I think
that the Middl3 Ages are important for kids, if
you see what I mean.

She did not feel compelled to cover a specific amount of pre-selected

materials over the course of the year. Because of the importance she

placed on student concerns, she was quite willing to digress when students

raised issues only tangentially related to the topics under consideration.

I hardly ever say, 'we'll wait on that till later'--

that can be absolutely crudhing...

Her focus was primarily on conceptual learning and what made for a good

discussion in her terms wasl.
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...kids feeling free to cake educated guesses and
make their own conclusions. Not just listening
to me; in fact, having me out of the discussion...
I think that almost everyone in the claws has
roadbed the point where they realide that in
most of the things that we taXic about there is
no right answer. I spend a lot of my time con-
vincing them that if they think clearly and fol-
low their trend of thought, they can make their
own conclusions and maybe even make a guess, a
wild stab at something, and even come up with
something that is valid. So I use discussion
lot.

What were the themes she wanted her students to come away with?

In terms of the actual themes, a lot of the dis-
cussion we have la about cause and effect in
history; what caused what, what was the effect,
what people's motivetiompiare for doing things.
We discussed war and pe6ce a lot.., what makes
msn do the things they do.

Sometimes we gat down to just the way of life of
a particular people and haw it is like or unlike
the way of life um have today. Like in the
Middle Ages, the social strata is something we
concentrated on... and I guess history repeats
itself. I bat it just go and sometimes they
get off on really wild tangents on pacificiaa...

In this classroom changes in activities were related to changes im subject

mattor and, therefore, occurred fter long periods of time, rather than

. on a dailiThests.. e reason for this seeMed to be due to the teacher's

interpretation of the course as itThsd4deigned at this school:

The basic thing is that the course is supposed,to be
a combination of history, social studies,' sociolo'0.,-._

psychology, Englich -- all these things put together. ---,

You don't split up the day into a million different
sections, so yeu can do art projects related to the
historical period, compositions, anything.

On her students' reactions to thi's approach, dhe said:
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I Chink that they realize that there is alwaya going
to be a variety of things so that if we 410 some
very structured stuff for a couple of weeks where
we study castles for instance, and have mmne quizzes
on it, they are not so intolerant of it because they
know that next week we may be doing an art project...

Only one film was shown during the entire school year in this class-

room because there are not many available on the Middle Ages.

What were her students' reactions to this kind of program? In

interviews, they spoke of the following:

1. They enjoyed small group work because of the help they were able

to receive from classMates and because of the greater opportunity they

had for expressing their ideas.

...we can work in two or Wwe're doing a project
maybe four or two. I like it better in groups be-
cause, you know, it's just, you're mostly being
paid attention to when you work in groups because
you don't have to listen to the teacher ead get
interrupted and you can get more help out of it
Chat way. One person can come up with a sug-
gestion and you Can set donefaster and have a
bit more fun.

2. Their responses suggested that what appealed to them most was

their active involvement in classroom activities.

3. And there was the feeling on their port that their opinions and

ideas had value. One senses that there was a relaxed and close working

relationship between students and.teacher.

Well, sometimes I think the kids have much better
points than Miss W Sometimes I think she
has better points. She usually has better points
but they can come up with them also.

4. They would have preferred to see more films because they felt

films give more information and are more authoritative than books and

wcrds.
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In many lwaya, the Characteristics of this classroom reflect those

found in many NICOS classrooms: the use of small group work, the active

role of studentl in classroom activities, and the focus of attention on

students and aw y from the teacher. In some ways, however, this class-

room is differait from the Ems classroom. It lacks the wealth of

audio-visual ai s and the frequent chasge in rhythm created by-a variety

of activities s characteristi of NACOS classrooms.

Non-EDC a dents were asked several questions related to NACOS

content. One of the questions was: "If you wanted to learn more about

the squirrel than you already know, how would you go about it?" This

cidestion was directed at both EDC and non-EDC students and was intended

as a measure of the extent to which NACOS contributed to the students'

understanding of scientific observation as a process they

might utilize. Non-EDC students on the whole stated that they would seek

\

further information in books, especially the encyclopedia. Very few

non-EDC studentS'indicated that they, themselves, would do any sort of

experimentation on their own. Non-EDC students sew a great distinction

between the way scientists would find out about the squirrel and the way

they would learn about it. The number of NACOS students who in inter-

views to ehis question by choosing and describing the observa-

tion method was not remarkably great. However, ,those who did so showed

a much greater understanding of the process than did non.EDC students.

Although they sometimes felt they did not have the resources (usually

financial) to set up the kind of observation projects which they en-

visioned, thoy did view less elaborate projects as being withinr their-
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rouge of possible activitie Non-EDC students, on the other hand, tended

to,thirik of the observatioz3.4twd as being resiricted more to the

scientist's use.

A second question Chat we posed sought a definition of behavior.

Most of the non-EDC interviewees interpreted behavior as being something

which is either good or bad in terms of conduct, but were unable to give

a broader definition. A few students were able to give rather good'

beginning definitions but when they elaborated on their answers, they

showed a /ack of understanding of the term. Particularly noticeable was

their confusion about the differences.between innate and learned behavior

and their inability to use behavior as an organizing concept wh,en

Chinking about different animals.

When talking about the differences and similarities betWeen man

and other animals, non-EDC students responded largely on the basis of

physical characteristics. Some touched on the idea of commnnication, but

used it ail an example of something men and other animbls have in common,

in au anthropomorphic sense. None of their responses revealed the same

kind of insights Chat were present in responses-of MACOS students to

similar questions.

Our experience in these classrooms suggests some general themes

Which seem characteristic of non-MACOS classroom situations. Students

in these,classrooms said they preferred a setting in.whieh they played a

fairly active role in a variety of activities, particularly one which

allowed them to freely explore new ideas with eada other and with their

teacher. The ma ority of these students, however, found themselves in a
.1

7 6
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restrictive environment in which they were expectorto play a relatively

passive kola, Purther, all of the non-NACOS teachers, of whatever

teaching style, complained of a tack of audio-visual resources related

to the materials they were teadhing. Whet films or filmstrips were

available were said to be out-dated and, even then, often not available

at the time when they would be most relevant for classroom use.

These themes, drawn out of student and teadher interviews,

corroborate findings based upon observations in these control classrooms.

Descriptions Of these class sessions are presented in the section of

this report In the Classreorl: Ob ervation Findin7s.
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'The Hunting Games: 'An Analysis of:Learning bx Simulation

Games are a relative newcome.el to the American educatienal scene;

,judging from the number produeedduring the past few years, one would

think that this type of classroom:activity was already a tried and

proven technique fn education. Thifeis hardly the case, as any cursory

review_of the existing literature'on games.will reveal. The studies

precently available Suffer from one or more majbr limitations, so

this project eras undertaken, not onlyito,study the effectiveness of

two Caribou hunting games, but also with the intent of contributing:

generally te research in the role of games in American education.

The idea behind using games as insiructional devices is very

simple. For some reason, large nuMbers of people are willing to ex-
.

pend coeetless maerhours (ff.:lee-and enormou4Lnerzy-to meeter the

intricacies of many popular games. Furthermore, this drive for mastery

exists regardless o the irrelevance or lack of generalizability of the

skills which musi be learned. Meet people know ahewl of time that they

are not likely to becothe good enough to derive much practical value from

knewing how to play (i.e., few make their living from playing games).

Yet they still will work at becoming better; they will seemingly try

to learn almost anything if it will help them win.

If game-players exhibited similar behavior with respect to class-

room learning tasks, they would be termed "highly motivated." The

notion of using games as instructional devices involves attempting

to link relevant and generalizable learning to games in place of the

present irrelevant and non-generalizable skills. By developing games

in which m..eteri of school learnint tasks is essential/for competent

play, the ',motivation" associated with games would/transfer to School

tasks, and more and better learning would take ,place.

Two Types of Instructional Games

There are V40 major ways of linking games to learning. One is

to take an existing game which everyone understands and graft subject

matter onto it. There are numerous simple "game models" which clp

be played with school tasks as the required behavior. They range from

giving a point to the first one to finish a given task (a speed game)
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to Twaity questions, Hollywood Squares, Charades,'College Bowl and

,any other game one is claVer enough to adapt to school learning tasks.

These games are termed "motivational games," as the game is quite

deliberately irrelevant to what is to be learned and is used simply

as a motivating device.

The other major way of linking gazes Virlearning is to take al

model of some social process and make it into a game. Usually this

involves only attaching some kind of scoring scheme to the actions of

the players as they play varipus roles in the social process. Such

games are termed "simulation games."' There are simulation games based

on models of such situations as: labor-management relations, legisla-

tive process, political party cceventions, parent-child relations; and

competition for careers, to name just a few.

The hypothetical mechanism by which a player learns from a simula-

tion game is well characterized as follows:

-Each simulation is built around a theoretical model.
The model makes it possible for the simulation parti-
cipants to encounter "reality"; they make decisions
which are "fed into" Che modal, and the model produces
"feedback" for the participants outlining the conse-
quences of their decisions. -In each of 4several time
periods, there are similar cycles of planning...deciding...
putting the decisions into'the model...receiving feed-
back from the model...and beginning a ncw cycle with
playning, etc.1

A simulation game, thus is a context in which a student can

try out his ideas, translate his verbal learning into overt actions,

and find out the consequences of his actions. The critical feature

of a simulation game is the validity of the simulation, the validity

of the model. It must provide for actions by the players which are

as similar as possible to real actions in the actual situation. It

must provide feedback recognizably linked to an action and qualita-

tively similar to that of an analogous action in the real situation.

The point system, if one exists, is used merely to increase the clarity

of the feedback or to adjust the feedback to compensate for unrealistic

1. NAPOLI (La Jolla, California: Western Behavioral Sciences
Institute, 1905).

7 9
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aspects of the model.

Icontrest to the motivational game, the emulation game involves

the interaction of several variables at once, a cumulative series of

interactions over a series of rounds, and usually'a variety of possible
4

ways ok acting, not just ono which is judged right or wrong.

Gamls as f,urrirulum

GameAave several unique properties as a medium for instruction.

While films, for example, can be stopped or started, while students

can participate vicariously in the action by identifying with the

actors, while children can discuss,the nature of the medium -- why

the Ohotographer chose this camera angle, why this time of day -- the

children cannot take part in and control the action. They cannot try

making their own version of a film and see whether it created a more

powerful image than the one they were given. For all their power, the

other media remain essentially linear in their action, and the action

remains outside the control of dhe students.

In'games, children are part of an on-going process. What they

do affects the outcome of the game, and they can experiment directly

with the nature of the medium by changing the strategies or the rules

of the game to see which 'approach "works" better. The essence of the

sinulation games' contribution to a curriculum is that for the first

time, the children have to take the factors they have studied indepen-

dently as static entities and deal with them as parts of a process.

They have to manipulate and coordinate the variables simultaneously

over a peilod of time, under the tension and excitement cf the game. .

They must use what they have been taught in a new and inter-related

way. Frequently, the games do not add new knowledge-so much as they

integrate and make functional that which has already been learned.

Games in MAN: A COURSE OF STUDY

The first section of NACOS approaches the general objective of

identifying what makes men human by considering the behavioral and

morphological difference's and similarities between man and certain

other animals (salmon, herrinc gull, chimparwee, baboon).

.In the second half of the course, the Children are confronted with
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a classic case of the interaction of man and animals throuh the

detailed studi of the Netallik Eskimos of the Pally Bay region of Che

Northern Territories in Canada. The section is centered on /ife in

the hunting camps of the people: the "Inland Camp" of the early fall

when caribou are hunted; and the "Sea Ice Camp" of the winter and spring

when seal are hunted. Each unit cancentrates on the interaction of such

diverse factors es,technology, world-view, social organization, and phys-

ical environment in the effort of the people to hunt the animals stioceas

fully. The Neteilik are absolutely dependent on these animals for their

food, clothing, tools, heat and other needss

In MAN: A COUUSE OF STUDY, three simulation games are uped. TOo

of them are concerned with the way in which the Netsilik EskiMoa hunt

caribou, the third uith seal hunting. The task of catching caribou

can be conceptualized as follows: The caribou Alas a number of physical

advantages over man, such as greater speed on land and a much better

sense of smell. Han has a number of advantages over caribou: he can

see much more clearly; he can plan and change his behavior; he cad make

and use tools; and hy division of labor he can cooperate with other men

to accomplish coals which one man alone could not achieve. Since every

family of four needs a minimum of thirty-five caribou skins every year

in order to survive, man must use whatever attributes he has to over-

come his physical limitations and catch the needed caribou.

The Eskimo kills caribou in two Aossysf by using the bow and arrow,

a tool which can kill at a distance and thus overcome the speed and

\d>, nullify the sensory advantes of the caribou; and by driving the herd

into a lake where hunters in kayaks can overtake the swimming herd and

spear the caribou. In the latter case, three important tools are usdall

- the kayak, the spear, and the inukshuk. An inukshuk is a pile of

stones (a cairn) which looks like a man. These; properly placed,

frighten the caribou (much as scarecrows fri hten birds) and help to

drive them into the water.

Bow and arrow hunting is simpler in conception but does not yield

many caribou. Even if the hunters do manage, without frightening the
.

herd,, to get close enough to shoot one (and their bows and arrows pre

poorly made and not very accurate), the herd will flee as soon as one
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is killed. It is rare that a hunter has a Chance to catch more-then

one in any herd. Driving the herd into a lake (crossing-place-hunting)

is a more effective procedure but requires considerably more planning

and cooperation. ,Hunters'have to .be concealed along with their kayaks

near a crossing place. "Chasere or "beaters" have to position them-

selves in just the right location, so that by ChiSfiting and running

toward the herd at the Proper moment, they can drive it into the lake

at the point where the hunters are waiting.

In the lessons leading up to the games, the dlyildren study each of

the attributes of men and earibldu, study the,tools available to man,

and read abtnit the stiategy of huitingyith the bow and arrow. Then,

. they play the Bow and Arrow Hunting Came. When the3i.ilave.finished play-

ing the game and have Aiacussed the results, they see vivid films of an
eg

actual crossing-place hunt filmed in Folly Bay. They draw pictures of

this hunt, read about it, and even see a diagram of the strategy. At

the end of those activities, the children play the Crossine-Place

%Hunting Game. Both games are played on the same gameboard, and many of

'the rules are dhe same for each. The more complex crossing-place .game

simply involves the addition 'of rules to handle kayaks, inukshuks, and

herd-behavior in or near the water.

Each game is played by three chitdren. In Bow and Arrow Huntft,

two play the hunters, while the third rolls the dice, moves the herd,

and acts as.referee. In Crossinr-PlaCe Hunting, two children play the3

two beaters while the herd is op land, then switch and play hunters in

kayaks after the herd enters the water. Again ehe third child moves

the herd and'Veferees. After each cycle of each game, they rotate

roles.

Stratekv in the Caribou Games

The game is designed ao that there is one best strategy. The

fact of the simulation insures that the best strategy in th9 game is,

directly analogous to the one the Netsilik use,in actual hunting, and

that the pay-offs in the game are roughly proportional to th quality

of the strategy the players use. The game is to serve as s context in

which a student can try out his ideas., His decisions are fed into the

simulation, and the simulation produces feedback as to the consequences
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of these decisions. Over several cycles, by making use of the feedback

and trying again, the participants gradually learn the most effective

actions.

In the caribou games, the,players control some of dhe variables.

The object is to learn how to manipulate the variables to maximize the

number of-caribou caught. Regardless of the amount of knowledge a

person has, few adults and no fifth-graders (judging from pilot tests

of the game) recognize and carry out the Maximizing strategy on dhe

first attempt. Rather, they must play the game by some strategy and

see what the outcome is. With the insight fram this experience, they

must adjust the strategy (or choose a new one), play.by dhis

stzategy, and see how many more caribou they cateh. By constantly

utilizing the feedbacV from ecch completed game, a player can gradually

master the strategy the Netsilik use in catChing caribou.

Such a model of learning demands several things of the game's

design:

I. The game must be designed so that learning "how to
play" (the rules, the variables the permissible actions) is
fast and simple. The players can then concen:rate on "playing
better."

2. The game must be designed so that the actions of
previously completed games are recorded and available for study.
This record becomes the feedback for correcting snd improving
subsequent play.

3. The particular causal celationships between a strategy
and an outcome must-be clearly identifiable, so the player can
determine what aspect of a particular strategy was inadequate.

4. The degree of success in the game (the feedback) must
be directly telated to the degree of "goodness" of the strategy
employed.

5. Ihe game must be designed so that any individual
can play the game numerous times. Only then can he gradually
improve his play. Whatever the time constraints of the normal
use of the game, it must be able to be played several times within
that time constraint.

6. The game must be designed to encourage players to
experiment actively with different strategies in different games.
It must discourage players from sticking with the same strategy
game after game.

7. The game must be designed so that every player can play
every different role several times to gain the insights of that
role. In order to do this, the number of different roles must
be kept to a minimum.
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Thic2 ftna,.rel Des

This research study was undertaken with several ainsl 'to test

the functioning of.the games as pieces of technology; to measure the

contribution of the games to the overall ;earning objeCtives of the

curriculum unit; and to evaluate the unique deeign features of the

games.

The Settings

The major evaluation of the gamir was canducted in twelve.alementary

schools of a single suburban school system outside Boston. Some were

located in very wealthy areas, some ia areas comprising those who had

recently moved to the suburb; soma drew mainly Children of professional

people, others drew more 'Iworking class" children. Class size ranged

frau eighteen to thirty-two and covered all the sizes in between. Of

the twenty-three classes participating, eight consisted of sixth-

graders. The remainder consisted of fifth-graders. A total of 585

students toolik part in the test, all of whom were studying the CuiTicu-

lum for the first time.

Seventeen different teachers were used in the study. Six were in

their first or second year of teaChing; three had more than twenty

years experiences; another four had more than ten years teaching ex-

perience. All seventeen teachers attended afternoon workshops ewenty

times during the year, in which the staff carefully explained and

demonstrated each piece of material and technology before it war to

be used in class. For the eleven teachers new to the materials, this

was their only formal training However, lengthy and very detailed

teachers' manuals were provided, and the EDC staff was available

during the entire school year of the test.

1.:IiitheezaltDaa

Test questions were developed to assess seven different cate-

gories of learning:

1. Knowledge of the facts of the actual situation. These

questions referred /specifically to facts about hunting caribou which

were covered in the parts of the curriculum leading up to thre game.
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Each question was used on both a pre-tast and a post-test.. The(increase

in the number right on the post-tests was used as a measure of the
ability of the games to teaeh that Which was taught but n4t learned in
the other parts of the.curriculum,

Operationally, the factual knowledge questions were miltiple-
clioice questions with four possible answers. For example:

The caribou is better than man in all of the followirig
ways except one. Check the exception.

A. Speed of runninb
B. Sharpness of eyesight
C. Sense of smell
D. Sense of hearing

There were ten such questions.

2. Knowledge of the analogies between the games and Ole actual
situation. :he caribou games are highly stylized and symbolic, as
ar6 most educational games. The ability of games to teachlwould seem

to depend on the ability of the playirs to recognize the clalogies

between the symbolic environment of dhe game and the actu41 situation
it was designed to simulate. This set of questions was deSigned to

assess the degree to which the analogies built into the game were

apparent to the players. In. operational tdtue, these questions state

a rule of the Nme and ask the student to explain why this was made a

rule of the game.

The questions vere multip12-choice, four item. Each item stated a

reason why a rule might be included ta the game. The student was to

select the best reason. Naturally, since the questions referred to

rules of the game, they could only be asked on the post-tests,, after
the gam was played. An example:

r-
In the game the caribou move three spaces'each turn, but
the hunters move only one space each turn. Which of the
following is the best reason for having this rule?

A. In real life a caribou can run faster than a man
B. In real life a hunter has to walk slowly so the

caribou won'i see him
C. In reql life a hun!er doesn't move very much; he

waits for the ca-kbou to come to him
D. The rule is noi at all like real life. The game

4P
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wouldn't be any fun if.the caribou didn't have a
chance to escape.

There were seven such questions.

3. Ilmarldle of the structure of the ums. This category could

equally well have been termed "knowledge of the underlying model of

the game." Game desigaers often want the participants to gain know-

ledge of the theoretical model underlying the game. This set of

questions wos designed to assess this kind of learning in the caribou

games.

Operationally, these questions asked the students to predict the

effect qf a rule change, or of a new rule, on the outcome of the game.

The notion was that if a student understood the underlying model of the

game, if he understood the variables and their relationships to each

other, he coula predict the outcome of a change in one of the variables.

In a general sense, knowledge of a theoretical model means the ability to

make predictions based on a change in one of the variables in the

situation.

The students were asked to indicate whether a given rule change

would make it easier or harder to catch caribou. Not all of the rule

Chan1;es have a direct analogy to the actual situation, althou17.h a

good discussion could certainly arise as to how to bring about an effect

in the actual situation analogous to the proposed rule change-in the

game. For example:

.)

The following is a list of possible tule changes in the Bow
and Arrow Hunting Game. Pliice a cneck beside all of those
changes which would make the game easIer for the players
(Alich would help them catch more caribpu.)

A. Eliminate the windOI.W
B. Have the caribou move only two szpces at a tillw

c. Have the wini direction change at various times
during the Tame

D. Make the hunters play fast, say a move every ten

seconds, so they wou.d not have time to plan their
moves

E. Make the hunters start closer to the lake
F. Have the caribou move five spaces at a time
G. Have the hunters move two spaces at a time
H. Permit the hunters to kill a caribou if they

get within two spaces of the herd
I. Always have the herd flee South after it is frightened
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J. 11,74e rttWiee. hunters instead 'of two

There were twenty-one such ilutfations, counting each posiible ride

change as one question. Again, the*quiiations could be given on post-

tests only.
.

4. Ability to tell directions. This setof qhestionswas .quite

specific to these g a. The gameboard include0.:s.compasa, ahd the

game requires accurst etermination of directiong from ell sides of

the board. Consequently, the game should teach-students tO tell

directions.. Operationally, the questions involved reading a compass

when only North was marked. The questions were used on both-pre-tosts

and post-tests. The increase in post-test scores was taken as a

measure of how well the game taught them to tell directions. An

example:

If Oorth is as marked in the diagram below, which arrow
points to the West?

A. Arrow number 1
B. Arrow number 2
C. Arrow number 3
D. Arrow number 1:

There were night questions in all.

5. Knowledge of the stTatefJes of the game. Eskimos use a

particular stfategy to catch caribou. The game was designed so that

the best strategy for catching caribou in the game was directly analo-

gous to the strategy used by the Netsilik in actual hunting. These

questions were designed to assess what the studen,ta see as the best

strategics based on their experiences in die game.

Operationally, the questions involved a statement about how-the

game should be played (a strategy statement) with a rating scale

beneath. Students werc asked to check howNstrongly they agreed with

the suggested strategy. For example:

Inukshuks should be built in a line, not scattered in
various parts of the board.

STRONGLY AGREE t, STRONGLY DISAGREE

The questions involved a mixturo\f.good and bad strategies. There

87



were nine such questions in all. These questions, obviously, could be
used on Post-tests only.

6: Perceptions of the game. In any game, there are a set of

factual relationships in the functioning of the.game which are not given,

in the rules. It is important, however, that a player perceive these

functional "facts" for what they are. Otherwise, the decisions he makes

may be quite erroneous. For exaaple, in the games the caribou here

always is constrained to move in a southerly direction. It cannot move

North. The dice do not permit such a move. However, if the players do

not perceivt-this "fact" about the game, their strategies may depend on
0the herd turning around and going North.

In operational terms, these questions involved a statement about

the games, with a rating scale beneath. Students were asked to check

how strongly they agreed with the siatement. An example:

If tithe herd gets past the Beaters (south of the Beaters),
they cannot catch up to frighten it.

STRONGLICAGREE STRONGLY DISAGREE

The questions invulved a mixture of true and false perceptions. There

were six questions in all. Again, these questions could be on post-tests

only.

7. Attitudes toward the games. 'These questions were designed

to elicit attitudes taward the game experience, toward what they learned,

toward the role they played in the game, and toward the problem of

Eskimos trying to catch caribou.

Each question consisted of a statement of fdelings about the game,

with a rating scale beneath. Students ere,asked to check how strongly

they a&reed with the statemeht. For example:

liked playing the games'better Chan anythint else we've
done in studying the Eslamos.

STRONGLY AGREE STRONGLY DISACREE

There were five questions in all..

The questions were validated in several wars. First, there was

agreement 'among the EDC staff that the questions were relevant to the

rest of the curriculum and its learning objectives. Second, every
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knowledce question had a right answer in terms of the gam, and there

wee iadependent agreement among fhe EDC staff as to the right answers.

Thirds the questions ware tested Mice in pilot tests of the game, the

results item analyzed, and corrections imade in the wordiag of any

question which seemed to cause confusion (i.e., on which a great many

children checaed a response Which was "wronle' in the eyes of the

developers).

The nature of the games is such that learning objectives other

Chan knoWledge were highly unlikely. Very few of,the overt behaviors

of the roles (indeed, none except the general need to cooperate and

plan) ware part of the game, so increased affective identification with

the Eskimos would have been surprising. Nor were ihe games designed

to give the students insight into themselves. In short, the games were

board games designed to illustrate symbolically a pattern of interaction
. between man, animals, and environment. The game was designed carefully

to achieve certain coznitive objectives. Other types of learning for

which other games might be appropriate were systematically excluded

from these games; thus, the questions used in this experiment focus

almost entirely on knowlpdge gained, and p rticularly on knowledge

of the games themselves.

Other Data ,

Analysis of the game sheets was limited to the second of the

two games, the Crossih Place Came. In Bow and Arrow HuntinR, there is

very little in the way of an overall plan or strategy, so rating the

game sheets as to quality of play is virtually meaningless.

In CrossinzligetanItina, however, there is clearly a "right"

answer. There is an overall strategy which produces a maximum kill

on every ploy. Consequently, it is possible to rate the quality of

play by how closely it approximites the best strategy. Over the

sequence of plays, t:e. players should improye the quality of their play.

This "quality of play" 'should be closely proportional to the number

of caribou caught, and a mea re of ads relationship should provide

a measure of the quality of the design of the game. A rating of the
. actual quality of Olay will permit studying the relationship between

performance in the game and learninf, as demon.,trIted oa the tests.
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The Enerimental Conditions

A unique design feature, aad the-one most closely ted to the

model of learning on which the gzme is. premised, is the visual record

sheet of past performance in the game. The contribution of this design

feature, both to performance in the game as measured by ratings of the

games sheets and to performance on the post-tests, was one focus of

the study. Ie a larger sense, a study of the contribution of the

record of past performance is a study of the role of feedback in

improving performance end learning in a game.

Secondly, the caribou games were based on the notion that a player

must actively experiment with different strategies of play in order to

learn. However, if players were to experiment beyond their first modest

level of success, they would need some standard against which to judge

their performance. The expectation of a maximizing strategy was intro-

duced to increase the amount of experimentation with different lines of

play and ultimately improve performance in the game.

Out of these two design features, a two-by-two table of experimental

conditions was created:

TABLE I

Absence of record
sheets of previous
games

Presence of record
sheets of previous
games

No knowledge
of maximum
possible
catch

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION

III

Nnowledge of
maximum
possible .

catch

#

XPERIMENTAL WNDIXION

II

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION

IV

The "knwledge of maximum possible catch" condition was handled

by having the teacher introduce this bit of information at the begin-

ning of play and remind the class of it periodically. The teachers were

9 0
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even encouraged to cid% the students about being poor hunters if they

could not.catch the maximum every time. Classes in eke "no knowledgeli

condition simply were not told how many it was possible to cateh every

time.

The presence or absence of record sheets.was a bit more difficult

to engineer, as the game is played on what becomes the record sheet,

and obviously students cannot have this information bidden from them.

However, pilot tests of the game indicated that fifth graders never

spontaneously discussed past record sheets before beginning another

game. If left to themnelves, they went immediately to the next game.

Therefore, if the teachers in the "absence" condition merely did not

encourage discussion of ehe record sheets and required that each sheet

be turned in before a new game could be started, it effectively created

an "absence" condition. The "presence" condition was created by having

the teacher encourage discussion of the past record sheets and compari-

sons between Lames played, even stopping class occasionally to force

the children to discuss how to do better. Of course, the teacher was

strictly forbidden from telling the students haw to play more effective-

ly.

The teachers were asked to tahe whatever time was necessary to

have each group play the Bow and Arrow Hunting Game four times and

the ao_p_in_g_219.sellpnting Game six times. By standardizing the

number of plays, the Condition IV groups would probably spend more

actual time on the games. It VAS thought that the critical factor was

the number of times the game was played, not the absolute amount of

time spent on the games.

Since the experimental conditions depended on the teacher's role

in the class, a classroom had to be the unit used in assigning students

to experimental conditions. Consequently, the twenty-three classrooms

were assigned randomly to the four experimental conditions. In doing

this, no distinction was made between fifth and sixth graders, between

the.ability-grouped or non-graded classes and the rest of the classes,

between 'the ability or experience of the teachers, or between the

different socio-economic levels of the areas from which the schools

drew their students.
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EXplaeatory Data

In the literature on gamea, it is quite common to use snx and.

ability (as measured by grades in'school or I.Q.) as explanatory

variables in the analysia of the differentibl impact of a game. There

is evidence that sex and ability are important factors in some games. .

FurtHermore,sthere is evidence that the make-up of the group one play6

a game with makes a great difference in how well one plays and what

one learns.

The variables of sex and teacher ability ratings were ysed tooA
assign a group of students to a game board, rather than as post-

experiment explanatory variables. After.the classrooms were randomly

assigned to experimental conditions, the ratings of the teachers of the

six classrooms involved in one experimental condition were used to

create nine types of three-person groups: bright boys, bright mixed-

sex, bright girls; average boys, average mixed-sex, average girls;

slow boys, slow mixed-sex, slow girls.

The teachers were given lists with the names of the three students

in their classes to put at each gamelioard. They were insitructed to

havhis group of three students plr together for the entire sequence

of the games. This helped insure thaks single group did not stay

togethe for the entire sequence.

The Cli ical Data

A regular series of obser1Lations and interviees were conducted

with students in the classes used in this study. An observation

schedule was developed, and each observer was dssigned two groups. The

number they could observe was limited by the length of time it took

for a single group to complete the entire sequence with the games,

and by the fact that several teachers uere simnitaneouslz_us,ing the

games.

Am interview schedule was likewise developed, and the individuals

were asked to interview the same students that they had observed. In

addition, a separate iaterview schedule was developed for the teachers,

and other members of the staff interviewed the teachers after they

had completed dhe game sequence.
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The q9quence of Play

The use of the games involved the following steps, in sequence:

(1) ehe administering of ehe Pow and Arrow pre-test; (2) showing a,

filmstrip which explained the rules of the Baw and Arrow Game, with

the taacher reading the accompanying explanation for each framn and

attempting to determine whether the students understdod the rules (this

filmstrip has since been abandoned as not helpful); (3) the playing of

the Bow and Arrow Game in the assigned groups for four plays, with rota-

tion of roles after every play; (4) the administering of the Bow and

Arrow post-test; (5) discussion of the game; (6) the showing of the

films of crossing place hunting in Pelly Bay; (7) on explanation of the

strategy of the crossing place hunt, using a diagram on the wall; (8) the

adm.inistering of the Crossing Place pre-test; (9) the ehowing of ehe

remainder of the.filmstrip, which explained the aaditional rules for

the Crossing Place Hunting Game, with the teacher attempting to deter-

mine if they were understood; (10) the playing of the. Crossing Place

Game for six plays in the,assigned groups, with rotation of roles after

each play; (11) the administering of the Crossing Place post..test. In

addition, depending on the experimental condition, different activities

were to take place betuem the games -- the teacher reminding the

students that they could catch eight caribou every try if they were

good huniers, or the teacher encouraging the students to plan, to try

to overcome the mistakes of their previous games. For each game, the

students were to fill out a block at the top of the game sheet, giving

the date, the number of the game, the names of the players playing each

role, the number of caribou caught by each player, and the teacher's

name.

A major shortcoming of the research design is the fact that the

creation of the experimental conditions depended on the teacher's role

in the classroom. There would be differences in ehe amount of effort

each teacher put into the creation of the experimelail condition. The

v./sclera als knew v)hat all of die experimental conditions were and how

fhe experim t should conclude, and they might have influenced ehe

performance of the students.



The Clinical Findings

As was described earlier, an observation schedule was constructed,

and four observers watched the groups play the games. An interview

schedule was made for both students and teachers. Fleas were developed
for interviewing a sample of students. The interview data from the

children, however, were not obtained. Shortly after the death of

Martin Luther King, Jr., EDC was charged with developing in an extremely

short period of time a series of television dhows on race prejudice to i

be shown nation-wide. This project absorbed all of the energies of
the regular staff and left no time for the regularly scheduled interviews.
The teacher interviews were conducted, though in many cases much longer

after the playing of the games than was originally intended. Tee year /
reported in this chapter, therefore, are based on the cbservations of

ten groups of children and interviews with all of the teachers.

The Observatian Data

All of the observers except one reported high enthusiasm for the

games among the chiloren. In the class uhire enthusiasm was not appar-

ent, the teacher did not like the particular game (Bm/ and Arrow Hunting),

did not understand its purpose, and did not know the rules well. The

teacher openly admitted Chat this was the case.
.

It was apparent on close observation that a great mapy of the
rules of dle games were not comprehended: students either forgot them
or misused them. There was almost no evidence of deliberate violation
of rules. The only eherf.ing observed was one caribou player who woul&

occasionally roll the dice a second time if he did not like the direc-

tion indicated on the first roll. In spite of the number of confusions

on the rules, the Children were generally not bothered. They were,

,often unaware that they were violating a rule, but this ignorance did
not make dle game unplayable. They.quickly developed a rule for

handling each situation which was a problem.

Though there wer wide variations among the classes, the filmstrip
generally did not wort effectively as a way of teaching the rules. There
was much lack of attention to the filmstrip. The students wanted to

get on with the game.
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The observers noted considerable argument and discussion among
the players as to how best to play the games. Clearly, the studemts

could engage in the task of trying to play the game better. The only
time this did aot happen was when personality clashes prevented impera-
tive discussion and planning.

There was, at least in some classes, a considerable amount of
affective identification with the Eskimo role. Name calling was
common if a Beater let the herd get away. Frequent references were
made to "starving" if soun caribou were not caught on the next game.
In some classes, some students virtually refused to play the position
of moving the caribou herd, and at least once it was observed Chat all
three players would plait the Beater and hunter strategy even though
one wes moving the herd.

Using game sheets from one play to plan for the next was difficult
for the children. Even when the teacher practically forced the students
to plan, some refused. However, it was equally true that many students
did attempt to learn from the best games of other groups and from their
own best games. Even the slowest students seemed able to discuss what

happened in the game in causative terms.

The Teacher Interviews

Almost withaUt exception, the interviews of the teachers confirmed
and generalized the findings from the direct observations, even though

eae observ4tions had been made on a very small sampleoof students.

In particular, the teachers repectedly cited the length mid compleXity

of the filmstrip and the difflculties in understanding same of the
rules. Mbny of the teachers were willing to'admit that most students

learned the rules through the filmstrip, but most felt it turned the

students off so ehoroughly that it should not be used, particularly
with slow students.

Most teachers introduced the game by telling the s,tudents that

they were part of an experiment. This was generally met with enthusiasm
by the students, and they were willing to put up with playing with class-
mates they did not like and taking pre- and post-tests, because they

felt they were part of an experiment. It is unclear how much this

would bias results. However, it seemed a sufficiently powerful

9 5
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mechanism that perheps teachers should aay that the students are part

of an experimeut ewe if they are'not.

Nose of the teachers created a rple-plsyieg mood for the game;

and this seemed to help immenaely. Either they told students that

they were "to see how gocd a hunter" they were,,or they encouraged 1

the studente "to try to catth enough caribou" for their "fumilies."

In al,. cases except one, there seemed to be very high affect;ve

identification -- usually with the huntere and their plight, though

occasionally with th.caribou. Even weeks later, some teachers

reported students bringing ue the problems of the h'unters or Beaters

. as analogies iu totally different contexts.

Disc..isoions were common oetside of class, particularly among the

boys, and numerous groups came in to school early to play additional

games. Oely one class reported very little discussion or concern for

the game. le the vast majority of cases, interest was maintained at a

high leve: for ihe entire sequence. Boredom set in only if the gases

had been mastered uarly by some group, or if there was a severe person-

ality clash at a gameboard,,or if the group was consistently unsuccess-

iul in catching any caribou. There was a feirly high incidence of r.ole

preference -- aggresoive boys preferring the hunter tole, paasive girls

preferring the caribou-moving role. This role preference was responsi-
.

ble for lack of interest during the play of the game in which 3 person

was not playing his preferred role.

There was very wide agreement that Crossing Prace litlaitla was a

much more exciting and involving game than Bow and Artew Hunting. Teo

of the teachers said they would not use Bow and Arrow Hunting again.

Only with the slow students was-there any feeling that the Bow and

Arrow Hunting Game was valuable. For them, it taught,many of the_ _

rules which were needed in Orotaitua Pfece Hunting and talus was valuable.

Generally, the students regarded the Bow and Arrow Game as mereiy a

matter of luck (which is pretty nearly true) and lost interest

quickly.

Quite gdlerally, the teachers recommended,mixed sexes end. mixed

abilities. Only one teacher preferred single sex groups and Single

ability groups. In particular, the teachers cautioned against qtree
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slow students together. Rather theft bping able to.work at.their own

pace, they were unable to-make any progress at mastering the game-,

rapidly became. frus*Tated, and caused behavior problems. They needed

'someone brighter at the.gameboard to help them do beeter'.

The teachers Iluite.widely reported that the gaiaes were played

best by the brighter students and worst by dhe slowest. Two teachers,

however, qualified this. They felt that the iajor factor in whether

the games worked was the personalities of the students. The more

aggressive students} regardless of ability, seemei to Cio.better. .There

could clearly be too much eggression at one gameboard, though, and if

-the students'becaMe too interested in putting each other down,.they

could not play Well. They could not cooperate, and without some

willingness to,givé and take, the games did not work.

The post-game discussions.were reported as noticeably better.

Every teacher reported that detailed and accurate knowledge of the

different roles and the different tools was awarent after the games.

Lots of questions were asked by studentsfabout relationships between ,

the games and the other parts of the curriculum, partiCularly comparibons

to the films of actual hunts. Many comments were made by students to

the effect that some aspect of the games was not accurate. The Imrcrtence

of cooperation and piannine seemed to be grought hbme. Several

teachers reported that references to the games kept appearing in

class discussions weeT& later.

Teschers generally reported few problems, except dhat theiclese-
,

room'became very noisy, and that there Fes a great deal of equipment

to 60 distributed. With a large class in a croded room, the,distribu:.

tion of equipment and the answering of'questions became a very diffi-

cult task for one teacher to handle.

In general,-the games were regarded as,highly successful, a very

valuable addition to the ceurso. The anecdotal reporks were highly

similar to those from other research stUdies on other '.:gemes.For the

designer's, the clinical data pin-pointed many additional but minor

difficulties in the games. The teachers were extremely helpfdrin
fa

suggesting ways of avoiding the difficulties in the future. The intui-

tive feelings of the teachers,about what happened -- both what the

students learned and which students did best -- provide a convenient

9 7
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standard against which to comO'are,the experimental findings.
,

The Game Sheet Data

The game sheets from the Crossing Place_ Game, which numbered over

600, were scored for overall quality of play and,ranged from two

(very bad) to ten (very good). The rater reliability for the scoring

of qle game sheets without the third rater was r = +.712. With the

third rater scoring just the cases of major disagreement an a using 4.

the middle score of the three, the rater reliability jumped to

r =. +.974.

The Pre- and Post-Test Scores

There were seven categories of questions: 'factual, telling

directions, analogies, structure of the game, dtrategids, perceptions

.of the game, and attitudes toward the game. Foe the two types-of

questions asked on'a pre.-test--post-test.basis (factual and telling'

directions), a gain score of post-test minus pre-test was used. For

each of the other types of questions asked.only on the post-tests, a

score of the riumber right minus a correctiong.factor tor rpndom

guessing was used. TLId result was seventeen scores for ebch indi-

-uidual, o'f which we will explore only. 10 -- those associated with

the Creinr Place Game.

/".GAIN IN FLCTS: Gain téore on'the factual questioro on the
Crossiu.Elace Game. Rere were eight questions given both on the
pre-test and on the post7test. "lhe gain score was determined by
subtracting the pre-tesescore Irom'the post-test score.

GAIN IN ANALOGIES: Gain score on the questions about
analogies between the ruled of the'game and the actual situation.
There wete two qu'estions given on the ac2221.....nga'laceGame post-
test. The gain score was determined by subtracting from the post
test a score which would be expected from purely random guessingv

GAIN IN STRUCTUM: Gain score on the reuestions ebout the
structure of the underlying model of the game. There were ten such
questions given on the Crossinp Place Game post-test. The gain score
was determined by subtracting fram the post-test score a score tihich
would be expected from purely randomkuessin.?.

GAIN IN STRATEcIES: Gain score on the most effective strafe-
; gies in the game. There wpre nine such questions given only on

the Crossing Place Gam,: post-tes. The gain scbre was dFtermined

9 8
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by subtracting from the post-tpet scpre a sire which would be expected
from purely random guessing.

LMAGINE REAL HUNT: One question on whether the students felt
that playing the game had helped them imagine what it would be like
to actually.bune caribou. Scores ranged from I (strongly agree) to
5 (strongly disagree).

WANT.TO PLAY LOTS MORE: One question asking students if the,
would like to play the game a lot more times. Scores ranged* from I
(sbronglyagree) to 5 (strongly disagree).

THINK LEARNED SOMEMING: One question asking students if they
thought theY had learned soTething. Scores 'ranged from 1-(strongly
thought they did) to 5 (strongly thought they did not).

Mt

PREFER HUNTER ROLE: One question asking.students if they
preferred playing the hunter to moving the caribou herd. :Scores ranged
from I (strongly preferred playing hunter) to 5 (strongly disliked
playine the hunter).

PREFER GAME TO REST OF CURRICULUM: One questien asking students if
they preferrtd playing the game to anything else they had done or been'
exposed to in the rest of the curriculum. Scores ranged from I
(strongly preferred game) to 5 (strongly preferred other parts of
the curriculum).

TABLE 2

TESTS op EACH TYPE OF QUESTION

Mean
PeiCentage
Increase N

GAIN IN FACTS 10.8 331

GAIN IN ANALOGIES 61.8* 330

GAIN-STRUCTURE 15.3* 327

T-TEST

8.809

46.108

13.204

SIGNIFICANCE

p .000

pc .000

p ;.000

GAIN PERCEPTION /17.4* 300 13.214 p .000

GAIN STRATEGIES 10%8* 359 13.711 p

GAIN IMAGINE UAL FMT 0.906* 1.22'h* 352 13.917 p c.00O

GAIN WANT TO PLAY LOTS IMRE 1.020* 1.343'4* 354 14.205 p (.000

GAIN THINK LEAP,AED SOMETHING 1.230* 1.112** 352 20.746 Nc.000

GAIN 9EFER HUNTER ROLE 0.224* 1.467** 153 L2.867 p ; .004

GAIN PREFER GAME TO REST CURR. 0.55z* 1.367** 354 7.622 p( .000

*Post Test Score Versu54Random Expectatien
**Based on Shift from Center of Rating Scale, Ranging from 1-5
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At one point an attempt was made to give the post-testa to a

gc2upof students Who had not played the games:merely as a way.of

seeing how many of the questions gave away the right answer, or at
least permitting Aarrowing down the range of responses. poth.the
students add the teachers rebelled, however. It remed.to them

,ridiculous to try to answer questien% that they C;uld not be'expected
to know anyfhing about. Explanations about the research value of such
zero order informaiion were unconvincing.

As can be seen in Che preceeding table, all of the tests on the

categories are veiy highly significant. .Onlyi the pre.ference for the
role of hunter is only.bildlSritignificant.

Molt'of the students had highly favorable attitudes toward the

game; a number of them learned additional .factual information about
the relationships between man and animals in the caribou hunt, even

(though this information'ha4 been presented in a variety of ways in

earlier portions of the course; most studenr- could recognize the
. .

analogies between the games they were playing and ;6 acteal task of

cgtching caribou; in the context of the games-, most of them understood
1

the relationships between variables well enough to be able to predict
the effects on the entire game of a change in one; they were able io

perceive the differences in the effectiveness of the two forms of

hunting; and widhin the game.they were sufficiently aware of the

strategies.they used to be able to recognize verb-al statements of them,

even when they strategy-they used was,not the best.

The Quality of Play of the Came%
oi.

One of the clearest hypotheses with respect to simulation games

is that,over a series of plays, by utilizing the feedback fram each

play, the players should get better at playing the game. Table 3

illustrates graphically the findinca of the total sample. Came 7

is somewhat aberrant, as only thirly students played a seventh same.

For the first six plays, there was.a Stelgy increase in quality pf

play. "Ihe graph illustrates is 'mean increase in fhe ratings of,Inuk-

shuk position aad Beater coordination from about 2.25 to 3.00 on a

fiVe point scale (i.e., divide the quality ratinp on the vertical

axis by four)e As was indicated-by the questions on stratedies, most



students did not reach mastery of the game. Sued mastery.would, have
,

been indicated by scores between 16 and 20. The .standard deviation is

also q4te large,larger in all cases than the total Increase in quality
over the iix plays. It is unclear whether additional plays of the.game

. would have resulted in an additional ineresse in the quality of -perfori--

ance or a decrease iu the standard deviation or both.

The,Relationship Between Game
Perrormance and Test Performance.

(

If tudents appear to have learned from the same, and if they

appear to have im'proved in their ability.to play** game, is there
.

any relationship between the two?

For the,analogy questiens, there is a relationship among he

variables La the direction of high qualitiplay being associate with
a large analogy score, a low'quality of play being associated with a

..
. loss (less than random expectation) in knowledge Of analogies. Similarly;
there is as.extremely high relationship between average game quality and

knowledge of strategies.
.

TAB LE 4

1:12AN QUALITY OF-PLAY BY TEST PERFORMANCE: CROSSING PLACE GAME .
. .

...
.

.. Type of Question Chi-Sauare Value DF lignificance.
.

GAIN IN FACTS 2.11A

GAIN IN ANALOGIES 9.876

GAIN IN STRUCTURE 10.886

GAIN IN PERCEPTION 0.83fr

GAIN IN STRATEGIES 46.710

4

Z .007

4 .pu .

4

.
.0010

On dap other hand, the gain in factual knowledge or the accurficy of

perceptions about the games is not significantly related to ttle overall
0 quality of pIay. Since high scores on these types of questions were

prevalent, it appears that such learning ts independent of how well

re plays the 1,;ame and depends merely on having played itt

It would seem likely that the quality Of play wauld be related to

Ahe attitudes toward the game, that thee who do well would like the

game and think they were learning something; th?se who did,not do well

would have unfavorable attitudes.- Generation of a similar set of cross-

tabulations between-quality of play and attitude scores produced the
k
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TABLE 3

OVERAL1 QUALITY OF 11.AY

MEAW AND STANDARD DEVIATION FOX EACH PLAY OF THE CROSSIUG,PLACE CANE

19 ,

OVEAALL 17

QUALITY
RATING 16
OF
GAME
SHEETS 15

14

SUM OF
EACH ,.

RATING 12
.BY EACH
RATER

10 _

9

8

7

MaAN .

STANDARD
DEVIATION

I.

.41

1 '2 3

%LAI

4 5 6 7

PLAY PUYZER

9.169 9.769 10.294_10.926 I 12.031
3.107 3.445 3.641 3.700 I 3.830

1

173 373 364 340 .318

12.1.96 11.700

3.650 4.145

230 30



'figures in Tabje 5.
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TABLE 5

MEAN QUALITY Or PLAY BY AnITUDES

Question Chf-Square Ya1z DF Signtficance Level.

1. IMAGINE REAL HUNT 3.943 N.S.

2. WANT TO PLAY LOTS MORE .11.885 4 0.018

3.1 THINK LEARNED SOMETHING 5.380 4 0.251

4. PEEPER HUNTER ROLE . 7 .261
,

4 0.123

5. PREFER GAME;TO REST CURR. 5.000 4 0.288

As the table indicates; the only significant relationship was with

the desire to continue playing. Students thought they learned something

regardless of the quality of their play. The preference for the hunter

role.and the preference for the games over the rest of the curriculum

were not significant.

We have seen that: on each type of knowledge measured by the pre

and post-tebts, the students 4i4 well; on the actual p.lay of the game,

they gradually improved; their attitudes toward the games were almost

uniformly favorable; and there seem to be soma significant relationships

between the quality of play ahd the knowledge learned, particularly

with respect to strategy knowle4n.

Test Performance tcross
Experiweilt11 Conditions.

The major hypotheses of this research study involved tke four

experimental conditions: experimental conditian I, in which the

students merely played the games; eliperimental condition II, in which

the information about the maximum number of caribou which could be

caught was-introduced; experimental condition III, in which students

were encouraged to study the record.sheets of past games and plan for

future ones, but in whieh they did not know that there was a maximum

poSsible catch; and e:Terimental condition IV, in which studenLs both

knew what i vas maximally possible to c'atch and were encouraged to

study the past record sheets and. plan.
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The hypotheses were .that experimental condition IV would out-

perform experimental condition I, and that II aad III would fall in-

between and trobably in numerical order with respect to performance.
.

What, then, are,the effects of planning as opposed .to not planning on

game performanceland learning, and what are the effects of knowing

what constitutes mastery of the.game?

Taple-6 presents the mean.and standard.deviationfor each of the

combinations of. factual questions for each experimental condition. The
F-tests show wsignificant difference between the'experimental condi-

tens for the gain in factual knowledge from the Crossing Place Came,

and this isftrong enough to make the combined factual knowledge gain

score significant between experimental conditions. Inspe tion reveals. .1

that the highest gain score by far was in experimental coJdition IV.

Experimental conditions I,II,.and`III are Youghly equal. It would

appear that the combination of encouragement to plan and Ole knowledge

t4st there was, a maximum posdble catch aided in ],earning the factual

knowledge embodied in the rules.of the game, but that neither planning

-nor knowledge of the maximilm worked independently.

TABLE 6

F-TESTS bETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

FACTUAL QUESIONS

GAIN FACTS ExPerimentai Conditions
CROSSING PLACE /7.

GAVE I 11 Ill IV F-Test Significance

MEAN 0.803 0.485 0.863 1.451

-STD. DEV, 0.683 1.820 1.627 1.918

83 99 73 71.,

4/.146 p = .007

Table 7 gives the mean, standard deviation, and F-test scores%

across experimental conditions for the analogy'questions.. The differ-
. .

Armes ire highly significant, even though on the/Crossing'Place Game

there were only two questions.

Ihe scores highly favor experimental conditions III and 17 over
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experimental conditions I and II. Encouraging the students to study
thoWiiast games and plan for the coming ones appears to have had a
significant impact on their awareness of the analogies between the

_-games and the actual situation.

TABLE 7

F-TESTS BETWEEN EXPERIM2NTAL CONDITIONS

ANALOGY QUESTIONS

Experimental Conditions

ANALOGIES 1 II III 4 IV F-Test Significince.

MEAN 1.121 1.197 1.336 1.331

STD, DEV. 0.575 0.524 0.373 0.337.

NN 87 99 73 11

.

3.852 p = .010

6
Table 8 presents a similar breakdown of the questions on the

knowledge of the structure of the games. Again, the differences

are all significant and favoring experimental conditions III and IV over.
I and II.

GAIN
STRUCTURE I II III IV F-Test Significance

TABLE 8

F-TESTS BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

STRUCTURE QUESTIONS

Experlimental Conditions

MEAN 1.161 1.182 2.027 1.971 4.316 p = .005
sta. DEV. 2.266 ' 2.251 1.748 1.795

87 99 73 68

Again, it would appear Chat knowledge of the underlying structu,z4

of the game is greatly enhanced by encouraging Che students to think

about.their past games and plan for the future ones, and that the learn-
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Ing is muds less j.f.students are asLed merely.tc! play t14.4,!mes.

Table 9 presents the breakdown of the scores oil perceptIons of

. the games.

GAiN IN
PERCEPTION

TABLE

T-TESTS'BETWEEN Expgrarra CONbITIONS
4

QUESTIONS ON PERCEPTIO4S OF THE GAME

Experimeneal Conditions

F-Test Significance

MEAN 2.073 2.082 2/240 2.165 1.215 1, cm .304

STD. DEV. 0.6)7 0.679 0.714 0.587

N 96 110 75 4,9
4P14

The differences here are hot signslicant. What differences do exiSt,

however, again tend to favor experimental cendiiions III and IV.

Table 10,gives the strategy luestion.'scores.

TABLE IC:.

F-TESTS FEIWEEN EXPECIMENTa CONDITIONS

STRATEGY QUESTIONS

Experimental Conditions'

GLUT* r4
STRATEGY I I LI IV

-MEAN 1.667, 1.973 . 2.453. 2-.127

STD. DEV. 0.842 0.862 0.759 0.911

N 96 110 75 79
vil

F-Test Si nificance

4.631 P 4.000

A

4.

Here aain, the differences are highly sijviticant, with experimental

conditions "III and IV alt-performin., experimentol conditions I and

II. .In this case, experimental condition III is -the highest.

One importlane conclusion Zrom the'aboVe data seems to be that

- teachers not only can, but should, play a vitzil im making games



work effectively as instructional deVices: If the teaCher plays a

role of encouraging the students to plan, to try to make effective use

of the information which the.games.provide, this brings about a sub-
,:

stantial increRse in the knowledge gained. The teachersvere right in

.their intuitive feelings;expressed during the' interviews, fhat the'

students in experimental conditions I and II were missins things that

they could have gotten if the teacher intervened to help.

In terms of the two experimental variables, encouragement to plan .

and study pass games seems by far the more valuable. Knowledge.of
N

the MiaxiMUM possible score whichconstitutes mastery Of the game has

a marginal effect over nothing, at all; experimental condition II was

usually superior to experimental condition I. This effect of kp.ow3.-

ette of the maximum, however, generally disappeared when combined with

planning and study. Experimental condition IV ?..mis not consistently

above experimental condition III. One possible explanation lor this

is Chat with very careful study it is possible to determine from the

actual game sheets what the maximum possible catch is. It. is not

known how many students in experimental condifion III actually

figured this out. In any case, if the knowledge' made any difference.,

it certainly would have had greater impact in condition IV with the
o

authority of the'leacher behind it.

Quality of Play Across
Experimental Conditions:

Do the differences between experimental conditions hold for the

quality of tfie actual play of tft'game? The F-tests are .q.ignificant

for each play of the game, as well.as for the average quality of play.

Experimental conditions I and II clustbr' together, and experimental
te .

conditions III and IV cluster together. However, the differences between

experimental conditions,wera theta in GameA., and the rate of imprbve-

ment over time was roughly equal for all four experimental conditiens.

It is difficult to interpret this' finding. Essentially, the.game

seems ,e0 provide adequate feedback for improvingyrlay from one game

tS the next, regardless of the experimental condition. If these find-

ings ere combined with 'the test performanceldata, it appears as thoUgh

ehe experimental conditions had much more im Inlet on what the students
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learned from their play dhan they'did on the q(n1.ity of their actual

play.

The Differential Effects of Ability;

It has often been claimed that games are effective with different

ptudents from Chose who do well in conventional classroom tasks. The

teaChers were asked for this eimeriment to rate the ability of the

students in terms of performance in school. Using the three levels

of ability, it was"possible to generate a set of Cross-tabulations

of ability level by knowledge gained. The results are in Table 12.

4 TABLE 12

CHI-SQUARE VALUES AND SIGNIFICANCE
C.

ABILITY LEVEL iY KNOWLEDGE GAINED* 1

911W1-2F1 Chi-Squ'are Vallie DF Level of Significance

.

GAIN FACTS 11.137 4 0,025

GAIN ANALOGIES 15.474 2 0.000

GAIN STRUCTURE 16.472 4 01003

GAIN STRATEGIES 2.291 4 M.S.

GAIN.PERCEPTION 23.468 4 0.000

All of the significant.ielationships ate4n the direction of

bright students having the lgest gains, slow students the smallest.

Virtually all of the test scores are highly related to ability, and,

in all cases the direction is one of bright students learning the

most, slEtu students learnIng the least. In terms of the learning

measured by the tests, the games did not overcome the effects of

ability.

The relationship of moat interest in the table is one which was

not significant;,the strategy knowledge by ability cross-tabulation.

Strategy questions are the most independent of ability. Since the

strategy questions were the ones most related to quality of play,

this seems to suggest,that there should be no significant differences

between ability levels in terms of actual performance in the games.

Table.,13 presents the results of a series of cross-tabulations
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of ability by rqua/ity of plkiy.

Gme No.

TABLE 13

CHI-SQUARE VALUES AND SIGNIFICANCE

ABILITY LEVEL BY QUALITY OF PLAY

Chi-Square Value DF Level of Significance

1 5.863

2 2.223

3 3.259

4 1.480

5 3.086

6 3.947

Mean 2.175.

4 0.210

4 N.S.

1 4 N.S.

4 N.S.

.4 N.S. k

4 N.S.

4 V.S.

. These results are rather striking. The one thing which the

games could teach independent ef ability was how'tp play the games.

And this knowledge of how to play carried over so that it could be

measured in pencil and paper tests independent of the games. If this

finding is at all generalizable to other simulation games, it appears

that the thing a game teaches best to all students, regardless of

ability, is how to play the game. Other kinds of learning which

involve reflecting on or making inferences from experiences in the

games are not independent of ability.

Table 14 presents the results of the cross:tabulations of ability.

by attitudes toward the game.
.9

TABLE 14

CHI-SQUARE VALUES AND.SIGNIFICANCE

ATTITUDE QUESTIONS BY ABILITY LEVEL

puestion ' Chi-Square Value DF Significance
'

1. IMAGII4E REAL HUNT 4.575 4 0.334

2. WANT To PLAY LOTS MORE 0.719 . 4 M.S.

3. THINK LEARNED SOMETHING 11.772 tk 0.019

4. PREFER HUNTER ROLE, -5.898 4 0.207

5. PREFER GAME TO REST CURR. 3.780 4 M.S.
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The on1 y. signifiiant relationihip is with 'attitiales toward

Nrning in the 'games. The sjower students were 1#(3ss convinced that

,the games had been,a learning experience; the bright studentsldefinite-

ly thought it-was: These findings confirm the/Previous findings.

With respect to .learning, the slower students thouOt dhey had legrned

less, and they were right.

The Differential Effects of Sex:

00
The literature on games has often used sex as an explanatory

variable: but th?re have rarely been significant differences between

sexes. Table 15 presents the chi-square values for cross=,tabulations

between sex and knowledge gained.

TALLE 15

CHI-SQUARE VALUES AND §IGNIFICANCE
4

SEX BY4;NOWLEME GAINED

TV-se of Question (71t:12.921Ea...Malue OF Sip.nificance
,

. ,
GAIN FACTS 0.607 2 0.162

GAIN ANALOGIES 0.268 I N.S.

GAIN STRUCTURE 4.608 2 0.100

GAIN PERCEPTION 3.165 . 0.206.

GAIN STRATEGIES 16.342 2 0.000

For the most part, die relationships are non-significant. ftowever,

there is one highly significant relationship -- Strategies -- on which

girls do much more poorly.than boys. Again, this is fhe one set of

queshons which is.most dependent on quality of play. The other

questions ar'e largely indepentent of the quality of play and depend

on learning from the entire e.cperience. Strategy scores depend on

doing well in the games.

The sex quality of play chi-square values are presented in

Table .16. ,On every single play of the Cr)ssing Place Came, dhe boys

did significantly better than the Lirls. The*se findilvs !Jere confirmed.

in the attitude'questions, theychi-square values for which are repro-

duced in Table 17.
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TABLE 16

CHI-SQUARE 'VALUES AND SIGNIFICANCE

SEX BY QUALITY OF PLAY

Game Number Chi-Squaie Value DF

2

2

2

2

..- 2

2

2

SiAnifica ce

1

. i

,3

4

5

6

Mean

20.488

50.871

18225.

26.877

10.113

17.201

30.586

0.000

0.000
.

0.000

0.000

0:006

0.000

0.000

TABLE 17 ;

Mk.

CHI-SQUARE VALVES AND SIGNIFICANCE

ATTITUDES BY SEX

Questions Chi-Square Value DF Significance

1. IMAGIPE REAL
HUNT 3.572 2 0.160

2.- WANT TO LEAaN
LOTS MORE 16.999 2, 0.000

3 THINK LEARNED
SOMETHING 0.732 2

4. PREFER HUNTER
ROLE 10.058 . 2 0.007

5. PREFER GAME TO
REST CURR. 6.960 2 0.031

There iP no significant difference between sexes in thinking

they learned, and this is correct. In the learning which was not, a

function of performance in the game, there was no difference between

the sexes. However, on the attitude questions having to do diiectly

with playing the games, significantly more boys want to keep playiln

the game, prefer playing hunter and prefer'the game to the rest of
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tile curriculum.

the conclusions from this bre quite clear.. Learning froia games,

whidh is dependent on performance in the games, is independent ef

ability and highly asqociated.with sex, males doing better-than females.

Learning from games which is independent of performance in'the games

:and dependent instead effmaking inferences from, or relating knowledge

to, the game experiences, is independent of sex end highly associated

with ability, the brighter student's learning much more.

5

From Rome edditional analyses, it appears that the ability level

of the group with which one plays makes'very little difference.

Performance in the game Is largely independeia of ability, performance -

on the tests is dtrongly related to ability, and the particulpr group-

ings do not seem to be able to affect this measurably. Performance'

in the game is highly dependent on.sex, performhnce on the tests Is

largely independent of sek, and the particular groupings,do not seem

to te able to affect this measurably.

In conclusion, these data clearly suggesethat the games were

highly successful as teaching device's. The test questions measured

a variety of kinds of knowledge which were related tb the gaue eXperi--

ence, and on all of these kinds of knowledge questibns, the students

did well. Over a series of plays, the students improved at playing

the cbribou games Attitudes toward the game experience were uniform-

ly verY favorable.

The data clearly indicate that studying pait gams and planning

for future ones improved the learning oi moat of. the kinds of knowledge.

Stated in a slightly different way, it appears that students must

reflect on their play in order to learn much from it; simply playing

the game-14 not nearly as good in bringing about learning froth the

game.
-

The.visual record sheet of past games appears to have worked
11

effectively. It wtTked by, itself in terms of improving the quality .

of play. Students in each of the experimental conditions improved

at roughly the same rate. However, it igas necessary for the teachers

to encourage the studehts to study the past gmmes.and plah for'future

ones in order to bring about learning other than that related.to the .

k-,
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quant,ty of play. When the teachers did encourage study and planning,

it improved learning.

Knowle4ge of the maximum possible,catch of.caribou (or in more

general tarms:knowledge of what constitutes mastery of the game) does

not seem to have improved performance in'any important way. Rather
I

than improving perforMance., it possibly increased the' frustration of

the students who did not know how to go about improving.-

In terms of perfoimante in the game, none of the groups of

students in the experimental conditions approached mastery of the

game. Since strategy knowledge is closely.related to quality pf

play, if Che objective were to have the students understand the strate-

.gies used by the Netsilik, they should play the game more times Chan

the four to six time used in this study. However, it is unclear

whether additional play's would bring about an increase.in'the other

kinds of knowledge associated Oith the game playing. A study in -

which variation in the number of plays was an experimental variable

would be necessary. to consider this: This study has only revealed

that for knauledge other than strategy knowledge,-learning is for the

most part independent of quality ciT play.

At least in these games, sex is significantly assocfated with

the quality of play, and With that kind of learning dependent on

quality of play. Aoys greatly out-performed girls in actual game

performance. Boys were far superior in knowledge of thd mast 9ffective

strategies in the game.

For these games, ability is significantly associated with the

other kinds of knowledge gained from the games. The games were not

able to overcome the differences in ability for kni kind of learning,

ether than that associated with playing the games well. This would .

'appear to indicate that what games teach best is how to play the games

But a variety of other kinds of knowledge can.be learned from game

experiences, and bright students manage to eet more out of games than

sloiT ones. This seams quite .s.milar.to other teaciling techniques from

which the irighter studentAet more than the slower ones,

. The finding that group effects are negligible if controlled for

ability and sex is difficult to in-terpret. 'It is possibly due to
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-;

the extremely mall size of the groups and to the sherinz of the

various roles. By such sharingltany differentiation in the.groups is

broken down, and the sax and ability differences become the predominant

influences. However;this cannot be known for certain. This finding

does suggYst that teacher's may group the students at their convenience.

4
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I

IN THE,CIASSROOH: OBSERVATION FINDIBBS'

I. bipost and. Methods

Pm 1967, widescale dissemination of MAN: ACCOSSE O STUDY began,

and in.response, the evaluatien teem created additional instruments to

assess the undertaking. One of these was a Clasaroom.Observation Form,

which allowed different observers to view different classes and still

produce relatively domparable data. ihe Observation Form was demiined

so Ma :. we could make abairactions about highly idiosyncratic class

sessions.

Ihe development of the classroom-centered aspectof the evaluation

stemmed from needs of the curriculum developers to understand the way

in which EACOS is naafi in the schools and the conviction that &e

(

teacher is a crucial determinant of the success of any classroom

endeavor. While the MACOS pedagogy emphasizes a student-centered

approaCh, it is the teacher's reponsibility to .facilitate learning.

Since. MACOS also relies heavily on interaction betwan the various

members of the class, the role of "orchestrator" is amplified. 2he

MACOS classroom, with its multitude of activities and ilp materials

which cannot themselves "teach" .the course, is a complex and different

place from the room in whiCh each student works independently with a

programmed curriculum. It is different, too, from the traditional

clessrimm, in which students read a text and then answer the teacherlo

questions.

We wanted, then, to learn more about the interaction of curriculum,

students, and teacher. MACOS was designed to encourage new roles for

Mather and students and new ways of learning, and We wanted to know

from first-hand observation the extent to which the course did promote

dime innovations. Would tc4chers simply teach a neW content in a

traditional way? Could we discern a change in classroom atmosphere

over time? How would the MACOS classroom compare to the one using g

conventional social studies curriculum? Could we make judgmeets about

dhe success of specific topics of the course? Finally, we hoped f

gain insight into the teaching process, to go beyond our concerns

about NACOS to a more general understanding of teachins styles.

.fa
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We beqpn classr , observation on a limited bests ss we attempted

to understand the nature of systematic study of :medium to large on-

going, real-world groups. Observers visited the same class appreximately

eight times (two successive days each-montb) anelbecame familiar with,

. the teacher and the students in that class. tarely were our tabulations

based on a sinzle visit.. This schedule of announced visits proved use-
.

ful and has bees continued., 4

Description of the'observation instruments and samples of the 1968
A .

and 1962 forms al;k1 %he "Notes on the Use of the**Observation Form" aey

be.found in the sppeidieea.

Our evaluatioa of a lesson"has' rwo foci: (1) the content itself --

the structure and characteristics of.the lesson, and its success as the

observer perceives it; and (2) the classroom atmosphere, with

emphasis on the teather's style. The former includes sudh dimensions

as the objectives of the lesson and the kinds of activities which occur;

the latter includes such dimensions as the teacher's stance an4 the

teacher's role (e.g., authority/guide/resource/non-participant).

Moreover, our observations have alWayS been global in nature:

we have tried to describe and assess the dynamic, complex organiim

whiCh is the classroom, rafher than to limit our attention to a single

sector 'of it. For this reason, our data are thoughtful impressions,

rather thati precise measures. We yould estimate the number of student-

to-ptuner exchanges, for example -- not count them. *Similarly, we

Would make rouch judgments hbout such uncpudtable dimensions as the

teacher's claaaroom perionality. Also, the form is open-ended: we

want the observer to describe with examples what happens in class,

and we find his insights-important.

To implement this approach, we have used several strategies. The

judgmental quality of the torm.tbquires that our observers be trained

and sensitive to the'realities of the classroom. Most observers have

been teachers themselves. Others have considerable experience in

education. As the observation staff increased in size, we began a

training prograci. Notes explaining the7dimensions of the 1960 form .

were prepared, and then repeated jofnt.observations were conducted,

followed by diicussion of-ratings. We feel that these procedures create



consensus and thus lessen'the problem of individual bias.

'' A different approach to'classroom observation preciee measure-

ment of certain aspects of the class selsion (sul as Flanders' -

Interaction Analysts ) - has a number of advantages, the moskimport-

ant of which is reliability: Also, it requires treining in the lisp

of teehnique but not sensitfvity to the edudition process on the part

.of the Observer. Given !ihe coMplexity af the classroom, it seem
,2

attractive to be able to "tune out".all but a few pre4etermined

dimensions. It.is just for this reason, though, Chat we did "got apt

for this type of precision: the classroonis exceedingly complex, and

`too much is lost :in bvitisimplification. We did not want to decide

a, priori on the crucial aspects If classroom behavior. We greferred

to collect data on a wide variety of items and to determine the*

significance on the basis of the data.
.

Another factor influence our choice of observation methods.

Out of respect to the schools and-teachers onWhom we were imposing,

we rejected any observation system whic involved more than one

person visiting a class. We knew that ta tygical teacher would

rather not be observed, no matter how non-threatening we tried to be.

.A teacher codid be more relaxed with'a single.familiar observer and,.

1 therefore, eXhibit more typical tiehaviors. We aimed attinigaita,

inteiferqnoe in the life of the clelsroom.

We designed.our study 6 determine: - t

I. The typical ways theicurriculum was used in the
claasrodm (e.g., frequency of different types
of activities) 6:

;

The major teaching styles and classroom atmo-
spheres (e.g., types of roles teachers assume)

3. Whether the above items change over time

4. Hew nop-EDC social studies classes compare to
EDC classes on the above items.

P

While classroom observation was expected to providemost of the

3... See . Page 11.42, for comparison_ of the Interaction Analysis
and EDC qbservatioA methods.

P.

- .9
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4

data to test the abdVe questiens idtarviews with teadhera amplified

4, our perspective. Likewise, they supplemented the student interviews.

Our plan was to conduct two intervjews with each teacher whose class

was observed. Ihe interviews were open-ended and covered such topics
\ .

as the,tesCherlp evaluation of the course, attitudes about education,

and reactions to "iiZeNrorkshops.

II. Field Work; 19674968,

meeji

Tb a great extant, (the purpose of the first year of field observe-
.

tion was to develop a usOul-technique for observiag and analyzing

class sessions. While the general format remained constant over the

year, eertain items were added and oehers deleted in a mid-year revision.

The revised version is included in this report. In terms of the data

themselves, we sought answers to two general questions:

1. How is MACOS used in ephl-world, classrooms?

2. Can we diste a change in teething style and

classrbom a-..-phere over time, whith could be
attributable to the MACOS experience?

We observed a total of 61 class sessions,1 of which 11

sessions oCcurred before the teacher had begun to teach MAN: A COURSE

OF STUDY. Those preMACOS observations were of regular social

studies% if that were possible; (In Seize cases, teachera those to

ignose'social studies work until they-received NACOS materials; in

others, scheduling piecluded visits to social studies lessons.)

A major focus of the 1967-1968 observations was the change in

teaching style and classroom atmosphere ,during.a teacher's first

1. Four men and 14 women teachers were observed in three large,
inner city syetems and two upper middle class, suburban
systems on the East Coast. Seven teachersLiterv_in their
20's, seven in theii 30's,.three in_their 40's, add one over

50. Observations were made of 48 fifth grade and 13 siXth

.grade class sessions.
In terms of their physical characteristics, the observed class-

rooms were relatively pleasant places. Many of the schools

were old (more in the eities4than in the suburbs), hut none of

the classrooms veva considered depressing. Rather, they'were

&tearfully decorated with student work. All hid movable
furniture at which boys and girls normally sat together in
informal seating arrangements;



year using,MACOS. To determins the extent to whickthere weie

discernible changes in Pedagogyo.wi extvected a matched sample of

13 classes, with early and late observations. Contingency tables

were constructed, based oaths first and last obegrvations 4n these.

classes. TWaliqlk.of the early' observations (85%) wera of non-EDC

lessons. That is, the early data Are froM classes using another
ff.

social_studies course before NACOS was beguni or classes.in which
0

another subject (e.g., science or math) was being"taught. "All of the

later data relate to ilACOS.1 In sport, the evidence of chanie show
e

below'would seem to_ be au inOcation of the )results of implementaaon
4

of a new curriculum, holding 4:pnstant the tkacher and students. lb,

data do not indicate differences between early and late miipas'IN4A/

Nature of Lessons

With regard to the objectives of the observed lessons, ve -found

that almost half the sessions (e change from early.to late) iiere

information-oriented. So= vcr,C cirri:Inure atbnderstandini of cant-

cepts at the end (40Z to 62%), buIrMuch fewer were direited at skills

(62% to 27.). 'The obserVations confirm Wilit we know about ihe NACOS

curriculum: it emphasizes conceptual levelopment, while continuing
I.

to provide the student with a wealth of infpriation. The information

content of the Man and Animals unit is perhaps higher than that of

the Netsilik unit, which delves more deeply into the realm oE emotion.

And while the development of various cognitive skills is a goal of

this course, there is .less overçi cohcein wiih skills in.MACOS than

in many other curricula. Learhtug to.asic queitions, for example, is

an intellectual skill which .MACOS seeks to promote, yet it is un-

likely that it would be the objectivo of a lesson.

Another indication of the nature of a leison is whether it, .

would be classified as symbolic or enactive; that is, are the eaudenti

thinking or doing?. As one might:expect, class sessions leaned heavily

on the "symbolic":-side. But,while no lesson was classified as "enact-

ive," the percentage of lessons described as po.th enactive and'simbelic

1467; were Man and Animals lessons, 467 Netsilik, and 87 MAWS-
.

related.
.
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increatied from 0%.to 232. In none of the early lemsons ware students

doing work of in iris and crafts nature; in same of the later lessons

there was oPportunity for this form of expression.

In terms of specific classroom activities, observation daft show
ft

significant increase* in.the amounts of manipulative work, role-play,

and readies. Statiatically.significant decreases occurred in open- .

ended diacussion and in debate. Most of the other dimensions revealed

little cliange oiler time. Many of the classroom activities, for example,

occuabelt tq, the same degree in the early (mostly non-MACOS) and late

(MACCA) lessons. -Writing, viewing, listening, queation-answer, and.

guided.discurision -- all showed no significant differences over time.

Since the 1968-1969 data show significantly differentresults in this

area (spe page Off)., it may be that the 1967-1968 matched sample of

13 early and 13 late observations was too small to be an 'accurate

measure of what occurs in the classroom. Or it may be that the

teachers sampled in 1967-1968 were fmniliar with cr used many Of the

techniciises suggested in the HACOS manuals before they taught the

IN

course.'

Seating

A slight change was noted in classes' seating arrangenients. 39%

of the observed classes sat in rows during ea* observational, only

237.,did so at the end. Instead, children were sitting to small

groups, circles, .etc. Given the interactive nature of MACOS, a

spatial atrangement which maximizes verbal communication and which

enables students to relate to each otfier, rather than just to the

teacherwould indicate movement toward the goals of the course.

TeacheesStance

Teachers' movements around the classromm increased -considerably

from,the beginning to the end of the course. For example, the "Mich

moVement" category increpsed from 25% to 59%.

- Teachers meved physically closer to students, though" change in

this dimension was small. 00% were "Apart from Students" in early

obser:vations; 677. were so obserdd in the later observations. While

the majority et teachers maicitained spahal.distance, bY the end of
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-the course, one-third of-thate-wercapending part of the lesson in

close.proximity to children.

ItaftraL.LiktMenst
The amount of ire displayed by oul teacher markedly decreased .

, over time, from 462 of the obsdried tescheraahowing anger sometime

during the lesson at the beginning of the year to 8% by the end of

the year. "Obser4able Pleasure" increased slightly, 15% to 23%. Hut

most teadhers showed neither emotion at the end 0 the year (31% early:

62% late).

Tencher-Pupg Relationship

Teathers monopolized the'cleas-leso as the course progressed.

62% talked more than half the time in'early observations.. In lista

observations, only 23% talked more than half the time.. Students gave

longer responses in the late observations, increasing from 552 to 73%

in this category.

Similarly, students were more apt to raise issues for discussion

during the later observations: in 46% of the early observations

students did so, while in 69% of the later OUOI there was evidence of

student-initiated discussion. Likewise, the students spent most of

the time answering the teacher's questions in 92% of the early lessons,

versus 777 of the late lessons.

There was movement away from individual tescher-studwat dialogue'

toward more student-to-student exchanges during the class sessions.

Student-to-teacher-only exthanges decreased eras 46% to In, whilp

the category of "both student-to-teacher and,student-to-student

exchanges" roselrom 371 to 547;. Lnterestingly, "exchanges primarily

student-to-student" remained constant at 232 $

AdditiOnal evidence that MACOS classes wore less teacher-centered

than early, predoednantly non-NACOS lessons lies in the source of

questions asked in class. In 85% of the early lessons, questions were

asked by the teacher. At the end, in only 557. of the observations

were questions primarily from the teacher. In 362 of the lessonsoiey

came from both; in 9% of the lessons, questions stemmed primarily from

students. This difference in the origin of questions reflects a change
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in pedagogy, the teacher having encouraged question-asking. It also

4 relates directly to the curriculum itself. NACOS is an open-encled

curriculum designed to raise questions, present issues, suggest ways

of thinki4about problems, not to provide answers. Students find .

that askim well as answeiing iv,a.legitiMate activity. They are

also pr d by curiosity about inherently interesting subject

matter.

The dimension whiffi best summarized the.ways in which students

and teachers relate to one another-was "teacher role." Clearly, teachers

moved from a position of dominating the class till oue.of facilitating

learning:

Role Early

Authority 38%

Guide 547.

Resource 87.

Non-participant 0%

Late

15%

31%

46%

8%

As the curriculum developers had hoped, the late (MACOS) lessons

'revealed fhat teachers had adopied a student-centered pedagogic

approach. This information on teacher role correlated with the above

findings about the nature of verbal interaction in early,and late

observations.

Other Finding.

On most of the other items in the 1967-1968 Mservation Form,

change did not occur. In a few instances, such ea "generalizations,"

it was decided that the dimension was too vague to be accurately

assessed, and the item was not included on the 1968-1969 form.

Negative change was revealed on two dimensions: student apathy (non-

participation) increased, and teachers' preraration decreased.. The

former situation is likely explaine4 by the fact that final observe-

tions were conducted close to the end of the school year,.and the

weather was hot. Similar results were riot recorded this year.

Uhen one considers the innovative nature of the course content,

it is not surprising that teachers seemed less prepared to teach

MACOS.
-

Teachers using the course for the first time had a great array
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of information and concepts OD assimilate, and in interviews the

teachers often expressed the view that they were just learning the

course that first year.

Conclusions

The changes observed in classroom activities and overa.11 atmos-

pbeis tend td be from a teacher-centered, authority-oriented class-,

room to a more open, student-and-learning-centered situation. Moreover,

eua lesson content, became.less informational and less purely symbolic,

more conceptual and enactive. Fram these data (pre-NAC)S and MACOS
A

okservations of the same classrooms), we see that curric. ulum innova-

tion does have an impact on class life, and we can begin to understand

the'direction of that influence.

III. Field Work. 1968-1969

In our second year of classroom observation,1 we sought to expand

and clarify original questions about how NACOS is used in the field,

and how it compared with traditional social studies curricula.. School

administrators in some ef the participating systems tended to feel

si
'Five members of the evaluation staff made 41 observations of
NACOS lessons and 20 observations of other social studies
classes. Seven MACCS teachers -- three men and four wouen --
and four other social studies teachers -- all women -- were
visited. By chance, MACOS teachers were young: five in
their 20's, one in the 30's, and one avei 50. Non4ACOS
teachers spread more evenly in age: two in their 20s, one
in the 30's, and one in the 40's.
It appears to us that MAWS teachers observed this
year are a more representative cross-section of the professiim
than those sampled last year. .There could be a relation among
innovation, voluntarism and capability. That is, a radical
and new program, such as MAWS, would attract those teachers
who were most dissatisfied with existing curricula, who had
the confidence to try something new, and who udght already in
their work have been using the new pedagogy found in MAWS.'
This would.be especially true if teachers actually volunteered
to take part in the first large-scale field trial, as the
'curriculum developers hoped they would. As the program grew
older,'even by one year, and filtered through the school system,
the less adventurous might volunteer or be volunteered to
teach it.
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that a comparison of new and traditional curricula,within the samc

system would be particularly disturbitg to all concerned. Therefore.,

we usually observed non-MACOS and MACOS classes in-different systmnd,

and the comparison of MACOS and other social studies programs is based

on a sub-sample selected for its socio.:econemic and educational comparaT

bility.1

Looking further at the background data far the MACOS and non-MAOOS

groups, we find similar class size (about 23 students) and ability

grouping (all classes observed were heterogeneouely grouped for social

studies). NACOS was gentlly considered peri of the social studies

programs by.the teachers using it; in only one case was it viewed as

the science curriculum. There is slightly less comparability in grade

NACOS was taught to five flevel grade and two stxth grade

classes, whereas the control classes were all fifth vade. Corroborat-

ing our findings of the'previous year, we found that children in NACOS(

classes sat in rows only.about 20% oi the time, but that the figure

almost'doubled (387.) in the regular social studies classes. Also, it

is interesting that Chree of the four control classes 'were studying U. S.

geography (products and resources of the various states, 'with a small'

amount of historical background), and tliat the fourth class was in a

small, progressive privatetschool.

Throughout the checklist, the NACOS classes differ significantly

from other classes, and the difference is in a positive direction.

That is, if one hopes that education will be student-centered, con.

ceptuaNn content, and multi-media,.thentiACOS classes 'Score "better"

Chan do the other groups.

Ihe most obvious message from the Checklist gate i4 that MACOS

classas are, in fact, different from other social\stuOies Classes.

Looking at the percentage of sessions in which various activities

occurred, we can see that MACOS teachers were'using the methodology

a..

1.. To, insure demographically matched samples, we exlucded from

this data observations of NACOS classes in an upper-middle-

class.suburb and non-MACOS classes in a-private schdol.

7he camparison,, then, is between .25 MACOS and 15 traditional

social studies Lessons in urbAp and lower middle class sub--

. urban schools. -



CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES

ACTIVITIES NACOS

Arts and crafti 247*

Niewing '442

Reading - text 56%

Readihg - ;titer 4%

Writing 36%

- Lectiire by teacher 6%

.. Question-answer
.

60%

Guided discussion 36%

Open-ended discussion - 20%

Role-play 47.

Lisbaning (records, ete.)
13%

Stddent report 4%

Laboratory 07.
,

Other (specify: ) - 24

MCN-MACOS

oz

74

sot
13%

27%

27%

80%

0%

0%

9%
L.)

7%

OZ

137.

*Percent of sessions in which activity.

occurred. Observers enter all activities.

suggested; we can see.also Chat traditionArirocial'-atudies programg are

severely limited in their range of 'classr... activities.

When we began this researdh, we did not exp,cct to find differences

of this order of magnitude between the two soy of classes. As our

observations progressedi however, it became clearer to 'the staff that

traditional social studies classes possessed a deadening uniformity.

Deicription of lessons may help to illustrate to the reader the

dynamics of these admittedly surprising results.

In a predominantly white,, lower-middle-04ms, urban school;

students were studying about the automobile as part of a unit of trans-

portation. The teacher began the lesson by asking students to open

their books and calling on one child to read, "Perhaps it was the auto-

m6bile that most dhanged the hmerican way of life.in the 1900's." The

teacher interrupted the reading to ask, "EWw did rt changegthevay of

life?" Children raised.their hanp to offer answers, and the teacher

called on them. Single phrase responses included: "Make it easier

to visit" and "Make it easier to do shopOing." The observer noted that
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the teacher failed to probe any of these responses, even though each of

them could have led to p. good discussion, -

.

Children took turns reading 'aloud.; the teacher asked; "What problema

have.bh caused-by-the automobile?" Aecidents.and air pollution were

the responses. The observer commented thatuspace used by,hishwa)m was. '

not mentioned1 even thiough bitter controversyYwas being_weged in the'

cit.); over the construction of a'major highway.. "What kinda.of safety

devices are being legislated?" teacher continued. ...Children responded

- with a list.Of safety -are automobile companies so'elow

to install theM on' their c;wn?" As ild tried 'to imswer, the teacher

terrupted( "Yes', they want-time to test Chem out for themtelves,

n't thfiy, to make sure they pre really good ideas?" Perhaps the

most disturbind thing about this lesson was the failere bit realize

the pOssibility of serious discussion. Nonetheless, the obsertiees

final comment was that it was "by far 'die most awake gestate he had

,observed in this class. ,

The folloRing lesson occurred in a, whitee'working-elass: small

city. The study of the Puritans-and the Massachusetts Bay.Colony

began with.the teacher Commenting, "Last week we read about one group

of people who cape iccimeiica: ." Her questions were often

asked in a fill-it-die-blank style, calling for single word, factual

responses. "And yesterday-we read about apother'group of people:

." Almost all her questions checkediecail, and,she responded

to children's statements as an authority. An fnewer was-either

"rient," or,'if it was incomplete; she asked, "What else does the'

book_say?" As the lesson prOgreSsed, children read short sect,ions

aloud from the textbOok, and,the teacher continued'u ask students to .

recall uhat they had just read. For exaMple: "What hind of people,

were Idle Puritans?" Student: "Strict and thrifty." Teacherl

"Good, what does thrifty mean?"

Only once did she ask an opinion question: "Were the Indians

wrone,in fidhting for their land?" but she cut off student responses

.by"continuing, "We weren't ali right, let's put it that way." And

only once did a student initkate an exchange, "When,the chief dies,

the Indians stop fighting." Rather than.lieeking,other stuOente ideas

on the subject,,she said simply, "That may-le.. I don'eknow."
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It should be red that.a number of different observers

collected the data indppendeptly of one another and that they, had
-

guidelines to help them determdbe the_category for svgiven

Wa feel that we Have taken reasonable precautions to insure objective

data-gathering, and yet we recognize that readers nay dud some reaults

difficult to believe. All we can Way is that the evaluation staff

was similarly incredisloUs and that,Rie recommena that readers actually ,

visit the elementary sOrol social,studies classes to understand

first-hand what is occurring.

Certain of the NACOSnon-HAMS differences 'Can be seen as the

direct influence of coura16-msterials. NACOS proviirs the teacher

with a wealth of audio-vistial aids; it is reasonable, then, that HACOS

classes spend much more time listening and viewing than do otheri.

Films for other, social studies classes art available, certainly, but

the logistics of obtaining dmmm, tilers questionable relevance to a,

particular course, and'the generally low quality add(up to their '

being of little importance to the typical curriculum. In no regular

social studies class observed were the films an integral part of the
e

course, to be used as a source of data. Rather, they veze a supple-

mentary "trest.''

One of the pedagogical goals of NACOS is to previde students

with a variety of learning sittiations. Besides the visual and audio

input, NACOS teachers considered manipulative or enactive work (arts

and crafts) a legitimate part of the course experience. Not only

does a child in a NACOSAclass have a chance to collect data in a non-

verbal way;.he also can demonstrate his knowledge nonverbally. In

some ceses, the manipulative exercises were components of the course

(environmentCards); other times the class developed its own activi-

ties (one group made a troop of papier-mache baboons) .

Section G of the checklist, "Percent of Lesson Devoted to

VerbalActivities," confirmed the data on dhe variety of media in

NACOS classes. 'This confirmation is presented in the table mt the

top of the next page.
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Percent:ok Lesson Spant in Verbal Attivities. NACOS Non-MACOS

100X of lesson
. 362* 867.

757. " " 447. OZ

507. "
It LEX 77.

257. " u 82. 7%

*Percent of sessions

867. of traditional social studies sessions were purely verbal, whores&

'only 367. Of MACOS sessions were equally verbal. Further, while both

groups of classes are ptimarily verbal in_nature, there are somewhnt

more predomdnantly non-verbal NACOS sessions (20% vs, 147.). MACOS

classes spread mdre evenly through Ahe rahge than did the others,
-

%.--/though the predominant NACOS made was a primarily verbal lesson.

In terms of verbal activities, reading is'a major input in both '

sets of classes. Since there is a small range of activities in

regular social studies classes, it is logical that reading is more

iMportant here than in the MACOS sessions. The pattern of non-MACOS

classes is clear: children read from their text and answer the teach-
.

er's questions. Reading and question-answer are the =jot-modes of

behavior in MACOS classes also, but to a significantly leiser degree.

Perhaps the most telling difference between the two social studies

,curriculn lies in items which specify the verbal interaction which

occurs in class. In MACOS classes, this interaction' is rather open

in nature. MACOS teachers rarely lecture. lhey do rely on question-

answer, but also engage in a fair amount of open and guided diicus-

sion. There is no real discussion in non-MACOS classes. (It should

be noted that "discussion" is one of the most overworked terms in

the eleumntary achool teacher's vocabulary. Teachers tend to call

all verbal interaction "discussion," but actually they often are dis-
:

pawing information or asking questions to which there is one correct

answer. In question-answer, the questions usually come from the

teacher; theynim at specific answers; and, once answered, they are

complete -- comments do not build on one anothar.)

- Why do wd find no instance of genuine discussion in the non-MACOS

classes? Firet, because the traditionai social ,studies content does

not load itself to questioning, conjecturing, or offering opinions.
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The textbooks used set forth a factual narrative which- itsey rases
no questions. The questions offered in the:teachers' giiide or at
the end of the Chapter check factual recall and clserly =phalli* pe
acquisition of information. Second, and an outgrwth of.the first,
le welassroom sociology in which the teacher acts as a dispapser
of knowledge or as a judge. (Is a student's response correct?)

There is no ground on which the teacher and students mast as4 equals,

since personal opinions and experiences are not legitimate inputs into
the discourse.

Less difference occurred in the structwring.of 'activities in both
groups of classes. In both, activities ware sequeatial (only one

activity occurred at a time) -- MACOS,..807. of the sessions; others,
87%. Some simultaneous activities occurred in 20%,of MACOS and 13%

of other social studies sessions.

Greater divereity did appear on the item which =bed for the

observer's estimate of the objective of thelessan:

ale:tift of Lesson NACOS Von-NACOS

Information 767.*, 100%

Concepts 56% .' 0%

Skills 16% 33%

Interperibnal behavior 87. 07.

Objective unclear 4% 0%

Othcr 0% dt

*Percentage of sessions in which this olijective
. appeared. Observercould check one or two object-
ives for a lesson.

While both groups of classes have primarily inferianii?mal goals, inform-

ation per se is less important in MACOS than in non-MACOS Alasses.

Concept deVelopment is the aim of MOTO than half the MACOS sessions*

but of NO= of the other iloci4 studiesplessons.

Agai4 ste fdund, sod we expect the reader will find, the absence

of conceptual, objectives in non-MACOS classes diffttultjeto accepc.

Descriptions oE a ihon-MACOS lesson which was categorizid as "informs-

'timer and of's rconceptual" MACOS lesson should make the difference

:31
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clearer.

The following lesson on the Rocky Mountain States took place in

a tower to lower-edddls-class urban school. Students first recited '
) their answers to homework questions about the cities and ptoducts of

the region. At tines the teacher interjected, "Where did you find
that?" "Page 222.4 Other teacher questions were, "Mat did you

find out about butte?" "Mat kinds of ores are mined?" "Whet is open-,

shaft mining?" tinge observer noted that much frantic hapd-weving

greeted each of the teacher's questions; pupils vied with one another
for a chance to answer.'

At one point the mat active, verbal, and apparently brightest

child was callrid on to give en answer in his own words. Instead, he

read an arswer from the book, nd when reminded not to reed,,he became

quite upset and continued to read. After a couple of attempts, the

teacher called on another pupil. Students spent the last part of the

period using their workbooks to find the me)or cities, products, and

interesting sights of particular mountain etates.

In a MACOS class in a middle-class, suburban community, the

following lesson on coemonication occurred. Students first listened

Oa a record in which Tryon !Wore described hoe he used baboon sounds

to escape danger.. .Afterwards, the teecher asked how and what DeVore

had communicated. A numbor of student' gave replies such as friendli-

ness, that he meant no ham, etc. The teacher then created a human

analogy to the situation in the record, and the students discussed

hypothetical outcomes.

To help children,understand ths'power of human language over other

forms of communication, he presented them with a probiem situation:

They were to work in groups to solve spatial relations puzzles, but

they were not permitted to talk to one another, nor could they use .

speech-subititutes such se pointing. After the groups worked on their

puzzles for's while, the.tescher stopped them, pointini out that

normally they could have completed the tesk in about three.minutes.

The class talked a bit about the necessity of;being able to talk, and

than the teacher asked them how they felt wben they couldn't conmuni-

cats. A number of children described emotions of frustration and of
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wanting to help others..

Students then gave examples of human non-verbal communication

(anger, hunger, etc.)i'and the teacher asked, Ito they have anything

in coscoar One boy explained how all the items expressed feelingS. A

The guided,discussion closed with another siudent pointingiout that

the list referred to events in-time present.

It would seem pat in WAN: ACOURSCOF STUDY, factual data are

important, but only as a step in the development of brqsder areas,

generalization's, etc. Facts do not have a-life end legitimacy fOr

their own sake. On the basis of lesson objectives, we can infer that

the Brunerian pedagogy is operative: learning is a process iniphich

students collect and analyse data to reach conceptual understpnding

and unfortunately, this does not happen in traditional courses.. I

To summarize dhe information on classroom activities, the two
r

'sub-samples !Miami major difforenies In whaiNactually occurs during

the lesson. MACOS classes have a wiae range of activities, emphasis-

ing non-verbal as well as verbal learning Modes. And in terms of

verbal behavior, NACOS classes ate mbre apt to operate on 's'concept-

ual level and to allow students as equals in a process of group

inquiry.

Evaluation of Non-Verkal Activity

Low student inte rest : :5;3tiat Uigh studen

Lass than 1/3
participation

tet
,Students have no
clear sense of
purpose

Teacher's role:
authority

I a

0/ IPONI

M111m

ntoreat
. P

: X : Almost all participate

Noisy

Students have clear
ciall:122: sense of purpose

,.. 11PM solNION Nonaparticipant
guide resource

in this and the su bsequent sections of the observation
checklist, '1r indicates the'approximate,vAlue of
items for which there is no. significant differenc0
between MACOS and other classes. MACOS'absles
ere circled.
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Non-verbal activities might be: watching films, listening to

records, doing arts and.crafts, tc. When the class-is so engaged,

we fiud a birj degree of participaiion (sare than in verbal activi-

ties) which ivoughly equal in both types of classes. Student

interest, hOeVer, appears hither in NACOS classes, perhaps because

non-verbRI)mark is'a meaningful, integral part of the curriculum. P

Oine of the Aargdist-Offerences between the two samples is in teadher's

role -- non-MACOS teachers are rather directive (though less so

than they are for verbal activities), whereas BACOS teachers more

. often assume the role of facilitator and resource. The children Seem

to have more freedop.. In light of the teacher's position, it is inter-,

citing tbat the noise level'in both .groups is equally low. It should

be noted that the observer's impression is-dependent on his expecte-

tions; possibly E6C staff members have a greater tolerance than would

sdhe teachers. What is crucial, however, is the relative noise Level

of the two groups.. The fears of some teache:m and administrators

Chat youngsters are unable to handle isicreased freedom appears un-

founded.

Also related to the teacher's ible is "student's_sense of pur-

pose," the 'only dimension in the checklist in which MAWS classes

-score lower than do the others. MACOS teachers are'less directive

the children appear less sure of what they are to do. If such a
,

correlation continued to hold in further testing, it multi raise an

'4Important question for teachers to conisder: is there value in am-
I, biguity? Should task clarity be.sacrificed to permit a more open

teacher-student relationship?'
%

It id useful to examine the evaluation of verbal activities in

. terms of teacher and student behavior. We already know that a good

deal of verbal interchange takes the formitof questioning and'answer-
.

ing. Looking at the nature of the questioning, we find that questions'

came primarily from the teacher in both EDC and noit-EDC classes, and

Chat the number of questions asked is comparable. The questims,phow-

la

eveF, di fer greatly in their fact and opinion content./ In non-

MACOS c 'ssea, questions almost always call for factual recall; in

MACOS classes, there is a more even mix. The nature of the questions
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Evakpatton of verbal asiles:of lesson !A -

Pectual questions

:Short answer

Questions mostly
from teacher

TeaCher asks.few
questions

Exchanges larLely
student to teacher

Students ignore each
other's statements

Many irrelevant
statements

142:..,A041610L,.: : .1...... Opinion.questions
.

1.344: 4 :, : Lengthy response

Que s titans- mos tly

-: X ; : .
. from itudents

Teadher asks

neW gnostions

Etxchanges largely'
1.4e11: : : tudent to. student'MIPPIIMP 11MIPORIFEN._

: X

Students give few .

personal examples

Teacher doer:net
draw out students

Teather sets and
controls agenda

Student interest low

Less than 1/3
participation

Quiet

Students have o clear
sense of purp

TeaCher's ro
authority

Qualit of verbal.
activities -- .loor

,

Students listen to
each other

-..2---/Statements relevant
X : : to topic

Students give la.ny

personal examples

4

Teacher makes obvious ef-,

: : .fort to draw mit students

N Studqnts initiate
1.1:1.3 : : : topics of discussion

: : Student interest h

Almost ill

1.4441v : (Won-participant
gutee resource

Quality of verbal
:2.5:3.7; : activities -- excellent

(One item, "Students' reference to materials," was
excluded from analysis because it was answered in only
.one third of.the non-MACOS observations.- It.wouid
seem that the item is unclear and, in tact, of dubious
importance.)

: X :

participate

igh .

: Noisy

Students have clear
. . sense of purpose7.

%

correlates with the presence of guided and open discussion in MACOS

classes and the total absence of discqssiomin other classe-s cape

can't discuss facts. TWo reasons for this difference in the kinds of

questions asked are the curriculum itself (Ara issues and open-ended
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questions embedded in the co*tent?) and the teachers".guide (Does it

aUggest discussion-type questions?)

We were isaprised, at first, to, find no significant difference

between MOOS and non-MACOS teachers in the number of questions e%ey

'ask, but this behavior is confirmed by Amidon and Flandere-study of

teacher roles. They describe teachers am direct.and indirect, cats

gories which roughly correspond to tendencies of non-MACOS and NACOS

teachers. (The low end.ofacales releted.to teacher directedness

indicates greater teacher control and dirOgion; non-MACO§ teachers

consistently are lower than MACOS teachers on such items.) Amidon

anJ Flanders.report very little difference between direct and indirect

teachers in the amount of time spent'quettioning; similarly, we find

insignificant difference between.Mon-MACCS and-MACOS teachers here.

In other aspect/ s-of teacher behavior, such.ps teacher's role, we

again find important differences between mgcs teachers and other

teadhars. The HACOS teacher is best characterized as a guide; the

regular social studies teacher, as an authority. The non-MACOS teach--

ers exercise total control'over verbal processes, scoring 1.1 on

"Teacher Sifts and controls agenda/Students initiate topics of dis-

cussion." NACOS teachers (LC) are controlling also, but ammemdat

less so. And looking at the degree to which'the teacher draws out

students, we find Chat NACOS teachers,mmke a greater effort to do

so (4.6 vs. 3.1 for other teachers.)

Summarizing the

ties, we can'discern

data on teachers' behavior dUring verbal
".

ctivi-

a classroom pattern of ieether-centeredness in

non-MACOS classes and student-centeredness in the MACOS group.

Student-centeredness involves a basic respect for the student as a

person who is capable of some self-management (less teacher direction)

-and whosethoughts and opinions are a valid contribution to the

learning experience (more opinion questions and discussion).

What sorts of student behavior do we find? We know that the

teacher, not the students, structures the nature of class activities,

and that soma aspects of student behavior are little more than,reflec-
.

tions of teacher behavier. "Length oi response," for example, shows

that students in'MACOS cIazses give much longer answers (3.6 vs. 1.3),
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as ve wvuld expect from the nature of the teachdref.questions. The

information on tha pattern of verbal exchanges reveals that student-

to-teacher response is the typical mode, though there are significant-

ly more stadent&to-studant exchanges in NACOS classes. This, too,

seems related to teacher behaviors -- allowing open discussion, ask-

ing questions to which students can express a variety of respOnsee

and allowinz and encouraging students to speak to ems another. In

most of their classroom life, tudents legitimately talk only to thi

teachei lhey nust be tagdht to relate to one another.

HACOS.pupils sap to listen to one another, scoring'5.0 (vs. 3.5

for others). They appear to be more interested in what is happening

in class (4.2 vs. 3.2). Both sets of behaviors seem related to the

simple fact that in the MACOS group, students have more to do and are

more important to the life of the class than are pupils in other social

studies classes. Ihe summery statement.about the content and process

of verSal activities (quality; poor/excellent) is consistent with

the spwAkics alreidy discussed: quality is higher in MACOS classes.

A number of other items about student behavior reireal no signifi-

cant.diffeTence between NACOS and other classes, although the HACOS

scores are slightly hJiher. Relevancy, noise
/1
lav44 sense of purpose,

personal example, and participation are about equal for the two

samples.

It ii interesting that, while two-thirds of the teacher-bah/11;1.°r

items reveal significant differences*, less than half the student-

behavior items do so. 'Ibis difference in student and teacher scores

may reflect the process of curriculum innovation in the classroom.

The closer one is to concrete curricular materials, the more accurate-

ly the classroom xetects the curriculum model. Some of the activi-

ties in MACOS (such as watcl4ng films) are virtually teacher-prodf;

others, especially questioning and holding discussions, are depend-

ent on the attitudes, priorities, and skills of the teadher. We
%

would siiggest that variation between the MACOS and control groups is

greatest on those dimensions which are most closely related to the

curriculum itself. Differences between the two groups decrease as

other variables (especially tie teacher) become more Important.

The items on students' behavior seem to show that stuients do
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not respond soyely tc the course materials. Moir behaviors are in

response to an overall sdhool environment, to a teecher, and to that

teacher's particular presentation of the materials. NACOS clearly

influences the teachers, behavior. It his sn important impact on -

students also, bet itaeffect is iiltered through the teaCher.

passroom Atmosphere

Teacher is authoritarian
with regard to student '

bahavior 1.m.Q"3.6.4 : Permissive
ONIUMNIP

1

laA: sArl:Teacher is,reserved .Expressive
4IMMIBMD 10

Teacher doesn't show
pleasure

Teacher doesn't show
anger

Teacher's voice
extremely loud

Teacher ill-at-ease

Teacher is bored

Teacher talks down
ta, students --smuch

Class.is teacher-
dominated

Teacher's style is
idea-oriented

Teacher's stance:
apart from studen s

Amount of teaclum

- :2.8: ows pleasure

e
011=1111110 .217 : : Shows anger'

:X: Extremely soft

: :3.6s Relaxed, enjoys sessiona a
: :3.8: :5.1: : Involved with subjecta

None

Hes tone of coop-
1.1: ad4: : : erative ventum

:2.3:

wswoximeom emmmis
Student-oriented

. Physically close
:4.4: :1: to students

movement (use only spaces 1 none, 4.! some, and 7 in much.)

1 :3.4:4.6: : :a =ip ,imo mew= womme
("Overall student interest" and "overall student
participation" were excluded from analysis because
these item simply summarize the same dimensions
for verbal and non-verbal aspects of the lesson.)

1

The laet section of the obpervation chmcklist consists of a number

of items which define a teacher's basic style or approach to the students

and ths curriculum. It attempts to describe a teaching "personality."

MACOS and non-MACOS tea&-yrs differ on 83% of the item, being similar

only in their tendency not to show anger and to speak in a moderate tone.
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NACOS teachers, as a group, are uore open in their relationship

with the students then are the others. -The teachers using the=

curricUlumAre more expiessive (4.1 vs. 2.4), and they are so ta a

positive way they are more ept to show pleasure (4.2 vs. 2.0),

hut no more likely tivexpress anger. Some-aspects-of.their-aititudes-

find expression j.n Physical terms: .MACOS'teachers move about the

room more than do others and are more apete be physicalii close to

students. The latter would involve suCh things as.taking part in

a student group or conducting the class from e sitting, rather Chan

standing, position. The aim ris to minim ize ocial and psychological

distance in a physicel way. These data,support findings of the 1967-

1968 observation work.

Teacher control over the alassroom is more cbmplex. Mere is

no sueh-thing as a teacher-proof curriculum. In the case of NACOS,

the teacher interprets and mediates, and the course reaches students

through the teacher. While students relate to one another more-II:often

And have more opportunities for independent Work in NACOS classes,

it ls the teacher who orgenizes the class so that these things can

occur. Perhaps the beat imuge of the NACOS teacher is that of

orchestra leader or theater director. The role demands,a great deal

of work, but if it has been done successfully, the final product

appears effortless and spontaneous. In'terms of our checklist, the

issue.is not whether a teacher is in control -- they all are -- but

whether the teacher is controlling and dominating. NACOS teachers

are less apt to dominate the class than are others, as the follow-

ing item indicates:

Class is teaCher- Class has-tone of
dominated 14: (4!!4) : : : cooperative venture

An important ord the itbm is "tone." :leachers and students can

never be truly equals, but La the NACOS 'class there is more oppor-

tunity for them to act so. In short, NACOS teachers are

subtle in their control. A related...question is the amount of con-

trol desired by the teacher: NACOS teachers allow greater freedom



in their class.

Teacher is authoritalaan
with regar.d,to student
behavior
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.41414mow larrod. Permissive

The amount and nature'of teacher control reflect, in Ort, the
teechteis opinim.ef_the-students,---If-ha-has--tespeet for them, he

is less likely to feel the need to control them end to prevent them

from "getting out of hand." (1ICOS clasaes are as quiet as-others,

although Iscoa teachers are more permissive.) If he feels that

atudents.have legitimate contributions to make,the Is lees apt to .

relate to Chemin!, "talking down" manner. And it seems reasonable

that the nature of the curriculum-plays a part in molding the teachers'

attitude towilid, and expectations about, studinta. Minimally, curric-
ula reinforce teachers' attitudes about students. If a teacher id

inclined to treat pupils as important persons and the curriculum does

,also, appropriate Actions will follow. Or the curriculum can provide

the teacher with a Vdhicle.for making operative his notion of the

way the classroom should function.

Conclusions on NACOS and no -NACOS class s

The major-questions to be anslitwadby onvalto evaluation of
A COURSE OP STUDY and other social studies Coursel Was: "What is the

effect of innovative Lirricula on comParable classroom situations?"

On the basis of thp data, it seems to ..us that curriculum has an

.important role in determining the nature of class activities and the

relation of students to the teadher and to, each other. (Attitude

checklists completed by'MACOS and non4lACOS students offer some.

corroboration of the findings.) Two limitations of this research,

the &Ian size of the sample and the possibility of pon-comparable

samples, are easily remedied by larger replicatiln of the study.

Another problem remains: it is possible that the NACOS teachers

were different frqm 011B others in Classroom s'yle before they began
4

using the new course, and that the observed disparities are due t

a self-selection Process, not tp curriculum reform.

The 1967-1968 data, however, suggest that curriculur4 does proz.

- 4 0
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duce Chaigits in teaching style. That y'res, we observed teachers

conducting social studies and other classes before,they began using

Wm Comparing those early (non-MACOS) and late (MMOS) Iclaqa sea-

aims, we noted a number of significant differences in teadieX.

approach and classroom atmosOhare. Here, teachers and students

remained constant, curriculum changed, ,and differences were observed.

.The teachers, too, tell us that their approach to ageial studies

hes changed. In interviews cZnducted toward the emd'of their first

;yeer,,they cmmmented:

(Ibis improvement in discussion -- do you think this
is related to your style, or do you think it's related

in any way,to the content?)

I've slways done it...but I think this kind of material
lends itself more easily than other *kinds of things.

(In what Tay?)

Well, it piovides an awful lot of abasing of ideas

and discusaion...

**16114*

I suppose I am less prone to be "teacher."

a*****

My techniques have.Changed to the extent that I have

been given a lot of new ideas. And I'm not just

drawing on' my awn habits.

(Is this method that You use differe t from the way
you taught social studies in the past?)

It is, very different. The social studies I taught in
the pest has gone from the textbook to maps and films..
I Chink it's the type of material that more or less
you.would need a teacher to direct. Whereas this type

of material, you can let the children go. I have used

this type of technique in science and math, too
discovery method -- and they enjoi it.

It would seem unlikely that the curricutum could reform an unwill-

ing teacher. But as these excerpts show, there ere many who use a .

traditional pedsgoiy witil they ore offered the oiotion of change, and

then they enthusiastically adopt new teaching strategtes. Ihe new
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curriculum providei on alternative to traditional approocles and makes

it possible for a teacher to change his style.

Other Mat=

Examinaticin of obsetliation data of NACOS classes disclosed that

major change did not occur over time. In the few items which4044 show

variation, change was both.positie and negative. In the evaluation

of verbal.aspects of the Lesson, we find that the teacher asked fewer

questions during the,late (last two)observations. This suggests

either that students were raising more.questions or that the teacher's

questions elicited more discussion. Correspondingly, we found p

slight.increase in open-ended discussion over time. Wt also found

that teachers were more expressive at the end of the year. The early

observations (first two) were not conducted until November, so that

we are not seeing begiening7of-the-school -year-hesitancy vs. end-of-

the-year-familiarity. 'On the other hand, we found that teachers

tended to draw out students less and students gave fewer personal,

examples at the end. ' The latter is surprising, since the Netsilik

unit would be expected to yield more personalized discusidon.

To answer one of the original questions behind this research,

'it appears that the process of teaching MAN: A COURSE Or STUDY bp

the first time and attending seminars does not produce observable

changes between early and late MACOS work. Since the 1967-1960 data

and comparison of MACOS and other classes's:10 indicate the influence

of curriculum on pedagogy, we conclude that this effect is immediate.

When teachers begin the course, they alter their approach; there is

no evidence of cumulative change.

Scores on the four early and late observations for eaCh teacher

did produce a useful methodological insight. A comparison of the

abbreviated sample and the total sample Scores on Section 4, "Verbal

Aspects of:Lesson," and Section I, "Classroom Atmosphere," showe0 no

significant differenCes. Of the 31 items in the two sections, on

only One was the difference greater than 0.5. This indicates that

repeated., in-depth observations are not necessary to obtain an

accurate picture of,the classroom, and that two sets of visits,

reasonably spaced, are sufficient for our purposes. In practicalv

ic

4
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terms, one could observe more classrooms wieh the stitme personnel and

with less inconvemience to the schools.

Considering the possibility of a difference within the NACOS

classroom related to demographic factors, we compared 64lowerclass,

inner-city system with a middle-class, suburban system. As with

other mos results, we found little difference-between classrooms in

the two settings. That .is, variation between clasarocuis within either

group was greeter than the differences.betweea gronps. The following

table indicates mean scores on the two.most important sections of the

observation checklist:

2: Verbal aspects
of lesson

I. Clessroom
athosOhere

:Urban Suburban

3.2 3.5

3.6 3.8

Only one breakdown of NACOS observation data showed important

differences;, i.e., separating the observations according to the

orientation of the.teacher. The item is defined in the notes on the

use of the Observation Form as follows:

An idea-oriented teacher would show primary concern
with the material, whether it be facts or concepts.
In another sense, he is task oriented. "Student-
oriented" refers to a concern with students' behavior
or interpersonal relations. For example, a teacher
might direct discussion away.from the specific EDC
content to consideration of how the students worked
together when they were arriving 4t some apswer.

Neither.orientation was thought to be better than the other. From

previous field work, we knew Of excellent teachers in both techniques

(see moo 31ff for woo studies).

Student orientation meant a score of 5 or.greater on the item.
t

The eiett lensons which were student-oriented had a mean score of

6.1 on the item, while the 34 idea-oriented lessona averaged 2.6.

Student-orientation WAS a stable charaiteristic of teacher stile;

this sub-sample consisted of four lessons of one teacher, three of

another and one of another.

... 4 3
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Expressing 1aaother way,,two,of the seven MACOS teachers displayed

significani Jud.nt orientation. Both teachers were wbite femmles;

one taught in a ghetto school, and the other taught in a suburb. The

table below shows thes,items in sections H and I on which the two

groups differed significantly.

H..- Evaluation iiitlretberksipetti

Factual questions

Short answer

qUaationa mostly
from teacher'

Teadher asks
few questions

Exchenges largely
student to teacher

Students-use few
personal examples

Teadher sets and
controls agenda

Student interest
low

Quality of verbal
activities -- poor

Teadher is reserved

Teacher doesn't phow
pleasure

: : Opinion questions

;2.61 kite: : Lengthy response

Questions mostly
from students

Teacher asks

: : qujekia_: : many questions

3.8*:.1 ,IIMMIMIIINIMM

8**OIME.MI I 4.

Exchanges largely
student to student

Students use many

*2 8 personal examplesam:4w armor=

1.6 :

Teacher ill-at-ease

Teacher doesn't draw
out students

Teacher talks down
to students -- much

Class is teacher-
dominated

Teachies stance:
apart from students

Amount of teacher
movement (Upe only spaces 1 none, 4 some, and 7

:

:5.6*:

:5.1*:

I. Classroom Atmoseherq

Students initiate
topics of discussion

Student interest
high

Qugrity of verbal
activities --
excellent one

:4.0 :5.5*: . Expressive'

Shows pleasure

Waxed, enjoys lesson

Makes obvious effort

:4.7 : :6.5*: to draw out students

:3.4 :

:3.9 ;

:6.4k: None

HAS tone of coop-
erative venture

, Physically close

:5.4*: to studants

:4.1 : :6.0*:

(*Indicates studen-oriented lessons.)

4

(
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Themost strikimg thing Is the exteq of the difference batmen

student4oriented and ideaoriented lessons. 'Significant 'variation (mourn

on 17 051' dimensions; in.every differen'ce the,student-oriented lessons

are "better." (ixtept for.the fourth Um, hiRher scores indicate the

kind orpedagogy we hope to. find.) In student-orianted sessions, pupils

have a larger role: they.give longer answers to predominantly opinion

questions; they speak directly to one 'another more often; they ask more

questions; they are more apt to influence die topics under discussion.

They'display more interest in the verbal interchange end, overall, per-
.

foftbetter. In ,the student-:oriented sub-simples the teachers are

correspondingly less dominating, and the class has the ton; of a coop .

erative venture. The teachers are unlikely to talk down to students.

They are expressive, very often showing pleasure; relaxed; Physically

close to students; rather a4ive in their movement around the classroom.

Thpy ask fewer questions than do idea-oriented teachers, and they are

very concerned ibout drawing out students.

The itemi on whicI two groups have similar score1 are not shown

above, but some . e worth noting. We find that while teachers' orients-

tions toward students and curriculum differ, their roles in the class .

(guide, resource, etc.) and their%standarde of acceptable behavior are

similar. As we might expect, noise level of the classes is about equal.

And while studeet inierest varies, stwdent.participation does not.

As stated previously, neither end of the "orientation" dimension was

thought to be a better approach to.the class Chan the other. And yet the

student-oriented pession8 are oversatelmingly superior to the idea-oriented

ones. A lesson Ls more likely to be successful if the teacher's concern
A

is with the studenis than it is if the teacher is concentrating on ideas.

Is Chit because the two clearly student-oriented teadhers are superior

teachers, whose lessons would be outstanding, regardless of their particu-

lar emphasis? We found that Chit; is not the cqse by comparing the idea-

oriented lessons of the selected teachers with those of the rest of the

sample. No important differences aneared in .1H," in the evaluation of

verbal aspects of the lesson. The teacher's Orientation during a speci-

fic lesson appears to have a direct effect on its character and quality.

As we expected, items on basic elements of teaching st le, Classroom

Atmosphere, did continue to show some variations between the bp, groups,

-44.5
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although the variationwwas lesm than in Ve.initial idea-student oriental-
.

tion comparison.

What makes student-oriented lessons better than the idea-oriented

lessons of the same teacher? Very likely it is that the students are

aware of the teacher's concern for and interest In them end respond

eceordingly. Perhaps elementary school children arg_in grsaterAmwd_ of__

nurturing behaviors than we suspect. Perhaps they are particularly

interested in the behavioral issues which often appear in student-oriented

sessions. It is important to the general atmospheie, too, that in

student-oriented sessiey the teachers are more relaxed about the subject
TY

matter. They aren't pushing as hard to get a point across, perhaps because

they are more cotfortable with the particular 'topic or because they have

given ii a lower prioriiy.
, 4

- 4,7
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IV. oktZtaciALortations

In this sectioa we will uss interviews with teachers and

varbal.desciiptions,ofilessons (section A of the Classroom Observation

Form) to amplify the distinction between idea and student-oriented

teething styles. It is important to note that vs found greater differ-

ences between styles of teachers issing-MACDS and thase using traditional

materials thm7n between the styles of NACOS teffithers. The curriculum hes

the -ardor impact. The teacher's style of orientation, however, plays a

significant role in explaining differences soon teachers using the same

course. .Tat thes& differences. are emoller and less dramstic than ihose

wised by the presence-of the innovative curriculum.

The student-oriented teacher possesses many of the character--

istics of the archetypal elementary teacher -- a warm, mothering person,

one who attends to the children's social-emotional needs and to their .

interpersonal behavior. 4Har approach to the classroom (and it is hard

to imagine this teacher as a man) is that of the teacher in the "family"

school, al described by John Dewey:

In this school the life of the child becomes the
ell-controlling aim. All the'media necessary to
:further the growth of the child center there.
Amarning? Certainly, but living, prinsrilys and
through ind in relation to this living....

Such teachers tend not to be articulate about social studies as.=

academic discipline, or to evaluate critically the NACOS curriculum;

they feel the course as much am they think about it. They like ii be-

cause it "worke; that is, they intuitively know that it is helping

them to achieve their goals.(communication, verbal skills, group inter-

action, certain conceptual growth, etc.).

The idea-oriented teacher appears outwardly to be a more

professionally concerned person. She is apt to use the terminology of

current education in her speech; she is likely to be more analytical

about the effect of mirriculum on the students. Also, she tends to be :

more knowledgeable about and more critical of the couree itself, question-

itg why it emphasizes dhis, why it slights that, etc. In defining her

goals for social studies education, she . licates that she has thought
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more despl:v7ibout conteat goals than has the student-oriented teacher.

Idea-ortented teacher. are ptimeri*y concerned with learning.tasks

that students understand concept/ and devaloi e'rangs of cognitive

and verbal skills. And they relate to students through the task; the

relationdhip,may be warm and open, but it has more of tha flavor of

collemigueabip than of nurturanse.

Beginning with their reiponses to a purposely ambiguous question

about their genTal impressions and evaluAtion of the Nan and Other

Animals unit, 101 ;an sea the difference in the concerns of idea-oriented

amd student-oriented teachers. One idea-oriented teacher said:

The in-depth approach is really the wet valuabIS of

everything. The fact that dhildren are not exposed
to bits.and pieces of information, but they ere
really given the opportunity to thoroughly discover
and mr, interpret and to meet with new experiences.

She =timed, when probed, to'explain how the design of the materials

contributed to students' interest in and understanding of the course.

This teacher related the question'to students' cognitive developmeet.

Anoiher ides-riented teacher emphasised couceptual themes of the course:

I find that a lot of them have.gotten the idea of
the euccessive huildtup 'of more and more complicated
animals. By the time-we !int/ha; seeing the chimp
film, they reallY were convinced that there were
an awful lot more similarities between-man and

animals than they originally thought.

The teacher was surprised (and clearly pleased) that the children

could so clearly state major similarities and differences. She, her-

self,vapidly li,tpdtthe important points children had made. It might

be noted that siudent-oriented teachers are often unable to remember

specifics of course content even when directly asked.

One student-oriented tauter responded to the same question by

explaining how the unit should be shortened and finished, "I've had a

ball." Emotional reactions thd teacher's as well as the students'

are important. Another teacher answered bf considering in great &nail

theieffect of the unit on studentsl behavior. This response to I vague

but dkentially content-directed question testifies to her primary

concerns.

:48
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Workibg with this material, where you are constantly
talking about behavior, learning and behaVtoreand
looking at this kj.nd of thing, why/animals behave
the way they.do,,OhY people billwe4s,thaly do, I
lethver31 strongly that there ii great difference
in e boys. and girls. I see At isartitularly in
their general manner of working... I can specifically
cite a ,case of a boy in this class Isho cm* in
December....

%

Studs:IN-oriented tch.r. asp, by deftion% less concerned

with content than withthildren fp their classes. Asked what the .

mein point of NACOS walleye student-oriented teeciergked about

making children feel that their idesa were imiortant and not getting

bogged down in details. The manner of reviewing the course should not

be equated with the teachers' intelligence; rather, it is,a matter of

interest. Studentroriented teachers are only mildly concerned with

content per se; they are vitally concerned with student behavior, and

on this topic are very articulate.

There is something about a child giving an idea,
giving thought, offering information the Way,
it is accepted. I think if he gets in the habit
of hearing the kinds of things he thinks about
accepted or respected or even a bit of what he
had said respected, then he is less fearful about
bringing his thought out into the open.

For many children, being children, job is for
here and now, and it!s ell over in.a tself hour.
That doesn't mean that because Tinbergen worked
for 30 'eats studying herring gulls that they
understand the impact of that fully. I don't
mean that at all. aut long term planning, trying
to talk with them about taking on a task your
own pace, not asking ma "What is the des toe?"

You, your:wife have"to dicide.on when yctib.gLn
work, how much you are going to do, and .4 fortN.
You have to bake the decisions. I use thIia
guideline. If children come in droves and say
"Do you like this?" my only response is "Do your' -
They shrug and go back. Moot of the time / do
that.-
When teachers are aticed to criticize the course, student-

oriented teachers seam to bellees reflective and evaluative. They are

more apt to say simply, "It's greet!" Suggestions for revisions
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might be to shorten the units and, interestingly, to reorganize the
teacher's manual (tom 1968 interviews).1 However, the,ides-oriented
teachers did'not make the same suggestion. Perhaps because they were
more interested in the content, parsec, they nay have been more know-
ledgeable about the course. They expressed much more confidence that
they knew where the material was Awing Ani hase_theixteceik fitted
together. Student-oriented'teschers like the NACOS desan becauseP"it
assembled important and, interestfpg naterfAls which were amenable to
their primaiy goals, but they wanted ihe curriculum developers td do
a bit more.

Idea-oriented teadhers were more critical and expyessed soma
dissatisfaition with the lack of provision io the course design for
independent student.work, with the absence of difficult reading to
challenge the brightest students, and with thcicle-esphasis on skill
developmant.

'I still think this stuff doesn't weigh as heavily
on the development of reading skills and devplop-went of research skills which I think should come .from this... I wuuld also like'to see a flilt-in
kiud of thing for the brighter iids, the bitter
readers, to provide more of a range of reading
level.

I'd like,to.see more meat and potatoes... And,
as I say, 1112 not adverse to kids walking away
with some tools'in their basket; some knoWledge
and skills to go with them.,

... more books on the sawn, more books on the
herring sull,-rather thas,just the booklets theyhave. (ast kinds of information would yotl want
included2) Probably more factual information.
They're interested in going off on their own and
learning more about it, other than looking at

--films and the film strips and bookleti...,So theycould do projects.

Student-oriented teachers emphasize the interactive mode of social
stUdies education V, the extent that they do not suggest more individual-
ized MACOS work. This is not to say they have no independent work,

'As a resultof teacher experience, the elementary MACOSstaff did restructure the teacher's guide.

5 0
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-.merely that they find sufficient opportunity inrthe course as it

stands. .

Many of the differences between idea-oriented and.atudent-

oriented fsochoid are summarised in the way.tesehere of oath type spoke

about children in their classes. The idea teacher:

He adjusted beautifully, and he really came out very
nicely. And he digs into ctkings on his own and does

, special reports and this kind of thing. And he's
very good at deduction and making observations,end
critical thinking, especially the critical thinking
area. .

Lind the student-oriented teacher:-

this boy --'bright, but having been at a special
school for very emotionally disturbed Children -- was
very different in his approadh, was demanding of at-
tention in the fact that he spoke out all'the time; and
I was amazed that during the first couple of months
that no one ever-struck out et him. I see him now with
,other groups of boys around him. You know, at first
he would say, "Nobody likes me. I have ito friends."
And the-fact that a group of youngsters in a highly
competitive sitiOnation could be as warmly aloof is
something. I think and truly believe that the kind
of work in the abcial studies area has offered a
great deal of thought for youngsters, and I think
they do look at eaCh other differently.

The value of NACOS for the first child, as his teadher saw it, was that

it provided him with an opportunity for intellectual growth.. It

legitimatized his having an opinion different from that of the teacher

and because df,thst made him eager to be seriously.involved with the

subject. According to the second teacher, MACCS helped to create a

more human, accepting environment, in which a diserbed child could ,

flourish.

What do these differences in. teaeher orientation mean in the

actual operation of the class? All teachers considered here agree on

the important aims of conceptualization and improvement of verbal skills,

and all are teaching the;same course. So variations in specific .

behaviors are small. One important difference was that idea-oriented

teachers tended to have mare high-powered, better organizedi.essons.

Students did more things during the lesson, the whole pace was quicker.

The lessons were more carefully-thought out ahead of tine, and usually
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achieved their objectives. Stndent-oriented'teachers, who spent less

time planning for class sessions and who relied more on intuition,

were more likely to have disorganized, amorphous lessons.

An idea-oriented clue: The classroom focused on the

environment boards -- four of them occupied the center of the room,

with student desks in a Large square around Chem. Ttie hour-long class

lesson on the Arctic elvironmeni began with three students explaining

imeginSry animals they had created which would survive in the Arctic.

The teadher Chen showed "Life on the TUndra," talking students to focus

on n few questions -- Where does the.animal get its food? Does it

migrate? How does it defend itself? etc. 1Some students took notes

during the film, although they' were not told to do so. Afterwards,

children grouped for discussion. Some read the notes they had taken;

others commented on what they liked and disliked in the film, and others

raised questions they had. Students examined Che "Arctic" booklet, and

some looked up animals in the encyclopedia the teacher. passed around.

Toward the end of the period, she pulled the class together,

to pool ideas. Her questions to them were very indirect and open-

ended: ."Any comment?" "What do you thiek?" She never gave answers

herself, judgee the correctness of a response, or repeated an .ionswer

except to turn it back into a question. When one boy asked why the

hollow horns of musk oxen were strong, and no students knew, she

suggested that the boy find out. Students presented some of the

information and ideas they had acquired about Arctic life, including

the reason why plants are low in height -- if they grew too high,

they would topple over because the permafrost prevents the roots from

growing &Lap. This lesson was typical of the many observed. It had

a ckearl! efined objective, which it accomplished in a reasonable

and involving manner.

In a student-oriented class: 'Each group of students was

given a picture showing one stage in the process of a predator killing

and eating its prey. They were to discuss the picture and list all

the words that the picture inSpired. After a while, students were given

Strudtnre-Function and Animal Adaptation booklets and tole to relate

the booklets' concepts to the pictures. This activity did not occur

.1

(.1 ....I:
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id any group;.childran did not make the connections. It was unblear

pat Oat the teacher intended -- prObably some sort of rev3ew in dis-

guiee -- but L dWnot happen. ihe problem of the lesson was that the

Leassas fot cl#srly-formulated.in the teacher's minft therefore,

instructiOns ware unclear. Students didn't aCcompligh anything In

particular during the class. The teacher realized that the lesson bad

failed, and after,* half hour break, taught a revised version to .

another Egos class. ,Since the first class started with pictures (moti-

vation) but vouldn't relate adaptation concepts,to the pictures, this

time the teaciaer just passed out the cOacept booklets (without placing

them in context) end then distributed pictures. Ahe asked students

for oral responses to pictures, and the whole class discussed them.

But there was no relating of booklets to pictures. Afterwards, she

gave a storsj-writing assignment: "Take the role of an animal and

describe your life." Each.separate actiVity we quite reasonable, but

they.did not hang together.,

A second noticeable difference between the.Claases of idea,

oriented and student-oriented teachers.is the iailure co.,7 the first to

attend to social-emotional and behavioral needs cf Children. Student-

oriented teachers, on the other band, often restructure the content of
0

a lesson to illustrate behavioral issues. ihe "idea" teacher whose

lesson was just described kept students t6 the task but was not concerned

.with their interpersonal behavior. For twtO,cozisseutive sessions the

observer .noted that in one.stcsient group boys refused to work with ,

girls, but the teacher ignored the eituation. Her approach was to make

intellectual demands cf the children and in this way to get them involved

in the task.., With such involvement, interpersonal problems hopefull,

would disappear.

A student-oriented teacher would be apt to interrupt the task

to focus on the process of group discussion. la another session of the

student-oriented teacher already described, she conducted a mini-lesson

with one group of students who werellaving difficulty working together.

She drew out the children on why they.were behaving in a particular

way and helped them tp understand the interpersonal dynamics involved.

Whether they finished the.original task was unimportant; much more
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important learning -- in this teacher's view was taking place.

Anothr student-oriented'teacher used the NACOS observation lesson ,

to underscore points abota iha children's behavior: Mika the whole

class was dismissing the way a scientist works and. the importance of

observation methods, a couge of students were engaged in an observaiL

tion project. They were to reCord from behind a blind their observa-

tions of the behavior of 9embers of the class. But.they beemnik silly

and tiomewhat.noisy. Rather than disciplining or ignoring them, the

teacher encouraged the whole class to discuss the effect.af the noise

of the observer on herring gulls. Then they moied to the effect of--

obeerver.noise on their own behaviot they would act differently,

and so the observations would be less accurate. By the end of the

discussion,.the children had learned why quiet on the part of an

observer.was necessary, had gained an insight into their own xeactions,

and felt that the noisy children hed contributed to defining good

observation methods.

In summary, it should be stressed.that only in the abstraction

'do we find a pure type. Every.teacher contains something of4an.idea

and a itudent orientation, each is interested to some degree,in promoting

both.conceptual and social-embtional trowth in students.- While classes 4..

bear an overall similarity based on a cemmon curriculum and some-dhared

valuea, however, .aachers' major orientations contribute to creating

two distinct climates. In both, valuable learning experiences will

occur if the teacher is 13 successful practitioner of his style. Whether

these differences in teacher style and classroom atmosphere produce

continuing differences in the studenta cannot be answered here. In

soMe cases, classes are organized on a departmental basis, so that

students are-exposed ti) a variety of styles throughout the school

day. In all cases, students have been in a range of classrooms in

their previous school years.' And in all cases, their home_environment

has an important, probably primary effect. For some students, home

and school reinforce one 4-3hother, for others the approaches to the

child are in conflict.

Since a child needs to grow in both task-centered'and

behavioral ways, it is likely that students should experience both
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.teacher-orientatione. For specific children ft particular timef,

however, it is possible dhat one,style is better than another. While

this suggests further research, it Should be remembered that in terms

of NAN: A. COURSE OF STUDY, teachers with studene-orientatices And

teschers with idea-orientations have been successful in teaching,the

,ronras.

4,
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itharzwalisisagaimussual

The 1967,C1avroom Observation Form contained categories about tha
6

.physical aspects, of the classrdam, Zeacher'style, instructional methods,

.and students" behavior "(with subcaiegories within each). Me obs'irifer

was expected to make descriptive comments for each item, and to repeat

the erocedure every 20 minutes. Thus, if.a class lastedre full hour,

the observer would have three entries under "Teacher's style, stance."

Division of the form into approximately ZO-minute segments cued the

observer to'look;kor changes that ocCur within thef,claas session. this

was done because few elementary school activitas last more than a half

hour.

While this format was useful,,certadn drawbacks were inherent:

verbal remarks had to be coded, and two or.ihree.eltries for any item

had to be averaged into one which would'describe the entire class section.

. For example,""amount of teacher talk" waecodid as:
\.

1 -- talks amost all the time
2 -- talks more than haif the time
.3 -- talks less than half the time
4 -- almost none

v

If the teacher talked a great deal at the beginning of the lesson,

practically not at all during the middle, and a mederate amount at the

end, he-7 should that item be coded? (This problem was greater in theory

than in practice, because one observer made 95% of the.observations

during 1967-19GB, and that,person coded the-Observation Forms.) Also,

we had no consistent anecdotal record of class sessions.

With the expansion of the observatiOn program, we revised the form

so that the data nould bemore amenable to analysis, and so.that many

osbervers could readily use the form. The current format consists of .a

verbal description of the lesson, uritten as the letton progresses, and

a lengthy objective checklist, completed just after 'thelesson ends;

A few of the checklist items (kind and structure Of classroom activities,,

time sequence of activities and objectives of lesson) are essentially

precoded versioris of items which appeared on the first form. The

observer also eValuates the class session along seven point scales. For

A

4

c\-



example,

Factual questions

Teacher is
authoritarian

V.41

Opinien questiOns
8111111111MIR 1=1111WM '0410110

Panniss /V*.E1111401milml

An 'imOortant difference in the twoversions of the form is that now all .

judgments are left to the observer, not to the coder. Also, we'originally

divided each class session into time intervals; now.the evaluation

the.class session is divided into overall atmosphere, verbal, and non-

verbal activities._ VerVal &Cavities are talking, reading, and writing;

nonlverbal activities include watching a movie and drawing i picture.

Happilx, we have foupd*that the present system allows us to accoontlor

diverse aspects.of a class sessionOin aucirs way that the data are

manageable., Observvrs,find that once they beceme laminar with the form,

it Li quite easy to use.



Two Methods of Observatiod, y..4;

It may be useful.to contrast the characteristics of the EDC and the

Flanders observation methods, Interaction.snalysis consists of sco;ing

verbal interaction every three seconds into one of ten categories. The

scores are then analyzed in matrices tp crests a profile of the'verbal

activity.. Flinders! system is designed Waimea* the nature of whole..

class verbal interchanges between the teacher:and students. We are con-

cerned with such interaction, but also with student-to-student exchanges

small group verbal activity. NACOS pedagogy often suggests group

work and any useful'instrument must be approprate ior it. Further, the

.EDC ,$ thod takes into' account the non-verbal aspects of dhe classroom.

Section P of the farm assesses student and teather reaction's to-nonverbal

activities, such as viewing films,.listening to records'or doing enect,

ive maaipulative projects. Section I calls for many judgmenti about

the teacher!s.style, soma of, Which are non-verbal characteristics (amount

of movement t;round the room; tohether the teachee,s stance is close to

or apart from studenti).

While both observation methods assess many orthe same dimensions,

the specific purpose of.the EDC format makes it important that we obtain

more detailed information about some dimensions. For example, one of

Flanders! categories is."Asks questions: (teacher) asking a questimn

about content or proCedure with the intent,that a student answer." tWe

want an-idea of how many questions are asked, but we also want to know

the nature of those questions. (Are they'factual or opinion?) The EDC

and interaction. methods Ask for students/ response; in addition, we, ask

how other members of the close respond to a student (Do students ignore

each other, or do they listen to each other?)

We have learned from our analysis of intervipws and other observe-

tibn data that,clinical daze provide a depth and quality of information

uthich is lacking in ,any purely checklist format. Observers, therefore,

keep up a running commentary of the lesson as it progresses and make

analytic remarks% For our purposes, the Clinical data are more valtiable

than more frequent.checklist ratings would be. 4

3
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TEAM DOM INERIEKES IN RE FIE1D
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TEACUELREDUCATION: EXMR3MICES IN THE FIELD

Peckgrotuad

Realizing that the teacher is the:crucial factOr in the success of

any clpagroam endeavor, EDC created not only cUiricular Materials but

also a full teacher-education program. NACOS contains detailed sugges.

a

tions for new leaining experiences and'for new teacher-ituaent relation-
.

ships, and teaching the course requires participation bleb,

i4c program to facilitate these innovative directions. .Summtleinsti. P'

tutes are run to train the leaders of the in-service piminars.

brain=

In 1567 EDC began its teacher-eduoation pkogroin and nationwide im.

plementation of MAN: A COURSE OF STUDY. FUture werkshop (or seminar)

leaders frau BoSton, Denver, Newton, Mass., OakLand,'Philadelphia,

tashington, D.C., and West Hartford, Conn. met for a five-week training

institute conducted by EDC staff. After a week of intensive sessions

considering the philosophy, Conceptual themes, and content tf MAN: A

COURSE OF STUDY, institute members spent three weeks :observing EDC

staff teaching the course to students in an on-soing summer school;

During this time particirants often assisted the teachers and worked

with mmall groups of children. Afternoon sessions consisted primarily

of evaluatin6the morning'lesson and preparing for the following day.

The final week of the institute was.devoted to preparation fpr the

school year workshops. During 1967.68, these tro,iners conduCted work.

shops for teachers using the EDC course.

In 1568 tbc expanded on the model of summer institutes training

leaders who, in turn, assist teachers in teaching the course. Insti.

tutes were conducted by the previous year's workshop leaders in Jef-

fersos County, Colorado, Marin County, California, Philadelphia and

Washington, D.C.; and in Watertown, Massachusetts hy EDC staff.

- 6 0
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farticipsiSUP,000degitod workalop programs for mew NACOS tamaars,during

thq.school.. Thin general model-for dissemination and teacher education

hes been expanded for 19694970,

U. GOA* of Itphey Edipetion

As stated in the preface to the Teacher Seminars (a sarias of plans,

".

suggestions, and materiel* for in-service seminar sessions), one of the

general aims of the WC in»service education progrqm is "to provide can-

tinuing support for the classroom teadhing of nog material." A coccre-

. hensive set of objectives are contained under this rubric: to assist

teachers in developing the necessary informational and conceptual fraie-

work for working with MACOS in the classroom; to help teaehers to hmplement

specific pedagogical techniques; to facilitate the adoption of new ap-

proaches to learning and to children; to offer the necessary psychological

support for a new venture.

Believing that the cause of greatest concern to new teachers is the

learning of the course content, the IBC staff has attempted to facilitate

this process in the seminars through previewing of materials and the dis-

cussion of related classroom activities. Specific topics are considered

within the context of broad.concepts and themes. Thus, the content-

preparation aspect of the teacher education program operates on.two dis-

tinct levels: the factual and the conceptual. A particular seminar might

focus on specifics of baboon communication (factual) and also on an ex-

ploration of contrasts between baboon and human communication, the im-

plications for the social structure of each, etc. (conceptual).

EDC cites a second function of the in-service seminar to be the

preparation_of teachers to teach MACOS through the exaMination and

(hopefully) adoption of new pedagogic approaches Again, this task

concern has concrete and conceptual components. For example, teachers
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,

learn how to play the Netsilik hunting game by actually playing it

duriqg one workshop session. They are then encouraged to go beyond
.41

the details of "how to do it" to a crnmideration of the role and value

of educational games in the classroom.

The EDC course of study suggests neW laws to organize a classroom

and new roles for teachers and students. Mauro= activities include

small group discussions, rcae play, clinical observation of the behavior

of man and other animals. The curriculum developers feel many teachers

are eager to try new approaches such as these, but often they need

support and encouragement. The provision of psychological support

for a new venture is thus intended as a third goal of the seminar

program. EDC attempts to provide teachers with a setting in which

they can vent their frustrations as well as announce successes, and get

feedback from other teachers so that they do not proceed in a vacuum.

Ii is hoped they will receive encouragment and help frnm seminar

participants.

The most difficult aspects. of pedagogy are-those which aim at

creating'a new sociology of the classroom, new relationS between teachers

and students, and new attitudes toward the process of leaining. EDC

curriculum developers seek to encourage teachers to think of the class-

room as a setting for teacher 'as well as student learning and to view

the teacher as an important partner in the process, rather than as the

dispenser of know 4e. The workshop-seminar is intended to provide

the seiting for teachers to experience this style of learning and more

specifically, this new teacher-student relationship, and to reflect

upon it with other colleagues, so that they can take greatest advantage

of the new options that have been built into NACOS.
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It is hoped that the workshop will be a participatory model for

the kinds of behaviors MC would like to see between teachers and stUdente

As stated in the preface to the teacher seminars:

The teacher education prOgram is baeed cm the primary
significance of contrast and divergency. The seminar
program provides a forum within which contrasts.can
be explored and divergent views can becone a source
of energy far learning. If we are concerned Oat
.education became More thane process of feeding students
reified information, then we, Must be concerned that
teachers experience not -only the camplexity but also
the productivity of alternative ways of approaching a
topic. ,

Beyond assisting teachers in their initial experience with

MAWS, it is aleo hop0 that the seminars contribute to a new spirit

of professionalism.

"The seminar progrmm provides the time for the developMent

of colleague relationships and,offers questions for
consideration that foguaweethe larger dimensions of the
teacher's role."

To counterbalance the fragmenting and isolating tendencies of -

many school systems, the seminars aim at developing a colleague

relationship based on cemmon professional interests which are broader

than the participants' specific teaching tasks.

A related gpal is that the seminar program open the possibility of

professional identification for teachers which.is _somewhat different

from membership in a school system.

"As institutions develop and grow, much of their effort
. and activity is necessarily directed toward maintaining

themselves, protetting tlieir functions and increasing
their power vis-a-vis other institutions." The danger
here is that institutions may lose sight of primary
goals in the process. In education this danger may
take the-form of a shifting focus from the classroom --
toward the larger administrative needs of a school
system ik
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The degree to which any institution continues to serv
its majOr objectives may depend an the .amergence af
smaller groups within the larger systep that'are
effectively canOtted to the institutionls primary

-goals. In education, these smaller groups ideallY
would be a colleague group of teachers committed
to the teaching of children. Sharing cammon teas
and finding new ways of identilWing with one another
may provide the WU of power to teacheit and others

who actually implement educational processes to share
in making decistais concerning what thcse educational
Tuwesses.aball be.
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III. Case Studies of Worksh s and Leadership

In the last two yearss.mgmbers of the EValuation Staff visited al-
1

most 30 workshop sessions, for each of which a verbal description and

an analysis rre written. Most observations detailed ip this report

were made by the writer. In addition to observation data, this study

of MACOS seminars is based on formal and informal intervlews with leaders

and participants.

...... 1.10MORM4Mpa

1
We observed meetings in six different school systems; the number

of,sessions seen in each system ranged fram two to eight. Demographi-

cally, all observed systems were on the East CoaSt; two were suburban;

one, small city; three, inner-city.
The workshops varied in size from five to fifteen participating

teachers, though rarely did more than ten attend a particular session.

Reflecting the femaleness of elementary school teaching, the workshops

overwhelmingly were composed of women, but all had some male teachers

in the group.
Two inner-city systems held monthly, all-day workshOps; substitutes

covered the teachers' classes. Other systems held about three two-hour

meetings per month, during the school,day. Still other systems held

weekly, after-school meetings, amounting to about forty Workshop hours

per year. Teachers were not paid to attend, but did receive in-service

credits that were applicable toward salary inCrements. In only one

of she systems observed were sessions held after school hours with no

ccmpensation for teachers. These meetings, however were short and occurred

at monthly intervals.
There hmiAabeen three different types of workshop leaders: those who

are or were on the EDC staff and who helped to develop NAN: A COURSE OF

STUDY; those whose responsibilities in the school system are adMinistra-

tive -- such au social studies coordinators, or members of groups speci-

fically charged with effecting changes in schools; and those who are

classroom teachers --who may or may not be compensated for their additional

responsibilities as leaders.
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The clinical workshop data were analyzed in terns of ti-e leader's

role in the group.. Using the phraseology of the Clissroam Observation

Form, a leader may be "idea-oriented" or "people-oriented." An idea..

criorted leader would show primary concern with the material, either

at a factual or conceptual leVel. "People-oriented" refers to a concern

with participants' behavior or interpersonal relations. This typology

of leadership styles is.reminiscent of .Bftles' distinction between the

"task" leader and the "social.emotional" one. The former concentrates

on "getting the job done;" in the case of MAWS seminars, on the parti.

cipants' mastery of course content. The latter might be more concerned

with meeting teachers' basic needs for security and support and with

modifying behaviors.
do°

Classification of a leader as idea-or people-oriented is intended

as a description of overall rtyle; it does not refer to the emphasis

of one particular sew:ion. All seminar programs in this sample were

observed on at least two occasions. Nor are the classifications meant

to be mutually exclusive: an idea leader may, on occasion, emphasize

the emotional support components of his role, and other leaders' overall

style may be closer to a combination of the two roles than to either one.

It should be stressed, also, that neither role is inherently better or '
1

more successful than the other. When the leader's style and the parti-

cipants' needs are congruent, and when the leader is proficient in his

approach, the seminar program is likely to be successfUl. Moreover,

"Success" involves judgments that the leader's goals are reasonable
and that he achieves them, and also that the session meets at least

some of the objectives of teacher education set forth by EX.



it seems that to soma degree, a particular leadership style is; influenced

by the situation -- by the commitment, interests, and abilities of the

participating teachers. Nonetheless, the leader sets a "tone" for the

seminars, just as the teadher creates an atmosphere for the classroom.

What do these distinctions actually mean for NACOS in-service education?

We will examine both orientationg'with cases from inner-city and suburban

situations.

Idea..Orientatimn

Haw does the idee-oriented leader operate in the seminar setting? We

will examine first detailed descriptions of seminars of a relatively

successful leader and then of a less successful one.

The leader of the first progiam was a young men who vas pursuing an ad-

vanced degree, had done some college-level teaching, and who had primarily

administrative
responsibilities in dhe school system. He was able to devote

a great deal of time to MACOS -- preparing for meetings, visiting classrooms,

etc. He was known for his enthusiasm about MACCS and his abundant energy,

as reflected in an observer's comment:
"He packed into a two-hour workshop

the activities and materials our EDC staff would plan for two full sessions."

The leader viewed his role as that of guide "and his objective as

helping teachers to gain a full understanding of the course. He had a

clear view of MAN; A COURSE OF STUDY and didn't hesitate to communicate

it to others. Unlike some leaders who tried to establish a colleague

relationship by down-playing their knowledge, he would share his insights

with first year teachers. They felt that the workShops provided guidance

not found in the teather's manuals. Instead of expressing his views by'

lecture, however, he usually planned each session so that materials and

z
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questions led teachers to a better understanding of the course. The

workshops also were a forum for debate, but this function seemed

secondary to that of guidance on intellectual and pedagogical 'problems.

Incidentally, this guidance often came from teachers because the leader

encouraged them to share understandings.

The seminar group was composed of teachers-from one of the select

suburban school systems. It is likely that they were of hi h quality

simply because a superior system can be more selective in its hiring.

And evin if they were no different from the average teadher, they

perceived themselves as skilled professionals and interacted accordingly.

On the positive side, this led to efficient, serious discussions;

negatively, it produced the attitude that pedagogic skills had been

mastered and, therefore. there was little need to talk about actual

teaching techniques. As the group leader Gaid, "Their interest is

about 657. content and maybe 35% pedagogy."

This particular combination of leadership and membership combined

to produce n atmosphere of serious professionalism, with a strong task

orientation. Following are descriptions of two meetings of this group.

The leader began one session, designed to iatroduce the Netsilik

unit, with au apology for lecturing. He talked from notes about the

transition between the Han and Animals and Netsilik units and quoted

Bruner to explain the shift from physical evolution to culture as the

major determinant of change. Teachers took notes as the leader used

trapsparencies to consider the questions: What are the "humanizing
v

forces" which differentiate man from animals? Why study the Netsilik
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rather than anoiher culture? Utat lathe basic strategy of the course?

The teachers then wrewed "Autumn River Camp." Afterwards, teachers

asked how this film was made and whether it was a real sitnatim er a

reconstruction. One person criticized the film as failing to show

modern conflicts --life is depicted harsh, but still idyllic. The

leader pcdnted that conflict does arino in the latter part of the 'Init.

Another teacher added that the film doesn't show dnminant*3 that life

is too cooperative. But, responded another =mbar of the group,

cooperation is a major feature of durvival in this type of envirtuamlit

A number of people joined in as the swirl, talked abi.vit rn1 derinitlon

in the Netsilik and Amerlean wurlds.

"Autumn River Camp" contains one scene in which the young boy,

Utiapik stones a gull to death. The leader remarked that while he

normally found an adverse teacher reaction to that scene, none was

apparent in this meeting. Why include the scene? The teachers

responded as follows: It's a learning situation for the boy; it

brings the child into a cooperative family venture, i.e., obtaining

food. It's important for children to recognize the difference between

killing for pleaslire and for necessity. Students should came to under-

stand that animals WE eat are butchered, too.

The short after-school meeting ended with the leader listing

material to be read for the next session.

'Another session was equally idea-oriented, though less directed.

The group discusSed senilicide from the standpoints of the m.,.ral

TK,dilemma itself and the teaChing of it in school. ethers viewed

IM
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Sea Ice Camp I and then read Rasmussen's journa entry-about Kigtal.i.

1What's-your reaction to this?" the leader asked. A lively-and

interested discussion ensued in which a number of *portant points

were raised:

One's reaction depends on his age; the issue won't bother

children or young teachers.

It will bother any child who has grandparents; yet it is

a necessary issue to raise.

The importance 9f the Kigtak situation is that it shows

the diversi y of attitudes and experiences of different

groups of r!ople.

It illuminates two different sets of ethics-- ours and

theirs.

Do Eskimos have a reverence for life?

The revelant camparison is that of Americans who must

decide what to do with aging parents; both economic and

emotional factors enter into the decision, as they do with

the Netsilik.

Kigtak is an aged woman who struggles, unaided, to keep up with
'the family while traveling on the Sea Ice. This story illustrates

the conflicts that arise between Netsilik family members during
poor hunting and badyeather when they must decide the fate of

the old who became burdens and who are no longer able to contribute
to the survival of the group.
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The leader then naked whether these are appropriate issues for the

clastirons4 and discuirsion continued:

Senilicide Should not be discussedt,because Students could

misrepresent the lesson to their parents and cause troubae

for the teacher.

It is appropriate if the discussion' is confived to the

Netsilik.

Senilicide is acceptable; teacherk aren't telling students

that there is a right or a wrong answer to tbe problem.

There were no adverse connunity reactions to lessons on

reproduction or to the Netsilik custom of wife-swapping.

Teachers then viewed tbe videotape of a Kigtek lesson, after Which

they held a rather critical discussion of the nethodalogy employed. The

meeting closed with the record describing the hardships of Netsilik life

and a final flurry of connents rabOut it.

These two sessions bad clearly defiped goals: to develop sone major

thenee of the Netsilik unit and to preview course materials. And it was

apparent to the observers that these idea-oriented goals had been net.

FUlfi11nent711 idea,oriented goals is easier to discern than success with

people-oriented goals, since the former require no extended period of

:
tine to becone operative. Nbre important, "Idea" goals are easier to

achieve than are "people" goals, which often involve charging basic

behaviors.

What seens to be required in the idea-oriented seminar is deep

understanding of =CS the ability to convey these insights or to

help participants to., realize them. /et such expertise may be lacking,

az tbe following snslysis of another suburban seminar program indicates.
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This one, like the flrst, occurred in a superior.school systea. Unlike

the firsts it displayed msny problems. A grew of shout a &son eieheks

awteduring school hours for twenty tiewbour sessions, under the direc

of a young woman. She had taught the course taielprevious'year with great

success, according to clasaroom observations; was a demonstration teacher

driing a summer institute: and was presently teaching the course in a

s'elfiipeontained classrocm. Her only compensation for leadership respon-

sibilities was to be relieved of teaching duties one morning a week. In

theory, the MAN: A COURSE OF STUDY participation was voluntary; in practlee,

according to the leader, teachers were 'volunteered' by their principals.

Thetensiona of a coercive system may have added to the group's problems.

Of the six sessiona observed during p684,969, only the last wasteelly

successfiL The first observed meeting followed in general the

parallel curriculum outline on natural selection. The, leader asked

teachers to complete same of the student worksheets on variation,

previewed the slide program designed to help children undei.stand

natural selection, and examined with teachers two student booklets to

anticipate which concepts the children have and which they lack when

they begin natural selection. While the activities were all quite

reasonabl,_t, the overall teme of the meeting was listless nonparticipation.

Since the leader would not lecture and the teachers would not volunteer,

little signifioant dialogue occurred. The leader's inability to involve

that group of teachers, many of whan privately expressed the-view tNat

they didn't need meetings to prepare them for teaching MAN: A COURSE OF

STUDY, continued throughout the year. In addition, the leader's lack

of knowledge about natural selection contributed to a fruitless sessiaa.

The second session was devoted mainly to imdagogy. The leader,

again following the ELC suggestion, asked teachers to analyze types of
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student questions and to consider alternate strategies for dealing with

them. But there was no feeCing of a grimy discussing a pralem to which

tbaywanted to know the answe.r. Teachers had never expressed having dif-

ficulty. with student questions. It is hard to know if this meeting's

problem was one of inadequate leadershili, or inappropriate activity.

An EDC staff member conducted another session in which teachers

previewed 'The boon Troop". Teachers directed a number of informationnl

Vestions at the visiting 'expert' but failed to respond to her questions,

espec5el3y those which sought to move the conver ation beyond the level

Ls.of specific information. Again, the problem Was t the teachers' could

not be persuaded to became involved.

The aggression workshop with its package of readings, considered a

great miccess by mostleaders, was a failure here. The leader was pullinK,

but at least there was some talk. Again, the overall tone was listless.

Two teachers wir were against attending workshaps said that the initial

orientation Le the course was essential, but they could proceed on their

own. And they could use the two hours for other professional activities.

But their commnnts lou't explain why the group did not respond to the

intellectual argument in this meeting.

Much more discussion occurred at the fifth session observed - it was

a comparatively successful meeting. The group viewed and discussed the

"Birth of a Hunter" videotape and raised a number, of issues: in open

discussions, the children go off on tangents--how do you keep them on

the topic; there are values as well as problems when a number of children

are talking at once; groups can be organized by the teacher or selected

by the students themselves. Later, the group examined the suggested

Teaching/Learning exercise for the Netsilik unit. One teacher expres ed

her fear that the activity would prove too provocative and would create
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a disturbance in the class. Other teacherf defended the 'Lifson.

The videotape of an EDC staff teacher teaching "Kigtak" formed a

basis for a highly successfyl discussion in the final meeting observed.

In the,workshop, teachers were thoughtfully critical of the subject matter

and had an opportunity to time vent to their personal reactions -- happily
I/

not in a destructive, "Let's not teaCh it" way. Even the major critic in
4

the group seemed to find a way to use the story.

. While teadhers did cOnsider some aspects of pedagogy (i.e., how to do

the lesson in the classroom), this interested them much less than did

consideration of the values involved with Cho Subject matter. They did

not criticize the teething style in any sustained way. Clearly, they were

not interested in technique.

The leader made minimal use of die EDC suggestions for a Kigtak

,workshop. She stressed the problem of childrens' "cool" reaction,

cultural relativism,.and avoidante of the moral dilemma. Her questioning

was better Chan usual -- more appealing in tone -- because She was spontan-

eous and followed up teachers' responses.

The teachers in Chis case were least responsive to those topics

which were unrelated to their interests.I'During.the fifth and sixth

sessions, however, when Limy were provided with opportunities for consider-

ing: cortroversial issues imbedded in MACOS materiels (a strong concern

of the majority of Chese particulav teathers), their participation in

discussions becamd noticeably more enthusiastic. it is interesting

that the leader herself was much more responsive to the participants' com-

ments at this time than she had been in previous sessions. It is

especially noteworthy that in both this and the case cited previously,
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the leaders were most successful whau they used an approach which was

coincident with the needs and interests of the teachers involved.

P.Mattitilifttition,

The leader of a workshop program involving teachers in urban, Center-

city school districts was quite dxplicit about her goals for the program.

She sought to humanize some of the basic attitudes and behaviors of groupi

members. She hoped that as a reeult of the workshop and course experience

teachers would relate to students in new, mOre human waya. Cburse content

was seen as a vehicle for developing a healthier classroom situation, for

engendering basic learnings such as clear thinking and verbalization, and for

promoting creativity and self-esteem. The seminars were designed to eilgender

,, end support these ctassroom goals.

You know, we feel very strongly here about teaching, and

Chat you teach content second; that you teach children
first. And so, what we wire after, most of all, wes
getting teachers to have very human attitudes toward
children. And this was my first objective: to in some

way tell them, show them, that you cau.trust children

to perform if you release them. Children just don't

behave in these ways unless you free Chem. And we've

tried to free teachers so that they could behave in
other ways. And it was very difficult to really con-
vince (teachers) that they were free. They didn't
believe that... After you've been behaving these ways
for a certain period of time, you just don't change,
and the reason you don't change, you say, is "be-
cause I can't."

Her whole style evidenced concern with people the children in the

classroom, as just described, and the teachers themselves. Important in

her following comments are words like "faith" and "confidence."

We've got to have faith in teachers. Because it's just

like I said a moment ago, if we expect little, we get
little, so that we, throughout our experience here, we've

tried to maintain a high confidence in teachers. High

hopes. And it's important that you do trust teaehers to
do these kinds of things, and they will. We're bezinning

to see evidence.

This leader was a full-time member of her district's "Innovation

Team". She had responsibilities besides MAN: A COURSE OF STUDY but

45



was released from cLeleomm, dsttla. She had the 'freedom and.ttme to
,-,----

visit the classes of workshop teachers to teach demonstration lessons

and offer other assistance. Mbreover, her position on the team gave her a

basal measure of authority, though not in the negative sense of supervisor
411

or evaluator. The group met monthly, all-day, with substitutes covering

teachers' classes. Ihe following'description of one session shows how she

sought to implement her goals.

The workshop was planned ap a demonstration lesson to show what can bu

done with the pAN AND ANIMALS curriculum in a "live" situation, to show the

teachers how to generate real discussion of the issues, and most importantly,

io prove to them that they had no reason to fear a relaxed, tmformal child-

. centered classroom.

Thirty-three fifth grade students came for the day-long meeting. TI;e

leader and the Children sat informally on the floor; the rest of the teachers

were invited to pull their chairs up to the students and to participate, but

the majority 'did neither.

Suggestions in the teacher's ma qal for introducing students to the

baboon troop members formed the basis for the morning lesson. The leader

asked the children to look at a baboon slide, to describe what they saw and

to raise any questions they had. The students were ill at ease, and their

answers were sinile words or ahort answers. Gradually the students began

to loosen up.

The approach during this first half hour was neither discussion nor

question-answer oriented. Few ideas were developed. There was no attempt to

evaluate the significance of any of the remarks or questions. It was, rather,

an attempt to get the children to verbalize any and all comments about the

material.

A very exciting discussion did develop later from students' comments

pup mother-infant slide. The children began to talk about innate behavior.

They applied thib concept to the situation shown on the slide, considering



those behaviors with which a baboon is born. They then tOrned to'inpate'

human behaviors. Oue boy amid that humans innately know to suzk their

thumb; the class corrected him by generalizing about sucking. They'

considered the importance of these behaviors to survival. Througbout

this discussion (about fifteen minutes) the children were highly excited.

They talked to each other, to the leader, and even moved.physirAll.Y.--

closer to her. About three quarters of the student group rart4eiRated.

The students took a break, during which they did same reading in

"What is a Baboon?". Following this, they worked for about 20 min4tea.

On various baboon activities. One group of five reexamined, through

individual viewers, the slides just shown and wrote scripts for the

elide program. Othv groups discussed and successfully answered:

"Man is similar to baboons...," "Man is diffetent from baboons...,"

and "Wbat structures help the baboon in his environmmt?" During the

group work, the tear!hers at wham the workshop was directed did not

budge from their seats --even after being encouraged to do so. The

children, on the other hand, were working enthusiastically within their

groups.

Afterwards, the children spent a brief period pooling their ideas

and:checking those items which most of the class agreed to be true.

Again they became very excited.

The afternoon session, which lasted an hour and a half, was

devoted to enactive projects related --sometimes tenuouslyto the

baboons, and a few chose unrelated activities. These children worked

independently, completely engrossed in their work.

A number of interesting aspects about both teachers and students

emerged during the afternoon. first of all, given a variety of interesting



material& and a laCk of pressure, the students engaged in educational

experiences. No child chose to do nothing. Second, the leader had

tried to force participation of the five traditional teadhers, by rutting

them in-charge of.the afternoon session.' They barely responded to the

challenge. Third, these teachers failed to understand ithe teasher role

of resource, aiaing children when they ask but leaving them free to

work where their imaginations take them.

One example: Mrs. V--- was particularly demonstrative. "Nb

scribble-scrabble. "-I'm in charge herg and I want you to make something!"

Mrs. V--- later left her group, and While she was gone anoter teacher

told the children to do whatever they wanted. Mts. V.-- returned, saw

the "scribble-scrabble," and camplained of the waste of paint and tifae.

The children weren't, according to her, doing anything. "See what happenn

when they'rle left alone."

In this session, which employed the most innovative strategy

observed in a workshop, the lerder presented her philosophy of

,education through an actual demonstration of it. She created a model

of student-rentered, interactive social studies education. Ideally it

was to have been a participatory model, which would engage the teachers.

An indication of. tldleader's attitude and relation toward the workshop

teachers was her willingness to put herself on the line, to rur,the risk

that the demonstration would have shown problems and failures in her

approach.

A short description of the initial MACOS workshop conducted by

this leader should further clarify the strengtls andweakneses of her

style. The leader's 45 minute inLroduction to NACOS was decidedly

strained. While the teachers dutifully took notes, she talked about

the origins, themes, and values of the course. She cited as a major
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value of the course the development of a notion.of tbe unity of mankind.

Teachers then listened to a: tape recording of Irven DeVake, which failed

to elicit questions for discussion. Afterwargs teachers viewed the

film&trip, "Looking at Animals," with two-questions inlmind: what

questions would you ask the class? What'would the student, ask? There

was moderate involvement in the ensuing discussion.

In contrast, the rest of the morning was highly successful. The

teachers broke up into small groups to discuss and list answers to

the following statements. "Man is different fram animals because...."

"Man is similar

excellent, with

to animals because...." The teachers' response Va4

animated group discussions lasting longer than planned.

The general discussion baSed on these group lists was eq11411- lively.

'Teachers expressed enthusiasm about discussion methods, attending to

process, and having children learn precise tIse of language as a by-product

of discussion. They suggested individual research on questions that the

claps can't agree on, perhaps with each child responsible for a different

,alairmal. They were concerned that even incorrekt answers be re'spected to

give youngsters confidence in their so:Pinions and courage to spea1: in

class. They spoke about the prc)bloli of how to keep discussion ;rom

ofwnerating intoquabbles over. details, and how to get students to

respect 1.he ener7iization when they realize the exceptions. How do

you end a discussion which is collapsing? When is it healthy for

students to be confUsdd? Teachers agreed that they wanted their class

ler:,solis to be like the workshop session-- a good, noisy discussion, not

a traditionsl, "neat" lesson.

The afternoon session was sl,ort and devoted primarily to admihistrative

tasks.

- I 9



Examining the components of this workehop session in relation

to the leader's overall reaction, we can see that she elicited dhe

least response when She used a more directive approath, as im her
,

introdUctory °lecture." She was better able to meet her objectives

of overcoming the teachers' initial fear, reserve and hostility by

approaching the material in a less formal way through small group

work and general discussions. This approach allowed the teachers

greater opportunity to discuss topics more closely related ta their

own concerns, their classroom experience and interactiohs.

Evaluating the success of any one session can be difficult. In

the workahop involving small group work, success was immediately
;

discernible in the teachers' reactions. In the teaching demonstration

workshop, howekrer, the leader- was disturbed that none of the tradition-

alists indicated that they felt differently about pedagogy. But the

goal for this meeting (promoting basic changes in teaching style) Was

terribly difficult, and it would be unrealistic to expect immediate

evidence of chaage. The valw of these sorts of workshop experience

cannot be assessed as a separate entity; they are part of a slow

v
process of teacher re-education. en the basis of early and late

classroom observations in thet system, it seems that some of the

teachers in the workshop did eventually assimilate the new approaches

to children and learning. Certainly, the nature of the curriculum

played a part in creating behavioral changes (as the leader herself

observed), but the workshop program, with ies consistent reinforcemeat

of a new methodology, appears to have been necessary.

Teachers have really had a new look at kids, because
in the nature of this material, if you listen at all
to children, you come out with a brand-new respect
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for what they have to say. And that is the area
think that we've succeeded in most....

There were teachers Chat we thought were just hopeless
cases, and we're beginning to see a few changes.
Nowl-they may not be far-reaching changes, and they
may not be the way Chat they operate their classrooms
Amery single day, but I have seen changes, and I've'

seen what it's done to the teachers. They are, I
think, beginning to see that they can comfortably
change. But they're not going to change all at once.

Examination of the frequdiatly observed program of a second

people-oriented leader illustrates a possible seminar "life cycle."

This MACOS proaram was held in a small city (population 90,00 with

a rather traditional school ayitem. The workshop itself consisted

of two male and three female teachers from different schools and

Ehe work6hop leadei (a woman in her middle twenties). At the begin-

ning of the school year, the teachers felt ambivalent toward the

program. Most were torn between using.MACOS and continuing the

usual program in history and geography, and they compromised by

doing both.

The leader began the workshop sessions with an idea-orientation,

stressing the overriding concepts of the course. It was her explicit

intention not to get involved in tlti routine daily problems that the

teachers faced with the materials. The teachers, however, wanted to

discuss specific content and lessons. Faced with a situation of

conflicting expectations, the workshop leader began to fe2.1 jCif

she were failing.

She realized that the teachers' concerns were legitimate ones, that

they Imre new to the coursc arl had to teach it, and they were seriously
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insecure. She also sensed their willingness to talk openly about. th

problems they were having. After three unsuccessful workshops, and

upon eonsiderable analysis of her role and of the "personality" of the

group, she Changed her approach and it was aS a i4sult of this chsAge

*that she realized a number of successfhl workshops.

The direction which she tocik was a personal one: she beian the

fourth workshop with an expression of her own problems with NACOS. This

changed the workshop relationship.fram that of teacher and taught to

that of colleagues sharing experiences .. an *portant shift in focus.

She also encouraged the teachers to speak about problems specific to

them and offer suggestions for others' problems. The group and leader

acknowledged that the course contained material difficult, new, and

even threatening to them in their roles as teachers. Out of these

specifics the group began to talk about more general concepts approaching

the thematic concerns the leader had been striving vainly to promote

from the beginning, for example, considerations about the nature of

work and play and of why children lose interest in learning. In essence,

what she did was to use the teachers' concrete classroom experiences,

their questions about specific ler,son plans, etc., as entry points to

broader perspectives.

An additional stimulus to the group came toward the end of the year

when the city social studies coordinator asked the grdup to evaluate the

program and re6ommend to the school committee whether the course shmld

be discontinued, continued, or expanded. It was in response to this

reqwt that a genuinely cohesive group formed. Over the course of the

year the members had came to know each other fairly well. (The group

met for two hour sessions twice a month.) They also had the feeling

from the very start that they were participating in a special project.
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Departures fram the reia4r curriculum in this scheel system were ram

and therefore prestige edhered to those using "experimental" materials. .

Feeling as they did about their involvement in the MACOS program, and
4

sensing that there might be considerable resistance to an expansion of

the program, the group became a united front. They-discussed the materials

with the social studies coordinator, pointiag out the advantages ea

packaged, Mmlti-media program,and the kinds of changes they had noticed

taking place in their classrooms in both student behavior and in their,

own teaching styles. This review of PACOS reinforced their more positive

attitudes toward the course, and same of the members who had expressed

ambivalence at the beginning of the school year reached a surprising

new position in which they advocated replacing the regular fifth .grade

social studies course with EDC materials.

It is important to point out that the nature of their conclusions

was not the basis for judging the later wor hops successful. Rather,

it was the amount of open comuniration and support shared between

workshop leader and teachers and between teachers themselves. Indeed,

this sehinar pregr= went a long way to fulfill the EDC goals of the

creation of a professional celleagua group out of the seminar

experience.

But in spite of these successes there were serious problems.

mas the lack of mastery of course content on the part of both the

teachers and the workshop leader. Misinformataon was shared within

the group and no doubt carried.fram the workshop'sessions to the

classroom. This was particularly true during discussions of innate

and learned behavior and natural selection and adaptation. A lesser

pralem vas the reinforcement of negative attitudes despite th7 leader's

8 tJ
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positive ones. leproduetien, for example, vas considered en inappropriate
e

topic for the clasaroom, though the leader found it acceptable.

'The failings of this seminar programimay be understood in light of the

leaders, orientation. While focusing on the more immediate and practical

concerns of tbe teacherep th9 acmater negteetet tI7 provide tam

teachers with an adequate coverage of the ideas and information of the

course. The teachers' immediate needs became the moat tmportant ooncern

of this particular leader, for it was only after she responded to We group's

specific needs that the participants became totally involved in the program.

Here again, ab in each of the case studies cited above, seminar success

stemned from the confluence of leadership style and membership need. The

experience of this particular seminar suggests, however, that seminar

leadership ideally should combine both "idea" and "pebple" orientations:

because the goals of in-service education have both cognitive and enotional

components.
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rv. Evaluation by Workshop lealers

The evaluation staff asked ft/England area workshop leaders to Met

with them at the end of the 1968-1969 school year to assess their expertnees.

The gm,up consisted of five young fema16.1eaders, all of stom had fUll

teaching responsibilities. Another fenale,participant was a curriculum

coerateatar; the other Was a male workshop leader, whose non-NACOS.responsi-

bilities were adminietration, not teaching. Since four of the leaders Imre

not Observed during,their workilhop sessions, we do not know the degree to

which they were successful in the approadh .4hep took. Prcnatbeir commentss,

however, we may suppose that this group represents a reasonable range of

school situations, personal attitudes toward the process of teacher educa-

tion, leadership styles and competencies. Altho ug) the actual ueeting was

a fairly unstructured conversation, the comments of leaders are most easily

summarized ds responses to a few general questio

1, Did the sunmer institute experience for teachi., MACDS?

LeaderS disagreed about the voile of this instlt e as preparation for

teaching the course. One felt that the brief course survey provided a

coherent framework for subsequent teadhing, that ihey..underetood the themes

of the course and how they fitted together.

( I could see a perspective on the course that other teachers
doing it.for the first tine couldn't. They really didn!t

, see how the Eskimo material was going to connect to the`-

sexinel material, for instance, and I could, as a result df .

the summer workshop.

N
Others were less certain of the vulue of the institute; one leader thought

that tbe sunner experienre created a grqat deal of enthusiasm for the

course in her, but that it was too abbrevie4.ed to be substantively usefUl.
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Sone =Mors of the group had had the experience of teaching MOOS to

children the year prior to assuming leadership responsibilities, and while

this was thought to te desirable, the realities of wide-scale diaseadnation

.make it likely that many new seminar leaders will, theaselves be new

teachers of the course

2. pid the summer institute prepare you to lead a workshoe

The consensus of the group was that their institute experience did
1.

not really prepare themhfor running a workshop. One reason for this failure

was that workshops are different frplonstitutes in the degree of coamitment

of members and the amount of time spent in each group. It was felt that

leaders nust recognize this difference in order to plan effective

workshop seosions.

I think, maybe, that was a discouraging point to me at the
beginning of the year. We had had this institute in the
sumner, at which the kinds of questioms which are brought
up in the parallel curriculum were avidly fought out.
But in the workshop, we had lots of teachers who weren't
interested.

What you say is true -- the issues whidh we discussed in
our first experience with this material -- you know, knowing
that we were going to have to go badk and in addition to
teadhing the course, run workdhops are quite different
from the things that the people want to discuss two days
before they're going to have to meet thirty kids wlth these
materials. And so you have to really approach the' workshop
differently, I think, at the beginning.

A number of the leaders desc.ibci their lack of experience in working

with adults -- "It's so different teadhing it to teachers rather than

teadhing it in the classroom:" "It's much easier to explain it to the

kids." They asked, therefore, for explicit training for leadership of

seminar groups. Some suggested a group dynamics approadh; others suggested

videotaping and analysis of, sessions. Mere was disagreement about the
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vmlue of role playing the institute leader. One member of the group

disagreed with the call fbr explicit leadership training. Such traininS,

he velt, was impossible.

One should, however, make the institute a modal for the
vray Workatops Should be run. If institute personnel
believe that leaders should behave in a particular war
vith teachers, the institute staff should act similerlY
with the leaders.

3. Should the workshop leader be a classroom teacher?

The arguments pro and con were made on theoretical and practical

grounds. Leaders who felt that the workshop leader should he a classroom

teacher noted that such a situation increases the informality of the

seminar group and ameliorates teachers' fears of being evaluated in the

meetings by a superior. It vas felt that they tould more readily admit

problems and la4 of knowledge to a. peer. Further, if the leader visited

teachers' classea, the observation would be seen more as helpful support

than critical evaluation. Teaching the course while one is conducting a

workshop Keeps the leader attuned to classroom concerns: "It's very, very

easy to lose touch with dhildren and their responses and their psyches if

,:mu're not with them everyday. And it's awfully easy to get hung up on

adult concerns and your own administrative concernse"

On the negative side, time constraints Imre frequently citea. The

leader who has a full teaching load has little time to prepare for seminar

sessions and still less time and flexibility to visit classrooms. On a

more abstract level, some people felt that an important qualification for

seminsr leadership is general social studies expertise, that the leader

should be someone who is respected -for his broader knowledge of curficular
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issues. People such as the system's; curriculum seecialletpor a department

chairman, or another type of adminiitrator were cited. One member of the

group added that the higher status of such a person makes the leadership

role easier.

4. What problems do/you see in the vorkgajmoug.

Some leaders expressed their dieappantment at the disparity between

their .expectations for tbe works-ohp aessionand those of the teachersr

The leaders hoped to engage the group in critical eppreisal of the curric-

ulum, to discuss such questiong as, "ft, mould you want to teach thise,and

"What goal mould you have for this?" IXachers, they found, simply wanted

to pTeview the rial and learn how to use it; the teachers mere not

interested at first n pursuing philosophical and abstract pedagogical

issues.

The problem of how to deal with those teachers who are resisteAt to

the course VW, also discussed. One of the leaders felt that'it is important

to change negative attitudes aud that the pressure of positive group

attitudes is tha most important factor in aceopplishirz this.

Other wttitudinalproblems mentiored.mere teachers pasoivity, an

unuillingness to become involved in the-topic under discuasion. Also,

some people felt that teachers mere resentful of after-school meetings.

The most effective seminar size was discussed, with sone agreeeent

that both large and small groups were troublesome. A large group is not

conducive to discussion; a small one, especialU if tiv verbers arc from

one school, may lack a range of views.

5. Has the workshop Foci= been successful?

Leaders expressed the view that, despite complhtnts, teachers strongly
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wonted the workshop program. The workshop provided a measure of security'

for teachers who are beginning to use's radically new curriagum, and in

some instances became an exciting forum for discussing ideas related to

the course. As with students, it was felt that voluntary involvement on

the part of the adults increases the program's success. AB the leadera

themselves commented:

...We asked teachers to evaluate the workshop. ,A signifi-

cant question was, "Do you think we should require workshops

-of this type for any new teachers next year?" End I think
when they all indicate "Yes" to that, it means that they
must have gotten something that they felt was worthwhile

out of it.

...Well, th/e funniest thing happened. They.complained
and complained, and'then when we asked the teachers to
evaluate the workshop, they said _there should be work-
shops next year for the new teachers, because they got
so much out of them.

Interviewer: It was a chance for them to complain!

...That's true, though. Complaining is 'just a general

syndrome that they had to experience: They wouldn't

have been happy without being able to complain, and
yet, left to their own devices, they panic. Because

when we said, "Well, would you like to not have the
workshops far you people at all?" they said, "Oh,

no! We want to come; we want to come."

...Our teadhers wanted the workshop. We were having

three a month, and we at one point decided diet maybe
we could eut down; they wanted to meet every lweek.

They felt that this was necessary. However, there
were times when the leader was doing all the talking;

they were very unresponsien to some very good
questions. Other times there were just tremendous
workshops.

I think on the whole, the workshop was very good be-
cause the teadhers wanted the materials. I was 4e
only person in the school using them last year, and
they were excited about some of the things that were
going on in my classroom. When I approached them the
first of the year and tolo them that there was a
possibility that they could use them, they got very
excited. It was voluntary, and because it was they
feel free, too, to talk about the things that they
didn't like in the course.
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6. Vero the Su estions in the Parallel CUrriculum Useful?

The original teacher semiaars, or Parallel/ Curriculum, used during

the 1968-1969 school year were several in number and covered in non-

sequential fashion some of the basic materials and ideas of the course.

The suggestions were mainly in the form of guiding questions and

accompanying workehop activities through whith to explore the questions.

A general bibliograPhy for the year was provided, hut seldom were

specific readings suggested for individual seminars. These seminar

suggestions were experimental in nature, an outgrowth of a need expressed'

by leaders and shared by the Director of Tooeher Education,,that some

guidelines for workshops would help leaders to organize their sessions

and to focus on o-3anizing questions EDC knew to be critical to teadhing

the materials. Activities suFgested ranged from previewing student films

to Working through the materials dealing,with a concept in the course,

suet as Natural Selection; or a topic cutting across the curriculum,

such as egression. The suggestions were fairly brief, and not thoroughly

developed as were the teacher guides for classroom sessions. A main

thrust of suggested questions was to broaden the perspective of teadhers

beyond specific lessons of the course. In operation, this trial version

of workshop suggestions in the Parallel Curriculum was found useful as a

guide, but none of the workshop leiders followed it closely. The

general concensus was that at the outset of the school year teaehers

were primarily interested in previewing these materials whith they would
-\\

be using in their classrooms ithe immediate future and that the

broader perspective of some of the topics,tngeested in the Parallel
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Curriculum were not especially appropriate at that time. They there-

fore attempted to structure their workshops to meet the special needs

of their groups:

...We just planned our own as the need arose...

...what we ended up doing was taking the workshops
' in sequence with the course. In other words,

trying to keep a little bit ahead of what they
would be doing, because this is what they wanted
to know. They weren't interested in the Eskimos in
October or Navedbei because they were too bogged
down with problems of BAboons and salmon and her-
ring gulls at that'point.

...it wasn't until we got toward the middle of the
workshop experience maybe the last of the Man
and Animals workshops and into the Netsilik --
that me began to orient it much more toward
issues and get awai from the lesson Tin ans...

It was only after the teachers had become familiar with the

teadher manuals and classroom Materials that they demonstrated a will-

ingness and interest in looking at the course from broader perspectives.

Az one'leader expressed it:

So many te.achers wanted to try it first and then cone
back and talk it over..."Don't ask for alternatives.
Let ne try it this way, and give ne a dhance to preview
the material. You help me iveview it, but don't have
ne try to figure out all the philosophy behind it
right now...4

...One girl said to me about four weeks ago near the
end of the school year, "Now I'm ready to talk dbout
why teach this course as opposed to Sone other standard
curriculum that we night find." When we raised it
at the beginning of the year, they really had nothing
to contribute. It was just a question of "Why not?"

In terns of specific seminar's, the most successful sessions were

on aggression, senilicide, and hunting games; all actively involved the

teachers in either discussion or action, and two were concerned with

controversial topics of a scope considerably beyond materials specific to

the course.
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Conclusion

jis addition te analyzing sendaar programs in terms of the leadoi

orientation, we correlated the suesese of individual sissions-againat

sex of leader, professional status of leader, leactb of session, and

location of school system. No signiiicant patterns were found. In a

negative way, we confirmed what other researchers have found and what

educators intuitively know: no single attribute dcterndnes the effective.

nese of a group (whether children or adults); rather it is an interplay

of a host of complex factors. There are no siaple formulas for huaan

interaction.

Although workshop leLders as a whole did not follow closely the

suggestions of the Parallel Curriculum, on the basis of the data we have

ntained over the courze of the past year, it is clear that in many waye

the goals of the program were impleaented. Workahop participants uere

exposed to an abundance of information requisite for an adequate under-

standing of the course content. The seminar also provided them with an

opportunity to preview the-course materials. Participants engaged in

discussions of the nemer pedwgogy presented in the course and were given

support for their endeavors in these*new directions. And, for some

/
groups, the =Imre provided participat0, heretofore working in

isolation, with a new sense of cohesiveness and professional idontiey,

Observations of,the individual seninar graups indicate, however,

thet no one seninar realized all of these goals. Depending on the

interests of the leader and those of the participants, emphasis tended to

shi4t in one direction, often resulting in the neglect of other areas.
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Thu. in ong semdnar group (the last case analyzed), because the interests

of poth the leader and theaparticipants did not lay strongly An fhe

direction of course content, this aspect of ihe caurse leas neglected,

leaving the teachers with a rather meager understanding of the course

concepts. In ale first in-service group discussed above, however, course

content was Of prime corm and given greatest emphasis 4hercas pedagogy

was not intensively pcplored. 'For the seminar program to be most sue-

'cessfisl, it seems that the leader must strive for a balanced program

one Chat is responsive.to the interests of the group-but that also covers

the total range of conceptual and pedagogical issues of the course.

.
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During th'e large-scats field testing of MACOS in 1i67-68, .tesehars1

in one suburban town.and in tsO canter cities were interviewedf usually

three tines, Auring their,teaching of the course. Early in the year :

toward the middle, dnd at the end of the year, 14 teachers spoke with
i

evaluation staff members Shout.their- response to the Units, experieuces

in' using the materials; and general views of social studies' and .reducatioa"..
At

rn addition, three centerrdity workshop leader' vere interviewed.

We analyzed teachers' reamnses in tae light of three corn/Mem'.

'tions:

1. The special characteristics of each school syLtcm,
as revealed in the interviews.'

2. The style and attitudes of iodividual,teacheis.

3. -The common input of NACOS..

Ihis'sedtion of the report explores the interrelations of these three

dimensions. Inigeneral, it concludes that where use of the coUrse

differs between the center city and the suburbs, these'differences are

/.*"..

dueman:1y to differences in teacher expectations of youngsters, their

concerns as teachers, and their interpretation of the teadher role.

In cite Suburb
e :

From these interviews, it became apparent that manyteachers,

came away from the course with a new concept of skills as developed in

1.. Ihe interviewed teadners participated in the workshop-
seminars and had classes under observation, with
students interviewed as part of the evaluation pro-
cedure.



tIe fifth.grade cla sroom.- The. most frequently mentioned skil:s

which teachers in a suburban setting foudd to.be empha0.zed in NiCOS

.were psyyho-social and intellettual in nature and included first,'

active listening, communicating, and shariag in group exchanges; and

second observing, abstracting, and'contrasting. The development of

bath sets of skills was commonly attributed to the major mode of work-
h

ing in NACOSr oral expression, either whole-claps or small group.

Teachers noted that there was little or no emPhasis on written work

or projeets dong individually in i olation from other'classmates.

As they summarized the intellectual strengths of the course,

they stressed that the materials and activities encouraged student

generation of ideas and, the use of the.source data to sgpport these

ideas. As noted in the section following, one center city tood in

1

opposition to this view and saw the course as promoting the teacher-

Centered classroom, since its lesson plans ind suggestions for ques-
\

tions emanated from the teacher. In other woras, the teacher mediated

all use of.the course. In this suburb, where several teachers were

interviewed and obterved over a year's time, a very different view

of the teachers' guides'emerged from the interviews. Why this differ-'

ence in perspective about a common input? It seemed to derive fram a

common "gestalt" about teaching-that these suburban teachers shared as
a

a result of their membership in that particular schOol system: they

saw themselves as "setting up" a situatron, as facilitators of process,

and they spoke of the need to get-out ofothe way of youngsters in dis-

, cussion. They were preparers of the stage.

I think that same of the activities are designed so

that they don't need so much direction fram me, apd
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I'm de:lighted about that...But,it. seems. that I'm
still talking a lot. Ntt that I'm telling them do
many things, but I'm preparing them toobserve some-
yhing...They're still getting the meet information
from booklets and from.films And from other thingA

. than fron mei So in that sense, it'p different.

I sit in the back. If (discussion) becomes too lowit
or I feel a kid is really being lumped on, I step ia...

One teacher are the course us a shif
4

t from the didactic mcde
, .

(written language skills especiall;) to the interwrional mode (cam-
. ,

munications, relationships of children to others.4 the classroom).

, .

She viewed the course as "primari2y verbal," which is certainly
t

supported in the classroom observations, student interviews', ail

checklist results, apd by perusal of-the teadher manuals. She

specifically mentioned that this stress on verbal careaunication had,

much to do with the way children learned

In terms of communicating with each other, I've found
that they will talk with eaeh other about the things
rather than come back to me. If were sitting in a
circle arid I start a discussion or I've planted a
seed elsewhye to start the'discussion, they want to
discuss With each other.

This teacher viewed aer class's open, articulate behavior as having

. same of.the same competitive components that more traditional test7

ing and written materials might elicit.

IL
You learn who the strong ones are, verbally, and who
has'lots of ideas, and you notice the kid who always
repeats what someone else'says. He doesn't have any-
thing to se.y:himaelf,.but he has to say something,

just to protect himself.

The "strong ones" in discUssion are not iecessarily the high achiev-

ers in more traditional, memory-centered learning. Another teacher

. said:

- Ny class is the type that,discusses everything...
They Vire up listenin& to each,other across the
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table. Iftylove to discuss it all tbgether, they
really do. Because there are a lot of kids in there
who have very lipited abilities wto...really went to
towh on some of the dissussions.

Again, the skills of communication were stressed.

They know how to talk, these kids coming up. They

just don't know h:ow to listen...I think thesp kids,
their discussion techniques have definitely improved...,

these skids talk to each other and they respond to
each Oeher and by-pass the teacher, you know. So it

isn't a kind of orchestra kind of situation.

I've always done (discussion), but I think this kind

of material lends Welt more easily than.other
kinds of things...it provides an awful lot of sharing

of ideasmit teems to me they enjoyed this, bemuse
th4y are allowed to peak and that other kids will
listen and are interested to listen.

Awareness of others, contact with others in the classroom on an idea

level, seem to be characteristics that Adstinguish an EDC classroom

fro% a non-EDC classroom. One of the classroom observers cemmented

that sue found the "amount of student interest" dimension of the
\

observation-scale almost impossible to use in the non-EDC class,

because she had no way of judging student interest. Students were

passively arrayed in rows, making little movement ani, giving no clues

to what they were really thinking or feeling about the materials they

were studying. She wondered how teachers in such classrooms ever Ot

honest feedback about students' reactions to mate'hals4k The attention

and interest of yeungsters in MACOS.classes, on the other hand, seemed

much more obvious, judgeable, visible -- the activities and lessons

were planned to elicit student response. A teacher recognized this

same component of her-,MACOS class:

0

There has been active listening on the parts of all

the kids. Much less losing contakt with what's going

on. Especially with listening to other kids. (This

is partly due to) the kind of discussion that I am
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trying'to have...the structure of it, questions
directly relating to things they've.seen and read...

This teacher commented that the stress on discussitpo had, to her mind,

actually changed her style of teaching:

...they-don't have to do as much Nritten work, so
they can get more involved in the'discussions because-

they're not afraid of what ccmes next 4. liblarNO
been the cause of frequently, because I was oriented
to writing things down at the end.

Another teacher saw opportunity for expression of persontil feelings

in the role-playing of baboon troop members.

Three or four boys chose the sub-adult, the male
who fights his way through the female...and tries
to get into the hierarchy. The kids who chose to be
sub.adult were...my boys who were growing into man-
hood, you can spot them, they're a little more mature.
I had an interesting experience. I was a female bab-

oon in the role play, and we did this thing and. we

saw a movie. And when we went back to play, I didn't

play, because my knees were too sore. And (a boy)

came over to me and said, "You've got to play." And
I said, "Why?" and he said, "Because I want to fight

you"...he said it in humor, but I.honestly think he
thought about it.

It is especially worthy of note that the child felt free, within the

role-playing situation, to express a feeling of assertiveness against

the teacher, and that she could respond to it in a natural way with-

out judgMent on his frankness and with an understanding that the role-
.

play gave her-youngsters a legitimate chance to express same very

deep feelings rising out of their personal states.

With rard exceptions, teachers everywhere expressed tremendous

enthusiasm for the films of the course: This group of suburban

ieachers commented mainly along two dimeneions: the motivating power

of films, both to elicit and maintaincstudent interest, and their un-

paralleled usefulness in conveying information; An interesting comment
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(Have yoU learned'anything'llew about the way kids operated,

the, way tfiey learn?)

I'm donstantly impressed b how oh thx_Rmu arn fraa

audio-visual material. But tha-t's because I've iught
a lb . time arid I haven't..alwa s had the .tportunit to
use.this.kind of audxo-visua materia ...Watching the

movie, "Fishing at the Stone Weir," they were able to

absarb an infinite amount of details that I'm -- well,

I saw it a few times, but they really absorb an eller.

mous.amount.

Diuring MACOS, have they chaeged in the way they view

films?)

Oh, yes. I think that's very.definitelk so. They've

be'come-much more saphisticated about films. I was able'

to understand this, because ane time another teachoir
-/

presented a film to them. They saw it. There was no

discussion, and that was the end qf it. There seemed to

be no feedback.about it, at all. When they saw "Fishing

a e Stone Weir," they knew there was a lot of Worma-
tion to be learned framethii film, and they have ex-
pressed this feeling to me, and we've talked about the

fact that when we view a film there are certain thingS

that you absorp from it. And we also talked about tbe
guestion, if_you've observed a film, has the film

served its purpose? It's not just a pleasure-viewing
type of adtivity, although it is pleasUrable in the

. way it's done. I thinlz When we first saw the first
film, "Crossing the TunOra," I mentioned to them that
there wouldn't be any sound, and they expressed sqpne

'feeling about, "Well, how"are we going to learn?" And
then we got:into a diScussion about films and thei?

importance. Then ihey saw it, and it was marvelous.
I think they've gained a great deal of sophistication
about movies.

A separate section of thfS report deals specifically with the films

and other media, and comprehensive attention to this exceptional

fcattire is given therein.

YtAlers saw the content of the couise as intrinsically interest.

ing to fifth graders. One put it thii way:

They have a natural curiosity about animals.and a

natural curiosity abaut themselvesAo that the matprial
.itself is"more closely allied with-their interests.
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Maybe thotliriihat I meant before when I said that...
the-study of a country is an adult.oriented approach'.

--This seems to be a much more natural outgrowth of
C1.-f their feeline.

The above teacher viewed the more traditional fifth grade survey of

. a country as a topic that is an outgrowth of adult interests, nct an

intrinsically interesting study for the child. Because NACOS contort

relate s to. enduring aed-critical issues of hunan develoOment and

behavior, youngsters develop a relevant competency; they have knowlr

.edge and budding thoughts about some basic huMan events:

...there have been times when, they have relate4 to
samebody's life night, when they saw
the television program, "How Life Began," they were
able to relate material about the herring gull and
the salmon and they said, "I kept telling my father
about it and I kept telling my brother about it until
they said, 'Keep quiet, I want to watch the program,'
but I'm knew so much." I'm sure that was a wonderful
feel' for them that they fiad a eat derstanding
about tis subject.

Howevera there were teachers who were critical of the lack of

choice of learning activity.1 The sane teacher who praised the qual.

ity of the nateria1s, the opportunity for sharing.ahd verbal exellanges,

alio noted the lack of individualized activities: "If a kid isn't

interested, what do you do?" The course does operate on a cionsensual

basis in terms of its classroam operations. This teacher alsdfelt

that the emphasis on verbal responsiveness resulted in a paucity of

skills development of a more traditional kind -- use of reisource

4'

1. The section on classroam observations discusses differ-
ences in teacher dttitudes about independept versus
grpoup work as reflections of basic teacher-orientation.
"Idea-oriented" teachers seek more individual,project
involvement; "people-oriented" teachers are less criti .
cal of group work emphasis.

.

a



material outside the givens of the course, and written exercises.

When these teachers spoke about their views of sodlt1.7'studies

and their previous experiences, they sometimes expresse4 a concern

that traditional skills were neglected in MACOS:

'I've beeri used to teaching social 'stadies where the

things you teach are outlining; you teach the s%udents

to do reports, to use the different kinds-of reference

material. I don't blow when the children are going to

learn to use the reference books...They learn to skim

and scan'in social studies. This will have to be mhde

up again in another subject....

This teacher was consistent

skills development in fifth

in her positive emphasis on fundamental

J
graders. She summarized their enthusiastic

response to categorizing and classifying eaicises:

I've feund that fifth' erade is:a wonderrul time to ,

expose children to the atlas. limy can find more

wonderful th4ngs in the atlasi..Right now, they're

excited about classifying animals. I don'iknow

whether they're excited about classifying animals

or the gmme we play-classifying them. 8

As she reflected about her own schobling, she remembered social studies

as dull, revealing at the same time:

I never remember learning anything in elembntary

school. We'did study the Eskimos, but I 'don't remember

anything about them. They built igloos. I didn't have

any enthusiasm for it, I suppose. But math,,I learned

a tremendous amount of arithmetic in elementary school.

You can measure math. you' can't measure social

studies..

I must have built something up inside of me, because

;didn't really want to teach social stugies...I've

Veen avoiding it for eiglat years.

We surmise, then, that' more quantitative, measurable outeemes of

education have beeriT ha:bitual and ccmfortallie expectatien of this

teacher. How, then, did she feel as the year pregressed? As she

finished thelffrst half of the course, her response was entinisiastic:

)2
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"I've had a ball!" She was still somewhat disturbed that the course

didet emphasize written language skills; at the same time, she seaq

the biggest,. gain as:
0

Communications. _,......_11Ithinkthelave.scmethinY

to talk to vou about, and I think this'is a sort
of ioundation.

A new experience in shared discourse was developing for her.

Anether teacher put her skills concerns in a more positive light:

You can't be a social studies teacher withcut being
a reading teacher. What'g real social studies? If

you were to ask me what social studies.is, I would
say profoend1y .- social studies is people, and
everything that involves people.

It was clear from the interview that this teacher pas caught up with

issues of human behavior, oared deeply about motivating her chfldren

to consider themselves, their behaviors, their meaning as human

beings. For her, the course.became a vehicle to .explore man's nature.

Wha /as apparent in the suburban teacher interviews was a

generally high level of understanding-and usage of.MACOS classroom

techniques prier-to the teaching of the course. These teachers already
0

saw themselves in ways that were congruent with the suggestions in the

teacher guides. They had used discussioar gr9up work; and role play

quite extensively,before coming to Ihis course'. MACOS provided these
I.

teachers with material they unanimously viewed as excellent and provo-

.
ii"31

cative, along with a teacher workshop that operated as a forum, or

proving ground, for classrolm materials and review of their own pro-

fessional roles. As one samiarized:

C It's nice to have materials at your fingertips...so .

r you can put your time,and your talent.into teaching.

I.

.

+0
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In the Center City .

In the first city under copsideration, NACOS was not an isolated

innovation, but part of a mefully developed program of change,

supported and guidcd in iLt by the EDC Pilot Communities Progrmm

working through the system's Innovation Team. Innovation in the group

of schools using MACOS was supported by the system, and a climati. of .

openness to change already existed to a good degree. The workshop

leader, a teacher who served a group of schools as.an innovation lead-

er, was concerned primarily with changing climates frCelementary class.

rooms and in opening up new role possibilities for teachers. She used

MACOS aS a vehicle for promoting'new views of teadhing and learning

and for supporting classroomA in which youngsters were given more

responsibilities apd more respect.

Teachers felt all around them a-challenge of innovation that

;:crked to r7L1-vo tho purposes of MACOS. One waman mentionect.the gen-

erally innovative setting into which MACOS was put:

...becauee dopeach in the model school area, I've
hag a chance to learn and become acquiinted with
many new iftnovations which changelfftucation for the

children 'I teach...

The section of this report dealing with in-service education notes

that this environment was encouraging to an exciting trial of the
1\

course".

In terms of changes in clasnroom attitudes and behaviors that

4
*

might lie attributed to MACOS, one teacher in the spring 6f the year

stressed students' growing self-confidence in expressing ideas:

They-have got more confidence in themselves.. That

I cap do something, there is something I can do.

'Maybe Iivin't read, but here I can 'act. Here

cali,get Alto a discussim. I.have something to give,

t1
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and nobody is going to laugh at me. Whatever I
say is right,- and somebody will respect my opinion.

4

She found the variety and diversity of isateriali and activities valu-'

able because they drew &all levels of chIldren,'"no matter.what their

potential or reading level." The non-readers learned a lot from the

visuals. Her reaction to the written materials was similar to that

of many center city teachers:

I think the idea of the chIldren being able to keep
all the booklets, to bring them heme and share them
with others, is one of the things that made the unit
so fascinating to them. The parents were enjoying
reading thi books as they,kept them. It was some-
thitig they really wanted."'

It must be noted, however, that this.teacher felt strongly that the.

-films carried the Netsilik unit for her Class.

If they ever have to cut down,- they can cut down on the
booklets, and just let it be, maybe, orsthe teacher's
background.'

Working with films was mentioned as a way of developing skills of

observation:

I 'think it stimulates them ta look and find out more
things for themselves Without somebody telling them.
They are always having things_ told to the&Lso much.
And the last time with the sound, we cut it ofi,the
first time, and then thelgecond time we showed it--
with the sound...It put them to observing many more
things when they didn't have sawn4.

11While center city systems could not, from economic con-
straints, give purchased MACOS booklets to youngsters as
Part of ordinary usage, the insights of this teacher, and
the many 'men4ons of the booklets by center ,city youngsters
.cemtainly point to a new way of using these elementary
reading materials -- perhaps a few sets for "take-home"
copied, even though these would need to be returned. 'Or

perhaps4the better suggestion is that outside money
should be sought to provide booklets for center city young-
sters to own, ia a "builda*library" program.

0 5
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A group of teachers at another school in this city used the

materials in an iateresting Way to suit the individual child:

'...those who wanted to read the book would do research.
Those who wanted to work on the art parts woad do same
art, and those, after seeing the fild,,:who wanted to
write about what they had seen, would imit it in writing.
SoMe children wrote poems or creative stories, :pad then
scam would just talk, having group discussion.

...maybe the varying fram one thing to another was one
of the reasons um could say that it was successful.

Special problems of interpretation and use of the materials

however, did appear. For example, one teacher stated the following

-prpcess-oriented goals for his class early in the year:

I want the kids to be able to communicateitten and
orally...reading is a real problem, to get the kids to
want to read, that's a struggle. There's none of the

, middle-class love of reading...then Lthink that the
children should be taught to think...to,question, to
reason...

I like a classroam that's free, where kids are enjoying
themselves.

Hi0 goals with reference to course content were-+much less definitive:

What it is I want kids to learn...I haven't thought
about it.

He would havv liked, however, to focus more solely on .the visual

materials: "Just the film seems to teach them fantastic amounts of

materials. Following through on his process approach, he believed

at the beginning of the year that it was pOssible to organize the

management of the NACOS classrocm on the basis of a student-centered

situation, and mmntioned this in the context of using the innate and

learned bebavior booklets in mnall groups, with student discussion

leaders:

That would be the extent.of the discussion of that
booklet...Whatever they letrn fram that booklet will
be because of themselveS...See, I'm not interested in
the end. I'm just-interested in the means of their
learning. I couldn't_cpre less if they even know
what an urge is, really.

13



-By the end of the year, however, this teacher was s t disappointed

in NACOS, for' the following reaan:

I think it wants to be a student-oriented curriculam.
And I'm convinced it is a teacher.direce.ed curric-
ulum... just look at your teacher's guide; ana you'll
see: tell the students this explain to the students
that... The main source of iLormation is fran the
teacher, and that means the teacher's got to be talkfng
and the kids have to be listening... (there are) a lot
of lesspna where the teacher is doing most of the work
and the organizing..

This yourg man was not hopefUl about changing the teaching styles of

traditional teachers, aad was further discouraged by'this program'

because he felt it "lets the teacher very easily slip back" *cm the

4.

open classroan. He wanted to "emphasize a very important point":

the guides seemed to him "suggestive of-structuring," because "it is

a very content-orienteA curriculum... I wonder if the materials don't

beat the iaformation to death a little bit."

Despite his Criticism of MACOS as a fairly structured course,

he did nete positl.ve Change in the direction of his stated behavioial

goals. We might call this the "communication" dimensian that so
*.

many teachers described.

I think they're questioning more. I think they
realize that there's a lot that I can't tell them
that they get themselves... I think my greatest
success was having these kids work together ia
groups.

.r
.11=11.11MMRIMII110

;

Compared with the. center city experiences just diScribed

innovative factors at work, systenm support for rrofessional growth.

and change, analysis of another center-city syseem dhowed a very

different set of factors in opeation that were reflected in general
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teacher attitudes.much more, congruent with the stereotype of. core

citY schools. Early. in'the.fall, as be was begtnning MACOS, the

young male teacher of the 51) t;.ack said of his yOungsters, not that

they could do more than was expected of them, but rather:

don't think they will ge.e that much out Of it....

they're a low group; compare and contrast is very

difficult for them anyway...As my children aren't

as.eiger to learn it's more difficult to .learn,

.nat ly...they re frustrate . Well, i ey just

forget.it the second after it is taught, Usually.

This teacher felt he could not permit discussions in class, because

there was havoc if he let the children express themselves. While nany

of his fears were based on realistic wppries .- his class did consist

of low-liq studeuts and special behavior

ent respon-se to these 'children was to

The young female teacher of the 50

a different.view of her students and of

problems -- his most consist-

expect :the worst from them.

track at this same echool had

the course. First, she admit-

.

ted her own difficulty in understanding some of the material, partic-
.

ularly the concept booklets which covered the' brain. She was also

well aware of the value of enactive exercises for elementary young-

,

ster

...making the troop themselves, it visualized the

environment for them...they love experiments...they

are seeing how it is done.

When she discussed the environment board as a motivating device,

however, she 14% by no means convinced of its edUcational value:

Whether they get anything out of it or not, they

love -- you know -- puttin -It together.
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In terms of soc ial skills, she found that her children "love

helping each.other... there is a lot of helping.". While she retognized

th t "it is quicker than if the teacher taught them," she believed

Oat the most satisfytng Ching is "if the child tries." Her year of

experimenting with.some new classroad techniques was. not without Its

tensions for her. She began with the children in:rows, then decided

'to try the group work:

Well, tbai worked out for a little while, and then

An
were constantly talking, talking, talking.
I just put them back Jn rows again. I found

that I cduld be more effeccive in rcowl.e. when
want to group them (now), I just sort of put the
rows together anecut Chem up into groups. I

don't have Chem ehap way all the time.

While she worried about control, she recognized the vale ot such

grouping as an involving, productive work situation for her fifth-

graders:
r

dividing them into groups, you have Chem working
more, you know, because they have,their own little
group, and they're part of that group... if you
take the class as a whole,, you'll have-some kids
that don't cere what's going on in the room.

This teacher still felt herself to be ehe necessary locus c;f class

learning and thus vacillated between trying ,to create an inter-

active classroom and maintain ber awn authority and'the disciplined

control more common in center city clasyrooms. There .was a very

clear problem involved here: who is to have the power in the class-

room and how do-we in curriculum and workshop development help

teachers to consolidate skills of classrOom management that do not

4e0end upon the authoritarian figure?

2 0 9
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The.havlest Ching for youngsters in this class was reading

cOmprehension. Yet this mother strepsed readings, not the visuals.

Her description of use.of the course focused around the readings.

And her Criticisms were of.the written language usage -- shewould

have liked wording "not as involved as it is" And lesa reading
4111,

materill. She noted her students' greater facility in spoken than

in written response, and as.the year closed she mentioned their

ability to relate back to earlier parts of Che course as they worked
Sc

with it.

She did expect to continue grouping her class the following

year and anticipated starting such grouping right away, so Chat

students would become used to working together; Gains were made,

botli in teacher attitudes and in children s learning (see:AI. 152-164.

In comparison with other'teachers interviewed, teadhets in

this school 'showed a very different view of their role in the class-

room, of their ppectations of childreh, and of their, aspirations

in teaching social studies. Thure was much less reflection and prol7
4

fessional concern about classroom climate. except as a controlled,

non-chaotic situation, and a primitive level of conceptualizing

what social studies should contribute to the lilees of these center city

youngsters. One notices particularly in their comments the small-.

ness of their expectations. In this case,.the.workshop leader was

a.young teacher who himself vas going throudh considerable reevaluation:-

and change-in his own teaching style, trying to manage a questioning,

open classroom, and feeling his own doubts and frustrations as well

V e
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as successes. There wee no strong, Committed model to acmonstrate

the power of the open classroom, and the possible growth of center city

Children toward inner control and self-disciilined, productive behavior.

And there was no history Of such classrooms in the school. In:light
r'

. of these particulars, the,than6s Chat did begin to take placa could

be called considerable. We are forced, then, to ihe larger problem

of follow-throughY In this case, after one year, theprogram es-

,

sentially disintegtated. Without continuing auppoit for and use of

innovative methods and materftils, how can such teachers aq the young

.t.
woman just described continue to develop less rdstrictive.concepts

of the teadher tole?

Ability Level
,

In classrooms where children were of mixed ability -- some 'Very

bri ht) high reading level, and some who were .less abie in reading

and academic ability -- teachers found Chat the range of materials

sand suggested activities, and particularly the verbally interactive

emphases of the course, were of special value to the less lable young-

stars, who couleget help from the pore able, and also tem spoken

rather than written exchanges of ideas.
wri

- Kids read to eadh other. And the filmstri0 thing where
it was read to them, it is more of a visual thing. The
artwork.... the fact that you can shaTe; I think that
,some kids get it this way. They pick up things they
couldn't get another way, from hearing other kids talk
about it.

Thir same teacher, when,asked what activities aildren like best in

social studies, said:

i think they like everything that is shared. Group work.
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Relevance

The question of relevance was not brought up in suburban situa-

tions. It was only sOme.center-city teachers who questioned the relo-

vance of wilat they were teaching in NACOS, and this seems at best

partially attributable to their geneial definftion of children's,

potential and eventual role in life. Some of these teachers believed

that what would be relevant to the city children were their own his-

tories as black.peopls, an understanding of the economics_of buying,
-"

of police rights, etc. The suburban teachera, on the other hand,

expected youngsters to find ,knowledee relevant, 'particularly learning

that focused on behavior. %

One workshop leader found it difficult to make the transition,

from the animal material-to the Netsilik, and Looked to EIX for same

bridging material: a statement on universals, which she found help-

ful. A few teachera also mentioned the bridging problem. Those

who interpreted the animal studieqs discrete case studies --
v

"(The first half) really isn't man and animals" -- usually alluded to

this problem.

Other teachers and workshop leaders.found no pioblems in

relating animal material to-human material. Those who viewed the

course fram the beginning as the opportunity to compare man.with

other animals said such things as the following:

If you can work.with children dnd let them see that

...lower animals...havo a structure, have a way of

behaving; ways of learning, have a bocial structure

as you talk about the baboons; what's more natural

than to,go into the Vol* with peopte? I just feel

fits
did more chings you can relatewith, perhaps the

more rc irwi cav decide why you are you.

42.
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Téacher Guide Comments

In What iikys,were teacher kflanUali3 b uctive end

in What ways did these guides prove .unsatisfac oryl Only
Or

oneteacher -- p, man in the center city felt the guides

pwomoted a teacher-directed course or suyported traditional

Aenrning. Sore common anterpretatious stressed satisfaction with

the ra.nge of lessons.and the pouer of the lessons to ,f0ree

insight into teadhing. Perhaps enthusiasm and sa4sfaction

give some sliOht,support to the critical teacher's view:

teadhers don't seem at all shaken by the guides !

do think there are enough kinds of activities that
would dhange a teacher. get all teadhers, but might
change a person Who has some flexibility in their
personality...have them discover themselves..dThere
are so many different }Wads of questions that come
up...1nr lamming enough of it, you might make a nice-
discovery yourself as a teacher.

If

Of course, EEC makes it easier for the teacher. Be-
cause Viey, have suggested lesson plans and suggest
motivations. This makes it easier for you. You can
accept them or reject thmm but sometimes they do give
you ideas of different kinds of things to do.

I couldn't work without it. It is a necessity.,

The reinforcement of ideas in the,course by several references
sits

and in different materials is en attribute noted by students

in their respomses to materials; the thematic repetition works

to clarify and stabilize learning. This same reinforcement

of lesson ideas in the guides mts apparent to tha teacher

who said:.

I like the set-up they have. It's so beautiful. They

1 et



have a section at di,6 beginning where they state what
they'rectrying to get at, and below they state the
activities, and thga they repeat what they're'trying
to get et. So it's interesting, because you age it
eeverrl times. SOmettmes when you teach,'you forget
the main idea of what you're trying to do... 'You get
cornered, and"you gó off in different directions.

Firut. year teachers clearly wanted to .rely on the tetkher guides and

further found some aecuritS, in following dr lessons as presented:

"I want tc;'istick to the order." Teachers -- certainly these first year

teachers didn't experiment with lesioni"and techniques as much as

one might anticipate, and spoke of very.little deviation from EDC-

suggested methods. Some able and inventive auburbai teachers made

critical comments about the lack of emphesis on individual research and

4independeat project work in the course but rarely spoke .of making'
,

4
.411, adaptations in lessons thai might.have proyided soorwbat more indepenaent

study. Only one center city teacher described efforts of,others in her.

school to permit their students to follow some individual interests

during portion's of the course, such as art or story telling.

)4
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Response to the Ilorkshop:

\

From iuLerviewso all reactions to the vorkalaPs indiccta

their vrlue was'never focused on contxmAronly.' Mere vat' a ver clear

excitemeet. and delight In tile opportunity to'share common en-.

1h

periences With others, add to build: on thesi common eiperiencti

a newtmderstanding of the course an4 of ways of usina materials

and Was. Further, teachers were
4

frank in admitting.their own
. .

need for specific-motivation to review the material with

thoroughna BS.

The wOrkshops are ex ent...First of'all, it
forces you -to read 4fhe materiel. And that's good
technique. TWo, with newipeople starting --the
concerns of using the material, I have felt, have
been more in evidence in the.Oaring.of ideas. I
gained something, very defini17ely, from meeting
peopae with enthusiasm for the course:..I've got
a head start when I'm working.with people who
ob4iously enjoy working With it.

The manuals and the things thst the teachers have
to usc...expcme re to a lot of other materials at
a more Oult levels) so that I can filter it out
and present whatever I feel. is 'necessary for the
children to know or what ever they may ask me for
In sone initances, wfien I cangt.enswer, I go to
the workshop and akh...the value..of the worizhop
is excellent for ma, because thenFI have a much
better understanding of bow to approach them-
with these new materills, wh:ich in some instanaes
are new to me.

There %mi.; a praguntic, Atablizing factor in theachodala workshoi.

It provided a frequent oioportunity to clirify unknowns in the
4

"material. Since teachers stressed their Gratefulness foithis
ft 4

, continuing source of review, the talents and course mastery of the
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leader were obviously crucial:Vie workshop was the focus for clari-
.

*Eying topics in'the course and it seemed that the most effective

leaders from the teac4ers' point of' view! =It only pertiapated

\
with the rest of the group in struggling:with issues, but also sarvad

.as speciq1 resourdeS'Ind master teachers on occasion. As other sec-

tions of the repprt on this topic suggest, leaders who Peck a high- A

level of course mastery Cannot"hblp failing their group in this.

crucial area.

The teacher quoted on the prdceding page attended the suburban

workshop run by'a much-admired EPC staff member. Another teacher in

this workshop commented:

I'd,say the best part of it is the workshop we have to
take. You get in with a bunch of people, there must
be 15 or 16 and there the excitement about the unit-

is contagious It goes around and you get excited.
Somebo4y says, "Well, I did it this way." You go home

and you thinli, ' at different way can I do it?" When

we go to the work op, he gi,ves us plenty of time to

discuss the kind of things we have done.

She further noted:
I

% took a science workshop course once, and they got so
involved in teaching science principles, rather than
what we were going to be exposed to and how to take
care of situations, that it became a complete drag.

But this one is kind of fun.
ft%

This teacher had never wanted to teach social ttudies before. (Her

comments are.given on page 8 ). As she reflected back over the

course, she felt her enthusiasm was high for MACOS compared with

other social studies -- not because of the course per se, but:

Mainly because of the workshop that we too*. It

wann't a project.to get-through...We saw-all the
movies, and we did all the things that the kids were
supposed to do. I was ta very enthusiastic workShop
goer, which I-'m gdherally nat. I'm not a meeting

person.
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Inothe second of our two centerftcity situations, %he least

succeFsfUl inAerms of workshop accomplishments, there wiz still

evidence of an impetus to re7think one's professions&role and goals"
k

in the light of the specific curriculum under discussion.

.It's good when you get together witfranotlier grouP of
teachers, just to hear whatt's been done. It gives
ideas of hoF semebody else taught in a pariicular
Way, and maybe you.could teach it over again in that
way.

We saw evidence that this teAher, over-controilitilg and.restrictive

of class activities, began to loosen'up a bit in teaching style and
/I.

class arrangement, experimenting with group work and b9ginning to

explore class discussion, albeit.tentatively. (See II, 152-160:We

believe that an innovative, exten4ve curriculum such as NACOS has
A z

the power, when teach9rs work togethlf in the process of .tpaching

the course, to influence)eacher behaviors.

The center-city leader in the more successful siisuation felt

that her workshop not only helped teachers to See "that the children

really can learn =TO than we think #icy can,7 but that topics that

the teachers might have considered risky and sontroversial turned

out to be possible and vhluable ailemsroom subjects.. For example,.on'

reproduction:

There were same teachers who were ahead of others in
the claggroam, and nhen they saw.that sone of the kids
had actually done same drawings of thegull, one on
top of the other...it: really made them feel more
comfortable.

The workshop situation gave potentially controversial topics a ,hear-

ing, where other teachers shared experiences; thus, the'danger began

to evaporate. The teachers began to relax and recognize that young- \
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"

sters could.and would work seriously an topics acme -had not conoidered

apprOpriate .f.pir the fifth-grade classroom.

Ard it's important that you do trust twichers to do
-these4 kinds of things, amd they will...(one teacher)

asked the childran what areas they'd likeito know
more abolit.. Overwhelmingly, they said mating...

TheY6saw the classpcm az the place they could talk
about this...It was really great. And the parents

thought-it was good.

Ralooduetion proved to be the topic that center-eity youngsters

foundmost personally intriguing. The course affords many opportdri-

ties for teachei's and students to discuss together the toide of

human and other animal reproduction, and.the special qualities

involved in human nurturance and care of the young, put.ing the topic

in the-context of survival of.the species and dependency of the young.

It is a responsible, responsive context that appeals to the deepest

# 1

needs of young people at a time when their justsigbudding sexuality

hints at serious questions'thelAst address.

There seemed to be an unexpected complementariness between the

teachers' guides and the workshop. Workshops promote a more reflective

teaching, off.setting the rather programmatic nature of the

teacher Guides:
rib

(In the workshops) we get.a chance to find out what
kinds of_things would you like to get from this dis-

cussion. But you Dave to ask.yourbelf.' Tbis is

'great. You don't have a teacher's'manual telling

you what points you ought to get across. You are

asking yourself what in important to you.

- Just as the group Work of youngsters in class promoted reflective

give - and - take amongthem, the workshops promote reflectiveness

about,the materjal and the way it was used in the classroom.
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'

Somehow I'm doing more iiiiituating.of my methods because
have a new unit. And arunit which is Urging this kind

of activity...it's so-firnly built into this. Whenever
you go to'workshops with ether teachers, it's required
of you to think of what you're doing, and rhave a lot.

'Workshops were run in many different ways, ranging from once a

week for: in hour after school to full.olly sessions several thnes during

the year. The center-city leader, running full-day sessions, said:'

I personally feel the full day is better. We; of
course, arrange fOr substitutes, and the teachers
cane in for a day and they have a chance not only to
preview films and materials before they are shwa, in
the classrooms, hut they also get a thence to share
with each other4what's been halvening back at the
ranch. And they really learn i lot from that. They
got ideas from each other, and they comforted each
other. Shored their problems, and helped open sug-
gestions tcmard solutions and that kind of thing,
which Li extremely valuable.

Frak the pcdnt of view of the teachers we interviewed, hzwever two t%.

three-hour workshops seemel most well-received. While the leader

ran full-day workshops, bringing together teachers frau several

schools once a month during the year, the teachers in her system,did

nit wholeheartedly support this system:

I would suggest not an all-day meeting. I would
suggest a morning, because often in the afternoon we
were doing things that we could have probably gone
back to our building and had done after school or
sometbing...the meetings were entirelitoo long.
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1. Teachers selected as the most salient and exeiting eharacteristics

of NACOS la the classroom:

a. Diversity of, activity and naterials

b. The verbal expressiveness anctthe respect for others'

opinions encOuraged by the activities
t

The power of the film to convey the themes of the

courte

2. Teachers spoke less often ÔT conceptual goals as a strength of

the course than they did of materials and methods, pedagcgic goals,

and classrocm climate. If we reb,rd concepts and methods as twó

classes of behavioral outcomes, ve find that teachers after using

,
the coUrse for a year agreed thai, pedagogic style -- interactive,

communicative -- was for them the most important strength of the

course. They were specific in dicussing methods, while speaking

more broadly and geeerally, and . at lesg length, about the 'conceptual

structure of the course.

3. Out of the interactive mode, teachers believed that children of

all ability levels gained confidence in their own thinking and devel-

oped a willingness to express ideas.

4. On the whole, center-city teacheri expressed a less integrated

use of the course. Either they stressed expressive skills to the

excluBion of content goals, or they were caught in the dilemma of

authority-control concerns, where fear of (or disinterest in) student

participation aborted the intentions of the course.

5. Criticisms yaried from teacher to teacher, there was less consensus

a 7,

'4. 0



on negative attributes of the COurse !ban on the positive factors.

The most common criticisms were that traditional skills were neglected

and that independent projects were pet stresied. A fuactional susses-

tion whidh teadhers often made was to shorten the time spent on the

first half of the course. They' felt that too long a period had been

allocated to, the early alumal studies, to the detriment of the

Netsilik unit. Evaluation findings based on student responses would
e

support this suggestion.

6. !leather workdhops were enthusiastically-praised. 'Criticisms

were of strectural components, such as the length of workdhop (a full

day being too long a time). Professional colleaguedhip, sharing of

-experiences about the course, and the intellectual stimulation of

the meetings were the most frequently mentioned.positive attributes.

7. Teacher,manuals. were almost unanimously extolled. Rather than

seeking less specificity in lesson plans, first year teachers ex-

pressed appreciation for the explicitness of the suggestions and the

clearly delineated continuum of lessons, many feeling they would have

floundered without this guide..

8. Some first year teachers expressed their own difficulty in master-

ing the ideas'of the course, finding the concepts complex and the

amount of.new material overWhelming. .

9, One teacher made a critical suggestion Chat teadher participation

in the course should be, if possible, of a voluntary nature. Teadhers

who hesitated to take on this new challenge would not be coerced into.

teadhing the course; as they saw and learned about the experiences of'

MACOS teachers, they might.decide fpr themselves to try the ned

21



materials. Other concerns involved continuity of 'studies fo;
it

youngsters: wftat follows in tbe sixth, seventh ,grades, etc. after

MACOS? What is available fot youngsters that helps dhem build on

and utilize the methods,.attitudei aEind knowledge of the course?
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-EVALUATION SAMPLE AND METHODOLOGY

MalE.S

Number of Schools: 1967-68: 55 schools in 14 school
systems across the.country
in both urban and suburban
settings.

1968-69: -25 sChools'in 6 sdhool Ne $

systems'in the East in both
urban and suburban Settings.

.litimber of Classrooms: 1967-68: 123

1068-69: 39

NUmber of Students: 1967-68: 2.182

Demographic Characteristics:

,s111
s.':.

alr

1968-69: 821 fos...

4 1967-68: 51% Male

49% Female

4% Fourth Glbde

58% Fifth Grade

29% Sixth Grade

10% Ungraded caasses

1968-69: 50.3% Male

49.7% Female

46.0% Fifth Grade

54.0% Sixth Grade



Testing of Students: l967-68t Fre and post,tests con-
tainin? multiple-choice and
open-ended items on'iAorma-
tion, concepts and attitudea.
Three student checklists
objective in format covering
asmaroom environment, .
student involvement and
participation, success of
various media, personal
assessment of attitudes' and
learning styles:

1968-69:i Fre and post-tests contains
multiple-Choice items on
'information, concepts and
attitudes. Pour student '

checklists objective in
format:and similar in purpose
to those adminfstered in
1967-68. ,

Selected Student Interviews: 1967-68:

1968-69:

S.

Selected Teacher Lnterviews: 1967-68:

1968-69:.

221

A

85 students in 12 classrooMs,
throcurban ant -crucL.

suburban. Students in local
settings were seen an average
of five times during the
school year.

52 students in 7 classrooms
one urban," two mmall city,
and two suburban settings.
411 students except for those
in one city were. see. n on

an average of 5 times during
the school year.

Beginning, middle and end-of-
year interviews with teachers
of classes in whidb students
were also interviewed.

The same procedure as above:



Classroom Observations:

Interviewers and Observers in
the Field:

Teacher Evaluation of the Course:

Methods of Evaluation:

1967-68;

, 1968-69:

I.

60 observations in 22 class-
rooms7taught by.4 mem and 14

women.

49 OI;servationsAin 7 class-
rooms taught,by 3-men and 4

women.

1967-68:- Seven daluaticn staff
mambeis; ana additional
observationa by.course
deVelopers superVised by
evaluation peesonoel.

1p68-69: Five evaluation staff
members,

,\
1967-68: 70 quóstiopnaires returned

fram teachers in tested class-
rooms.

1968-69:

1967-68;

1968-69:

Stittistical analyses ef

objective instruments and .

clinical interpretations of
intervtews and descriptive

materials.

The same procedure as above.

4

4
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Controls (1968-69 only)

Numbei of .Schoo1s: 5 school systeus in urban,
small city and suburban
settings in the East.

Number of Classrooms: 14

Testing of Students: Checklists objective in
format covering classroom
environment, student involve-
ment and participation, success
of various media, personal
assessment of attitudes and
learning styles. (9 of 14
clasirooms)

Demographic Characteristics of 37Z Male
Tested Students

Selected Student InerViews:

Selected Teacher,Interviews:

63% Female

100% Fifth Grade.

End-of-year interviews with
21 students in 4 classrooms.

Interviews with teachersin.
four classrooms.

The predominance of.girls in the private school samplq accounts
for the hi h female percentage. .



Classroom Observations: 20 observations in 5 class-
rooms focated in the greater
Boston area.

Interviewers and Observers in 4 evaluation.staff members.
the Field:

Method of Evaluatiori:, Statiatical analyses of
objective instruments and
clinicalPinterpretations of
interviews and descriptive
materials.
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Name:

Sex: (check one) girl

Grade:

Dian and imals Fall 1968

Education Development Gebeer

(tore-rost Test)

School:

boy Teacher:

Date:

.This diagram shows the areas in which two baboon troops live.
Troop A lives in Section A. Troop B lives in Set ion B.

Questions 1 through 4 below are-about this. m.

1. Which is the overlapping section? (Choose one answer and write its number

in the,box.)

1.

2.

[TI 3.
(15)

2. Me overlapping section is one that: (Choose one answer and,write its number

in the bax.)

At

1
1

none o the animals use

2t both gr ps use
(16)

3. Compared to the ot r two sections, the overlapping sectioK would NOT be:

(--(Choose one answf and vrite its number in the box. (

L. her in food and water

2. the same (17)

3. poorer in food and water

4. When two troops come together: (Choose one answer and write its number in the

box.)

LTJ

I. the larger troop would share the, food and water with.the
smaller troop

2.. the troops might be nervous (18)

3. young baboons of the two troops would play together



5. Read each sentence. If you Chink it 1.0 true, color in the box beside the
sentence under Time. If you think it is false, color in the box under
False. If youdITOt knovi color ia the box molder Don't finow.

. Don't
True False Know.

I E1 En a. An animal gathers information through its sense organs. (19)

In many animal groUps more babies die dilute live. (20)

---J
c. You cam see and touCh the signelsfthat the brain sends

to the body. (21)

CIDt1 [11 d. Male baboons protect their own Children better than
they protect other young babaons. (22)

E-1 e. When a herring gull Chick looks'hungry, its parents
feed it. (23)

Baboons care for their young longer th4neherring gulls.
care Ear their young. (24)

Information from the environment is necessary for pn
animal's survival. (25)

L=1)

irh. Human beings are animals.J (26)

An animal's brainreceives information and sends signals
to the different parts of the body. (27)

I j. When we examine how something is 1?uilt, wi can tell a
lot about how it is used. (28)

(29)

1 1.. Whenever a gull sees sticks, it wants to build a nest. (30)

1--J k. A group of animals might decide to change the way it-
looks because-its environment has.g.hangea.

au A brown rabbit has o better chance of surviving in a
dark forest Chan a white rabbit. (31)
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6. Look at the pictures'. Then write in the box below the number of the picture
showing an animal you think would not be able to live irk dhe place shown.

7. If all animals like those in pieture 5 died, what would happen to the
animals like those in picture 3? (Write the number of your answer in the
box.)

1. nothing would happen

2. the group would increase in number at first

3. they would live happily

4. they would have a bigger food supply.
3 3

4

(32)

(33)
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8. Baboon troops never leave their home range. This is,because:
(Choose one aiswer and write its number in the box.)

1. Therdon't want to leave sick or old baboons too -
farlbehind.

2. No one is sure of the reason.

.

3. They don't want other animals'to get the things they have
built up.

4. They are'able to survive only in thai special area.

9. A salmon is able to find its way back to its birthplace
(Choose one answer and write its number in the box-L

1. Some member of the group has made the trip

2. The parehts tell the way to their young.

3. Each salmon remembers the small of its river.

4. Salmon learn to do this by trkal and error.
- ,

bicause:

before. .

(35)

10. The group life of a baboon troop allows: (Write the number of each
answerryou choose 03 the IWsbesite that answer. Choose as many as you wish.)

I. young baboons to play organized games
mt.elPlb.

m1101..
.1.1111.1111

2 ' an adult to share meat with an infant

3. the males to keep peace in the troop

4. the males to hunt while the females gather food

5. other females to help a mother witli her newborn infant

6. 'the males to protect the'females And babies

(36)

437)

(38)

(39)

(40)

(41)
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11. During their lifetimes, animals learn to do many things. They are able
to do other things without learnins. Head each sebtence below. Then
write a."1" in thetbox next to the sentence if you think it is
something the.animal learns or a "0" in the box if you think the animal
could 00 that dhing yithout learnAngi how to do it.

Herring Gull

C:::1 a. find the edge, of its territory (42),

CD b. peck at the red spot on its parentrs-tak (43)

c. crouch when in danger ,(44)

d. recognize its chicks by spets on the head (45)

Baboon

E-21 a. know the alarm calls of other animals (4i)

çiij b. cling to its mother's chest (48)

1=1 c. make sounds (49)

:d. give special calla at special times (50)

12. Actions, sounds and words are all ways of communicating. There are some

things that human beings and many animals can express. There are other

things that only human beings can express, In the box beside each statement

write a
I .if the statement can be expressed by human beings and

some other animals

2. if the statement can be expreJsed only by human beings

= Danger:

Last summer my femily went to the country.

C:: Tomorrow. we will have to get more. food.

E::1 In China it is night...time epw.

[2:1 I am angry.

L The big green monster climbed slowly out of the lake.

=:1 I feel so sad.

=:1 Do you know where my friends are?o

LiJ If I don't find a shelter, I will have no place to sleep.

,

ltm lost!
'235

(51)

(52)

(.53)

(54)

(55)

(56)

(57)

(58)

(59)

(60)



t yordaMeaning

In colUmn A are some words you have read and used during this course. Please
. read each one. Then find in Column B the best definition for the word and write

that letter in the box next to the word in Column A.

Column A Column B

C:::: structure a. the young of any animal (61)

reproduction b. one's surroundinge
I

(62)

(. . the opposite of animal
P

(63)
juvenile

. d. .a mammal and a primate (64)

Eihuman being e. the special way something is

El life cycle
built (65)

.

, f. jump to ong side (66)

1:::TI environment
.

4

g. AB young human pr other young
1

1:
animal (67)

offspring
h. a delinque,nt or bad teenager (68)

ID predator
l

i. a bpecial way in which something

1:23 innate
is used . (09)

a hunter of other animals (70

1 1
behaVior Ic.\ giving birth to young (71)

1. the ways an animat acts (72)

m. a baby gorilla (73)
1

n. not learned . (74)

d

4.4

o. the pattern of birth, having
babies and dying (75)

p. Food or bad manners (76)
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Please read the five paragraphs below.

True False Reason

-7.

(15-29)

It was early morning in Africa and the scientist Irven peVure

started out to continue his study of baboons. As he drove

along, he cam to an area where. he saw a few trees, some low

_ vegetation, a_grakay_plain and.8 water hole. He decided

this would be a good place to stop.

.
.

He was looking for a new trobp of baboons if he could find

D one, because he felt he couldn't learn much by watching the

same baboons day after day.
%

"I can't tell one from the other anyway. One baboon is just

kike the next," he laughed to himself.

Dr. DeVoie did not bring his field glasses with him because

I-1 he knew baboons are never disturbed by human beings. Any

1 troop would allow him to come very close.

He especially looked forward to playing with the baby baboons.nH
Some of the paragraphs you just read give correct information about the way a

scientist would work and think. Others are not stall true.

Read the first paragraph again. If you think what it says is true, color in the

box beside the paragraph under True. If you think it is false, color in the box

under False. After you have done this, "read the numbered sentences balm. Chccse

the sentence that tells why you decided the paragraph was true or false. Write .

the number of your reason in the box under Reason.

Do the same thing for each paragraph.
Reasons

L. Baboons are not bothered by the presence of human beings..

2. Every baboon in a troop can be identified-by the way it looks and acts.

,Baboons are never iteund where there are only a few trees and some low

vegetation.

All adult-baboons are so alike in appearance that we cannot tell them apart.

- A scientist can't learn very much by watching only a small gro4 of one type

of animal.

6 To get the best observations, we should not let baboons become aware that they

are being watched.

7. The baboon troop guards infants very closely and would not let a stranger

get near one.

E. Troops of baboons are found in an area that provides food, water and some trees.

9. By studying one troop of baboons very closely a scientist is able to learn a

great deal about all baboons.

.-t-1 7
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Both fish live In the siime river and both would make a tasty meal for
their sharp-eyed enemies. In the box,beside,each statement, write a

1 if the,statement is true

2 if the statement is false

3 if you don't know

JJ Fish B is more likely to survive in this river than Fish A. (30)

E=1 If Fish A breaks its fin, its offspring will have broken fins. (31)'

71 Fish A and Fish B may be two i'larieties of the same species of fish.(32

In 100 years, there ate likely to be many more fish like "A" than (33)
like "B" in the river.

If the food supply in the river changes, the fish will decide whether
they want to eat the nev food or move to another river. (34)

On the list below, there are some things that only human beings do,
some things that only human beings and chimpanzees do, and same things
that human beings, chimpanzees and baboons do. In the box ne;E:t to each

statement, write a.

1 if only human beings do it

2 if only human beings and2chimpanzees do it

3 if human beings, chimpanzees and baboons do it

7-1 way do things together with individuals they do not know well (35)

= make tools (36)

A .

mothers care for their young for at least 6 months (37)

[:::] eat meat and fruit (38)

1=3 the young recognize their father and mother (39)
,

i Imlay spena some of the day alone (40)

= enjoy pl4ing 141)
_

ED tell stories to their young
2 38 '(42)

E:Thmales hunt and females kkather food (43)
, <7

ED greet others with kisses andhugs (44)
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Dlar Students:
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Evaluation Meek list II

Man and Animals
Faximmy. _1969

This is our second checklist. You ,have had some new materials

and learned about new animals since the last one. We would like to find

out what you think,of E.D.C. social studies now.

What you say in this checklist uill be confidential and will

be.seen only by the E.D.C. evaluators.

Sincerely,

The E.D.C. Evaluators



Name:

Educatioi Development Center
4411 Br Otkle Street

. Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

School:
SI

Teacher:

Grade:

Pate,1.

(Check one) girl tboY

While studying about faboons the boys and girls in ny 'class have spent 'mat
of the tinmv
(Check 2 answers)

(15) reading

(16) doing projects,.drawing

(17) writing answers to questions

(18) listening to the teacher

(19) talking to each other about the course

(20) answering the teacher's questions

(21) taking notes

(22) watching filns

(23) other (write in your answer:



.2..

.

2. While studying about PWboono the boys and girls in nvelsos have been:

(Check 3 angwers)

(24) ,asking a lot of questions

_125)

(26) talking to eadh other about the course

(27) wishing we wouldn't have to spend so nuch tine on each booklet

(26), bored

(29) trYing to do a gond job

(30 silly

(31) interested

432) r eking part

(33) wishing we Could go more slowly

.(34) wishing we c ld o faster

3. If I had to describe my Nan and Animals class, I would use the words:

(Check 2 answers)

(35) easy

(36) confusing

(37) makes me think

(38) hard

(39) fun

. (4) not very important

(41) my favorite sUbject

(42) bbring

(43) other (What is it?
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4. While studying abo4 BaboonsI.I have been:
(Check 3 answers)

(44) confUsed

__thinking a-lot-about Baboons

(46). bored

a. OM listening to what is being said in class

(48) thinking a lot about human beingS

(49) talking about Baboons

(50) interested

(51) unable to understand why we are atudyIng abnut nahnnals

(52) asking questions

(53) answering the teacher's questions

(54) working on projects

(55) learning a lot of things I never knew before

(56) wishing we could go more slowly

(57) wishing we could go faster

When I studied about Baboo :

(Check one answer)

(58)

eit

1. I always asked questions

2. I sometimes asked questions

3 I hardly ever asked questions

4 I never asked questions



6. 1 learned mcat about Baboons when 1:
(Check tnree answers) '

(59) read the baboon booklets

(60) did projects like the en;iionment boards
a-

(61) watched films and slides

(62) listened to the ideas of my classmates

(63). asked questions

(641, listened to the teacher

(65) talked in class about Mhn and Animals

(66) wrote answers to questions

(67) wrote stories or leports

(68) other (Please write in your answer:

, .

Which did you like best?
(Check 2 answers)

(69)

(70)

(71)

(72)

(73)

(T4)

.111.MINE

110111=111.

salmon book3Ots

herring gull booklets

baboon booklets

chimpanzee booklet

Irven DeVore's Field Notes'

the booklets on animal adaptation and behavior

a



O. Which did you enjoy doing most?
(Check 2)

(15) making environment boards

(16) Observing other students

(17) reading booklets

(13) watching films

(1S) talking about my ideas in class

(20) listening to the record

(21) doing worksheets

(22) listening to the teacher

40)

(23) other (What was it3.

S. Which did you like best?
(Check two answers) -

(24) the salmon film

(25) the herring gull film and slides

(26) the film on the animals in the Amboseli Game Park

(27) the chimpantee film

(20 the baboon filos

(2S) the sniltie slides

10. While studying about Man and Animals, I liked to work best:
(Check one answer)
(30)

I lay myself

_2in a small group

3.in one big group (with the whole class)

-r
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11. When studying about Nan and Animal's, Icarne4 ihe west about man when'I:

(Check two answers

(31) read the logklets

(32) talked-about my ideas in class

(33) observed other students

(34) watched the films_

(35) listened to the &.Ircher

,(36) did ia special report or project

(37) listened to the ideas of other students

(33) other (ghat was it?

12. I learned the most about, other animals when I:
(Check two answers)

(39) read the booklets

(40) talked about my ideas in class

(41) observed other students

(42) watched the films

(43') listened to the teacher

(44) did a special report or project

.(45) listened to the ideas of other students

(46) other (What was it?

/

4

1

IP

1
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13. On the line ttside eifeh sentence, write a

if you AGREE with it

2 if you DO NOT AGREE with it

(47)*
SmzimeISMI

3 if you CAN'T DECIDE

When you-xead .something, you know It is true.

(40) The best way to learn something for school is to look it up in a
book.

(4S) Only anthropologists learn from doing observations.

(50) I would rather learn by reading than by doing observations.

(51) Kids learn a lat,by doing observations.

(52) My classmates often have good ideas to share.

(53) I don't trust my own opinions.

(54) It is hard to learn something new unless it is explained to me.
.r

(55) Opinions I read in books are more important .than my own ideas.

(56) ........ Most grown-ups'care a lot about my opinions. .

(57) .........
It is very hare to do obser:/atioas if,you are not an
anthropologist.



NaMe

(Pre-Post Test)

EDUCATION DEVELOPMENT CENTER
15 Mifflin Place -

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

School:

City:

Teache':

leall=1*

CirCle One: boy girl

ARCTIC

(The Arctic is the area near the,North Pole.)

(15) ugly : beautiful

(16) changing . ----. .. . : changeless.... . ......
(17) windy

......... : calm

(18) strange .
. ... .

.
.
.

.

familiar.............

(19) explored -,......,_ .
.

.........: unexplored

(20) tsCrie . .. .--.. . : wild.........
(21) good .

. .---......i......-4. , . bad

(22) deserted . ,
. : inhabited...... .......... ----- .

(23), fietce : gentle

(24) livable : not... . livable



(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

(29)

(30)

(31)

. (32)

(33)

(34)

ESKIMO FAMILIES

sharing :
. .

,., . ,: . ; selfish

simple . . ........................... complex

lazy :......... ONI01110. lONa . : : hardworking

happy . : . :.............: sad

kind

poor

loNWmim. ammOw..m. milmIWINww m =1MO111.....
primitive :

'light

ignaiant

lawful

: cruel

: rich

: advanced

:aMMpiummi ..Pmommno0.0 .0Mr~OPMN wwwqmpoMm wOMIMmoMMmim, dark.

aImm.... =imimNommiifm : wise

lawless



(35) kuman

(36) together

(37) bad

COOPERUION

=11 ° auimal

,7 4111IPOR alone.. ...: good

(38). necessary .. . : not necessary

(39) hard : easy

(40) lasting

(41) innate

s'brief

.11.1 : learne,.

(42) \chosen' .
.........

. : forced

(43) cempleX .

.

. :
:

. .
. : simple

.--...... -........ 011. .......--

(44) male . : - : : female
-.,...... -... ....

. OPPM1141



(45)

(t-6)

(47)

(48)

(49)

(50)

(51)

(52)

(53)

(54)

sharing

stmple

lazy

happy

kind

poor

priwitivi

light

ignorant

lwaful

MERMAN ..FAMILIES

. J

MOMMI01~111****. -*MM***Immulalamp reirommomiemmilam*
selfish .

' :complex

.*06~mramawa Notimanammalamo 1111*: hardwork ng

a 0 0 : sadled 10.

: cruel,

0 *: rich.SOMM iiroirOanims. ilmaiminiMiammier. am**** a*10

0
O ,111mmempla 101=11=110

MIONman

11=1MM 001..111=0IMIIMMI

advanced

: dark

: wise

: lawless



(55)

Read each sentence.
the seatanee under
Do Not Agree. If you

Do N6t- Don't

4tial ABE......ees Kim

=!. C:1 tssi

If you agreilyith what it says, co1or in tha box beside

Ag2210. If you do not sane, color in the box under
don't know, color-in the box under Don't Know.

ONO.

(:,4)

(35)

(67)

(GC)

(GS)

(70)

A Netsilik Eakin° mother is just as happy when she
sives'birth to a girl as she im.whea she gives birth
to a boy.

A Netsilik Eskimo woman must have a hushantrto
but a Netsilik maa can live very well alone.

survive,

Thrpugh language man and other aOlaals are able to

communicate Adeas to each otPer.

Using magic words and following old custems make a
esilik Eskinio feel Sae.

Four bunters working together at a crossing piaci
can usually kill more caribou than four bunters working

aibnc.

1 :21 t= There are soue people around the world who are not like
Americans in any way.

E:::11 'A Netsilik Eskimo would be happier living in a warMer

climate.

If a Netsilik Eskimo were angry, he would probably
sing a ,song.

(:::I Jinn and other animals all have belief.

If a Netsilik Eskimo is noe 4 succesiiful seal hunter,

his family will,starve.

Netsilik Eskimog and Awericams have similar feelings

Netsilik Eskimo children learn about Netsilik beliefs
by reading,books.

toeard people.

Netsilik Eskimos think of hunting as a sport.

The differences among people are so grpat that some
people are more like other animals than they are like
people.

lingic halm tietsilik. Eskimos to be good hunters.



III. rut a 'next, to all tools on tba #31.1oering list:

(15) flamer

(16) . pencil

(17) eye glasses

(18) spoon . I

(19) tree

(20) .envelope
4,

(7.1) lake

(22)1 lightbelb

(23) nail

(24) saw

(25) insect

. (26) snowplow

(27) door

(zo dirt

(29) sun

(30)0111111101111116
camera

" . .. ......

'2 52



v. If a group of listsilik Eskisos:cams-tiodsit us thsy uoisld lo.an some
things about our ltves that would seem fmailimrto them. Other things
would aaem'strange and,unfAmiliar.

For each of the phrases below:

Put an F next to those things ihout..us that would seem familiar to
an Eskimo.

Put au S next to those thins 'about us that would seem.stranwand
unamiffsr.

(31) The way we feel lbout dogs.

(32) ...The games young-childran play.

(33) The way children and parents feel about each other.

(34) The fact that rometimes we move to a new home.

(35) The way wesfeel when:we have dope somqthing wrong.

(36) The way we feel about hunting animals%

(37) The fact that we travel to another place just for fun.

(38) The way we feel when a friend makes fun of us.

(39) The fact that we use words to express our feelings and ideas.

(40) The fact that people are punished when they hurt others.

(41) The fact that soma peopletant to live alone.



Evaluation Checklist Il*

Netsilik Eskimos

1969

Dear Atudents:

A.

Now that you have studied about the Netsilik Eskimo, we are

especially interested in knowing what yall, opinion isof the

whdle unit. We hope that you will be very honest in the answers

you giveecause in that wiy you can be of moat help to us.

7

What you say in '-this checklist will be confidential 'and will, be

seen only by the EDC Evaluators.

Sincere1y,

The EDC Evaluators



Education Dovalopmant Cantor
15 Mifflin Placa

Cambridge, Maasacbusettio 02138

Name:

School:

Teaer:

Gradg:

(Check one) Girl Boy

1. If I had to describe the unit
words:

(Chick 2)

Date:

on the Netsilik4Eskimos. I would use .the

(15) easy

(16) confusing at times

(17) 'hard

(18) makes me think

(19) fun

(20) not very important

(21), bowing

(22) my favorite subject

(23) other What is it?

2. So far I have learned the most about the Netsilik Esicimos fram:

(Check 3)

(24) reading' the booklets

(25) seeing movies and slides

(26) playing hunting games in class 9

(27) listening to records

(28) taking part in small group dismissiOns

(29) taking part in 'whole class disclfsions

(30) listening to the teacher explain things

(31) Jmaking things such as tools

(32) drawing maps and pictures

(33) __acting things out 2 55
(34) other (what is it?

kr



1. r3. Which part of the Eskimo Unit was most intereiting?

(Check one) -P

(35) learning about Asctic animals
-

(36) learning about the tools. Eskimos use

(37) 2 learning about the way EskiMos-live andVerk..

(38) learning about the.EskiMose feelings, dreams and religion

4. While studying aboUt Netsilik Eskimos I liked best:

(Cheat 3)

(39) playing the games .

(40) using Eskimo cards

(41) reading the booklets

(42) writing reports

(43) watChing films

(44) discussing things about the Eskimos

(45) making things such as tools

(46) 'listening to records

(47) drawing pictures or maps

(48) acting out stories

(49) other (what is it?

5. .0f the reading, I liked best:

(Check two)

(50) __poems

(51) journal

(52) stories

(53) information on the Arctic and Arstic Animals

(54) The Many Lives of Kiviok
. 41E+

(55) ',he True Play of Haw ttimangnark Got Kingnuk the Girl He
. Really Wanted



6. &lithe following filmam.I liked beat the one on:

(Check one)

(56) traveling in winter and building igloos

(57) hunting seals

(5S) people playi2g games inside-the igloo and sharing seals

(59) Eskimo stone carvingpand how they tell the legend of how the
Raven lost its voice.

7. To get good marks when studying about the Netsilik Eskimos I had to:

(Check 3 answere)

(60) memorize all the facts in the booklets

(61) read well

(62) be able to think of a lot of good examples

(63) take part in class discussions

(64) remember everything the teacher said

(65) agree with the teacher

(66) have my own opinion

(67) write well

(68) do extra projects

(69) be able to talk about what I saw in films

(70) tfy to be as quiet as possible

(71) bring in extra information about Eskimos

(72) ariswer a lot of the teacher's qixestions

(73) other (what is it?



4

8. While studying about Eskimos tin boys and girls in my class have

spent most of the time

(Check 2 minswer0)

(15) reading

(16) doing projects, drawing

(17) writing answers to questions

(18) listening to the teacher

(19) talking to each other about the course

(20) . answering the teacher's questions

(21) taking notes

(22) watching films

(23) other (write in your answer:

When studying the Netsilik Eskimos, my classmates and I asked:

(Check I answer)

(24)

lumany questions

2.a few questions

3.hardly any questions

AP.

IMF

10. From studying the Netsilik Eskimos, how well do you feel you know

what it is like to be an Eskimo?

I (Check one)

(25)

1.very well

2.somewhat

3.not well at all

258



5

11. Which of the,following units did you find the moat interesting?

(Cbeck.one answer)

(26) The Salmon

(27) The Herring Gull

(28) The Chimpanzee

(29) The Baboon

(30) The Hetsilik Eskimo

12. Check the unit you found to be somewhat boring:

(31) The Salmon

(32) The Herring Gull

(33) The Chimpanzee

(34) The Baboon

(35) The Netsilik.Eskimo



APPENDIX C

Obiervation Forma

9 6 0

4

I.



CLASSROOM OBSERVATION FORM 1 7-68

I. Physical description
A. Size of class
B. 'Room: qge

furnituru

cheerfulness, studen
C, Seating arrangement

pattern of seats
sex segregation

II. Teacher
A. Age
B. Style

1. Personality(loudness,
reservedivivacious, relaxed,
amount and type of movement)

2. Sensitivity (What
arouses her,pleasure; ire?)

3. What type of student
does she atm at (verbal,
creative)?

4. Does she draW out
students?

5. Stance:
a. Stays in front
of room apart from
studeuts
b. Is physically
part of a Eitudent

group

teacher decorations



C. Participation.
Amount (Does teacher
talk most of the time:
lecture?)

Are exchanges student-
to-student or student-
to-teacher?

Do most of dhe questions
come from the teacher?

Rinds of questions:
factual/opinion

specific short answer

lengthy response

other(specify)

Lesson:
open-ended discussion

guided discussion

questicin and ansWer

Teacher role:
authority
guide
resource

rdik,
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Doep teacher seem inter-
ested in the material?

Are there real issges
in the material with
whiCh dhe is involved?

D. Attitude toward studentsi
Will a4e admit lack of
knowledge?

Does she talk dawn to
students?

B. Preparations
Does she know the
material?

III. Methods

A. Content of lesson

, B. Kinds of activities
which occurred during
lesson(indicate if
simultaneous)

*Inactive/symbolic

Verbal/visual(e.g,
use of chalkboard)

.3.



C. Structure of lesson
What are the objectives
of the classroom session?

Any explicit review of
previous lesson?

Is there a conclusion
or summary?

To what.extent does the
class generalize?

To what extent do students
relate content to their
own experience?

Does teacher encourage
this?

Does incidental learning
occur?,

Digressions?

IV. Students
A. Amount and content of noise

B. Amound of student movement
around classroom

C. Amount and kind of non-
participation 264



Are whole sections of
the class excluded?

Are non-hand raisers
ignored?-

E. Student participation:
Injecting new ideas or
asking questions

Answering teacher's
questions

Discussion between
students about the
material

Group work
General attention level
General interest level

Off

..5.
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,

Man,a

"V
se of Study

servations
°Ir

Clbsmoer: Date:

Teacher: School:

Topic of lesson: City:

Length of lesson:

A. Descrintion of the content of the lessen. .

Note especially: way in Which the lesson was introduced and concluded,

materials used and reactidits to them, examples of questions, answers, and com-

ments by.teacher and pupils.

Note particularly use of examples, comparisans, generalizations, recall

of prior learning, connections between animal and human,.use of EDC vceabulary,

unusual behaviors.



B. Enter the number of the classroom structure beside each activity that took
place.

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

(22).

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

011111.1111001110

OrMINNINIMR

IMIMEMMIAMM

14111

elM11...

0.11MINMINIMIR

.11..111111.4m

0.11M.IMMINIP

whole ciass is 1_
small. group .= 2

individual 3

other (specify) 4

arts and crafts

viewing

ieading - text

reading - other

writing

lecture by teacher

guided discussion

role-play

listening (records, etc.)

student report

question-answer

open-ended discussion

laboratory

other (specify:

C. Time sequence of activities:

(28) at least some simultaneogs

(29) one activity at a time

D. Objective of lesson (check no more than two):

(30)

(31)

(32)

(33)

(34)

(35)

.0011101=m1=1

0.1111.110.1010

=1.

information

concepts

skills

interpersonal behavior

too difficult to decipher

other (specify:

o'

E. (36) Teacher ignored EDC- : : : : : Teacher care-
suggested lesson fully followed EDC plan.'



F. Evaluation Of non-verbal activity:

(37) Low student interest

(38) Less than 113 parti-
cipation

(39) Quiet

(40) Students have no
clear sense of purppse.

(41) Teacher's role:
Authority

High student
interest.

* t :
. Almost all par-.

ticipate.

. . Noisy.. . .

. . .
. Students have

sense of purpose.

/ .
.
.

.

. / Non-participant.
de resource

G. Percent of lesson devoted to verbal activities (check one):

(42) 25

(43) 50

(44) 75

(45 100

H. Evaluation of verbal aspects of lesson:

46) Factual questions . Opinion questions

(47) short answer .
.
.

.
. .

. *Lengthy response.

(48) Questions mostly
from teacher

(49) Teacher asks few
questions

Questions mostly
from students.

Teacher asks many
questions.

(50) Exchanges largely . 'Exchanges largely
student to teacher student to student

(51) Students ignore each
other's statements

(52) Many irrelevant
statements

(53) Students use few
personal examples

(54) Students references
to materials (Use only spaces lrmone, 4..some, and 71mmany.)

a

a a

Students listen
to each other.

Statements rele-
vant to topic.

Students use many
personal examples

(55) Teacher sets and
controls agenda

(56) Student interest low

(57) Less than 1/3 parti-
cipation

*.omr**kmi.me

a
S***. oplow.

Students initiate
topics of discussion

Student interest

,

1001.0.0.111. .11.1.1.111101.0 IIM1111=0...
:'

high

Almost all parti-

268 cipate.



(58) Quiet . . 0

(59) Students have no
clear purpose

(60) Teacher's Role:
Authority.

(61) Quality of verbal
activities poor

guide

Students have
sense of purpose

/ Non-participant
resource

Quality excellent

I. Classroom atmoseas (considering the session as a whole):

(62) Teacher is authori-
tarian

Permissive.

(63) Teacher is reserved .
. .

. . .
. Expressive.

(64) Teacher doesn't show . : . : . Shows pleasure---- wambi Imoom =0,.. o...wIsa, omowwwwP
pleasure

Teacher doesn't show . Shows anger.

anger
(65)

(b..)

(67)

(68)

(69)

(70)

(71)

(72)

(73)

(74)

(75)

(76)

Teacher's voice
extremely loud

Extremely soft.

Teacher illat-ease Relaxedoenjoys
lesson.

Teacher is bored

Teacher doesn't draw
out students

Teacher talks down
to students - much

.- .
.

.
.

.

. Involved with
subject.

a Makes obvious ef-
4.

fort to draw out students.
1

.

. . . .
.
. None.

Class is teacher- --- ..
dominated operative venture.

wro. ve
. Has tone of co-

Teacher's style idea '. : -. . "People" oriented.

oriented

Overall student in- : High.

terest - law

Overall student par-
ticipation - less than 1/3

Teacher's stance:

Nearly all par-

Apart from students

Amount of teacher
movement (Use only spaces 1=none, 4=some, and 7=much.)

ticipate.

Physically close
to students.



APPODIX D

Interview Questions'
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1P1ejuostiQns nd Wale UniAn t

I. What have you enjoyed sost since you began studying about Man and

Animals?

2. How do you think you learned the most about baboons -- from booklets,

from pictures, from films, class discussions....?

3. If someone said to you that animals communicate with one another in

the same way as humane, what would you say?

4. Hcm; would you explain to someone the difference between innate and

learned behavior? Can you give me some examples?

If you were to draw a picture of the human life line, where wouy you

place yourself on it?

6. Do you thlnk baboons live mostly by instinct or mostly by what they

learn in the troop?

7. When you were making observations, how did you go about observing

others? What kinds of things were you Looking for? What kinds of

ehings did you learn? Aim does learning about something through

observations campare with reading about it? (Are there advantages?

Disadvantages?)

8. Were there things that Weren't shown or weren't discussed that you

would want to know more about?

9. I thought you night like to look through.the booklets yon 'owe raga

-so far and perhaps you could tell me what you ehought of each one --

whiCh you liked most, least, found hardest -- what you thought of the

pictures, etc.



lealtstim2s Una

1. Did you do anyttling while Studying about the Netsilik that was
particularly exciting or fun? (a.g. act out story of Nullajuk,
Seal Game, etc.)

2. What did eaeh of you rand that you especially remember?

3. la the way in whieh the Netsilik think about the world the same as
the way we do? (e.g. explanations for eventu like thunder and

* lightning?)

4. What do you think about the Netsilik films compared to the films in
Man and Animals? How do you think EDC films compare to TV programs?

5. -Did you see any film that made you admire the Netsilik? Dislike them?

&. Does the Netsilik family seem like your family in any way?

7. If you were an Eskimo, would you rather be a man or a woman? Why?

8. HoW did you'feel about the,way the Netsilik sometimes practice
infanticide? Was this common or rare?

9. What do ypu think Netsilik Eskimos really care aboei?

10. (Show on separate piece of paper he words:
Killing, Beliefs, Family, Dreams, Jealousy.)
words. What two words do you associate with
to them in their lives? Why?

Fear Love, Friendship,
Think about these

the Eskimos as important

11. (Show them the words: Salmen, Herring Cull, Baboon, American.)
Yoti've studied about the salmon, herring gull, baboon. You have
also studied about the Netsilik E'skimo. Which of these words do
you feel the Netsilik Eskimo is most like? Why',



MAN: A COURSE. OF STUDY

clupLeioos

Teacher Ilaggyftwe

What.topics have been easiest for stu ts? Hardest? Has the reading

level been'appropriate?

2. Have tho children been interested in some topics more than in others?

Which have not appealed? Which have Loa been most, least interested iu?

3. What are the'main ideas or learnings 'that you would like the students

to get from this course?

4. Are your kids able to make generalizations or comparisons about the,

materials? For example....

5. Which parts of the student materials do you feel need revision?

6. Have you done anything in class with reproduction? Natural selection?

Language? (Ask for comments on natural,selection slides and wort-

sheets.)

7. Has the class done the conflict and play laboratories? Briefly, how

were they organized? What did you see as the purpose to them? Was it

worthwhile as,ar. experience? Any problems?

B. What activities do kids like best in the EDC course? Learn the most

from? What kinds of activities is it hardest to get cooporation for?

9. Whet kinds of teaching techniques or combinations of techniques have you

found especially successful in teaching this course?

10. Are these methods different from those you have used in teadhinr other

so5lal studies courses?

11. Do you gind Man and Animals hard or easy to teach? Javy?

12. How much use do you make of the teaeher's manual? In what wsys might it

he improyed? Are there suggested acttvities which have been

unsuccessful with your students?

13. The whole question of diseussion--how do you handle it? What do you

feel makes for a good discussion? What size group seems best for

discussion? Whaehappens when there is no "riiht answer"?

14. Do you attend workshops? 'Hdie often do they meet? Are they organized?

; What do you see as their major purpose? Results? Are there way% La

which they might be made more useful to you? Do 'any workshop -sessions

stand out as particularly helpful or tnteresting? How did the work-

shops iatroduce you to the course? Do you feel workshops are necessary

for your teaching of the course?

15. In workshops, have you seen any videotapes of class sessions? How

would you evaluate.the usefulness of these films?

i



Notes on Using the Classroom Observation Form

Evaluation Prognura
1968-1959

We hope that by observing classrooms using NACOS and other secial

studies programs, we will gain perspective on a number of qUestions:

How are curricula actually used in the classroom? Axe certain
types of activities identified with particulgr social studies
programs?' r-

Can wedefine the general atmosphere or tone of a class? If
so, with wilat dces it 6orrelate?

Can we discern the development of cognitive skills?

What changes occur in a classroom "profile" over time?

Some general guidelines for completing the form are given on the following

pagts.

* For each teacher's claas, a separate ckground Data sheet should

be completed. Bersure to record any changes in item 6, Isating arrIngement.

Section A, Description of the content of the lesson, should be completed

while the class ds in the progress. Since we expect to use the data in

this section to illustrate_the various cases, specific examples are crucial.

The checklist, B I, should be done rapidly at the end of the
AA

lesson or immediately afterwards. (before you return to Cambridge). The

,checklist is a seven-point scale, with space 1 at the far leit and space

7 at the far right.

Items

B. Classroom a,ctivity - If a particular'activity--for example, open-ended

discussiontakes place both in small groups and in the wilole class,

the observer indicates this by marking the space (#26) the firt time

the activity 'occurs and checking "other" with written specification

7 71
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for the second version of the activity.

Wbrksheets, either produced py EEC or by the individual teacher, should

be indicated as such under 08., "other." Ch worksheet might also be

a written-out set of questions ram the teacher to which a'written

answer is expected.)

21. Guided discussion - All discussions contain some student-to-student

interaction; if the exchanees are solely student-to-teacher, we call

this a question and answer activity. In a guided discussion the

teacher clearly directs or leads the group. He makes statements or

asks questions which clarify certain points, or he encourages certain

answers, or he redirects the course of the discussion. He may

sujnmatize.

25. Ivestion-antwer - Most likely the teacher asks the questions and the

studentc 'tnswer them, though it is possible that -le session consist

of students' questions and the teacher's answers.

26. Open-ended discussion - While the teacher may set up the general plc

of discussion or pose the problem for the classs to consider, mo one

answer is sflught. The teacher does little, if any, summarizing or

directing.

E. Teacher ignored/followed EEC plan - Fill in item after comparing the

observed lesson to the sugpestions in the teacher's man .

39 & 58. Quiet/noisy - Spaces 6 and 7 are reserved for noise which inter-

feres with elasswork, or for a situation which is out-of-hand or

chaotic.

40 & 59. Stulents have sense of purpose - Judge the class on izs own terms.



The teacher may not understand EDC's purpoae, but may clearly convey

BIS purpose to the kids. The latter is what we are looking for.

G. Percent of lesson devoted to verbal activities - Use the clock, please!

H. VerbU aspects of the lesson - By "verbal" we mean talking, reading,

and writing.

For this section the observer should take into consideration all1
verbal activities and present an evaluation which averages different

types of verbal activities. For examples if the entire period is

spent in amall groups and whole class discussions, and if the two

activities were different in tone, the observer should check rough

mean scores.

47. Short answer/lengthy response - Just bear in mind that kids are not

long-winded-, so that even a lengthy response won't be too "long."

Lengthy response would indicate the expression of a eamplete thought

or full explanation, etc.

51. Students ignore each other's statements - Are the children who are

engaged in discussion talking to each other or F. t each other?

52. Irrelevant statements - We are trying to look a . the class on its own

termr--if the kids' statements are relevant to even an irrelevant

topic, then check the "rel.evant to topic" end.

53. Students use personal examples - This means same statement by the kids

about their personal lifc, not merely an expression of their opitions.

We are interested in what they actually say lare; not what might be

going on in their minds.

54. Students make references to materials - Again, we mean explicit

references, such as "In the film I saw..." "Can we look it up rin the
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field notes?" This item is not intended to mmasure use of EDC voca-

bulary. USe ONLY spaces l=none, 4=some, an4 7qmani.

55. Teacher sets and controls agenda - In the broadest sense the teacher

always does so, even if it is to designate a certain &mount as "free

,discussion." What up really meaia on this item is the extent to which

the teacher sets and controls the 122.14s of discussion. The observer

should try to note the origin of topics---whether they are formulated

by the teacher or by the students.

6o. Teacher!s role -.This item should be read as a continuum, with

"authority" indicated in space 1, "non-participant" in space 7, and

the degree of guide" or "resource" in spaces 2 - 6. .

71. Class is teacher-dominated/has tone of cooperative venture. This

item really gets at the overtness of a teacher's control. A teacher
SO

may actually exercise tight control but do so in a way whi h makes the

students led ]. as if this is not the case--if so, the class

"have the tone of a coopers%ive venture." Of course, the same tone

would exist in a class in which the taacher and students are.truly

acting as equal partners.

72. Teacher style idea oriented/student oriented - An idea oriented

teacher would show primary concern with the material, whether it be

facts or concepts. In another sense, he is task oriented. "Student.

oriented" refers to a concern wlth students' behavior or inter-personal

relations. For example, a teacher might direct discussion away from

the specLfie EDC content to consideration about how the kids worked

together when they were arriving at same answer.

74 Cverall student partication - Find the weighted average of items 38

p.

and 57. 7
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MAN: A COURSE OF STUDY

Interview with a Center City Student

Interviewer: Have you seen any new films' lately?

Jim: Yeah, I liked the baboon films Chat are in the little movie

projectors.

Interviewer: Why?

Jim: There's one thing I don't like about them. You can't leave
Chem in the projector too long, or the film will burn.

Interviewer: What do you like about them?

Jim: You can carry it around and stuff. You can look at it and you

won It miss anything; like if you're writing down something in

your journal, you won't miss anything, because the film goes

over and over again.

Interviewer: Is that better than a regular film?

Jim: It's better, because you'll be taking,dcwn Rome notes or some-
thing, and you'll miss a whole big part.

Interviewer: How was that film on Irven De Vore?

Jim: I liked it a little bit, but not compared to the little pro ec-

tor. It was okay, but he didn't just show the baboon; he

showed other animzla.

Interviewer: Like what?

Jim: A gazelle, a cheetah, some other animals, lions.

Interviewer: How about the booklets? Too babyish, too easy?

The baboon booklets are almost just right, except that I wish

they would take some of the words out of it. I liked the

pictures mostly.

Interviewer: Do you talk about the pictures?

Jim: Mostly we get to criticize the pictures. Like fhe way they

draw them.

Inte-viewer: What's the matter widl the way they're drawn?

Jim: Like in Learned and Innate Behavior, there was this thing that

looked like a bear, but it 7471137TIOok like a bear because it

had funny hands.



Interviewer:

Interviewer::

Jim:

"Interviewer:

Jim:

Interviewer:

Jim:

Interviewer:

Jim:

Interviewer:

Interviewer:

Jim:

Interviewer:

Jim:

Interviewer:

Interviewer:

-2-

What was it?

I don't know. Some sort of weird creature. And there was this
bird with funny-looking feathers and everything.

You don't Chink the drawings are very good?

No.

Are the words.easy to understand?

Yea( except that every time we do a new thing, they keep
putting in newer and newer words.

Are the words hard?

No, I don't think they're that hard.

What are you learning ehe most from?

I learn most from the fiLm and discussion that the class gives.
I could say the booklets end the fiLms, because when we get into
a discussion in the class, the class starts arguing back and

forth. Then the teacher calls on iomeone else and you never
get the answer to vour question.

Do you ask a lot of questions?

No. I mostly answer questions and ask little questions. I can

answer mostly a lot of questions.

What do you think causes an urge?

An emotion. Not the kind of emotion like love or 1.ate. An

emotion like hunger. Take a baboon. If it gets hum,ry, the
stomach relates up to its brain, and then the brafn tells it to
find something to ear, and that creates the urge, the feeling,

the emotion.

What's the difference between an urge and .a desire?

Well, like a man gets desires, not urges. He gets special kinds

of urges.

Do animals only have urges?

No. Like at the zoo we saw the squirrel monkeys. One 'squirrel

monkey liked the peanuts, and I tried to offer aeother squirrel
monkey a peanut, and he didn't like them.

So you think that'e a desire?
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Jim: Yeah, because some people don't like spinach and other people
like spinach.

Interviewer: Chink you're talking about preferences.

Jim: What's that?

Interviewer: It's when a person prefers one thing, and another person does
not prefer it. But that's not really the same thing as desires'.
Suppose your second tronkey just wasn't hungry? Wouldn't that
explain why he didn't take your peanuts?

Jim: I don't know.

Interviewer: Suppose you want a candy bar. Is that an urge or a desire?

Jim: That's a desire.

Interviewer: Suppose you have to go to the bathtoom7

Jim: That's an urge.

a

Interviewer: What's the difference?

Jim: You don't have to haye a candy bar. It's not going to kill yeu
if you don't get it. If you heve\to go to the bathroom, it's
something real important.

Interviewer: If someone said to y(u, " Herring ulls live in thick, dark
forests," what would you soy?

.\

Jim: I'd say they were wrong and that I could prove it. I'd say,
"how many times have you gone in the forest and seen herring
gulls, and how many times have you seen herring gulls at the
beach? Where do you see the herrirg gulls most of the time?"
And they'd say "The beach,"

Interviewer: So there aren't any herring gulls in the forest?

Jim: Maybe e different kind from the kind we're studying. Like,
was at the bird section of the Science Museum, and I looked all
arOund and I didn't see any herring gulls. Then I kept going, .

and they had this one special cage for all the different kinds
of herring gulls. Mere are lots of different types.

You can't take mething out of its own environment. Like, if
you take the dogs that pull the sleds in Alaska and brought
them here or to Florida, it would probably die, because it would
apt be adapied to.living in Florida.

Interviewer: Do you think a baboon could adapt itself to living with man?
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Jim: No, especially in the winter time because it would probably
freeze.

Interviewer: How about a man?

Jim: Yes. Man knows how to adapt.

Interviewer: HOW come a man knows how to adapt and a baboon doesn't?

Jim: He's got one special thing. A be has it, but not as big.

Interviewer: What's that?

Jim: A brain.

Interviewer: What do you like best in this course?

Jim: Up help other people in it. I like working with other-people
and helping them and having them help me and figuring out the
answers together,

Interviewer: Do you get must of the answers that you want, or are dhere
,things that haven't been answered and which you want to know
more about?

Jim: There are really things that I want to know more abou . I don't

get most of my answer6, especially from the teacher.



Group of Four

Interviewer:

Student:

Interviewer:

Student:

Interviewer:

Student:

Interviewer:

Student:

Student:

Interviewer:

Student:

MAN: A COURSE OF STUDY

InterView with Center City'Students

Well, you spent ailout a month studying the Eskimo, and you
spent the rest of the year on the differeat animals. What

did you like best?

Well, the Eskimos.

Why?

More interesting. It's mOre interesting because we're not
studying just plain animals, like a dog or a cat, we're
studying a real human being.

What kinds of things make you and the Eskimo, who lives all
the way up there in the North, the same?

Well, we have a heart, and we have blood, and we have feelings.
We have feelings. Thinking.

Thinteing. Tell me a little bit more.

One of fhe movies we watehed, in one of the movies that we
watched, the Eskimos. were crossing this water, and he helped
the dog across, and he helps his wife across; too, and Xhat's
what they sort of mean by feelings. They love each other.
He wouldn't leave his wife back there, even.if he had to be
there on time or something like Chat. And,they call eaeh

other by pet nams. And they care for the young.

Yeah, and they 'called-each other pet names. I read in
LJourney to' the Arctic they had all this stuff. He loyed
his wife, and they called each other pet names.

You said something about talking, that was something that
mede us similar. Do yGu wantto say a little more?

Well, we talk and baboons do, too, but they have a different
language. They hove adifferent way of communicating than
we do.

Student: Oh, because the baboons, ,they uSe a... use animal communication,
and the Eskimos, and US. we use human.

Interviewer: So what's the difference?
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Student: I think the baboons are motions, because when a predator's
coming or something, they holler out.., the rest of the
baboons will come follow that one. But I think they use

motions, and the Eskimos use words.

Student:

Student:

Interviewer:

We use motions too. We signal when to coma.

We use b9th.

tny other thoughts, any way in which tho Eskimos aro%Aimilar to

us?

Student: The way they act. Just the way they act. And the way... they

still act like human beings.

Interviewer:

Student:

Student:

Student:

Student:

Interviewer:

Student:

Interviewer:

Student:

Interviewer:

Student:

What kinds of things did you like?

_de

Well, I liked reading the booklets, and reading the booklets

and doing pictures of the animals.

1k*

I liked liet6ing to the records and reading the book, and

looking at the slide.

I liked looking at the slides and films.

I liked the slides and the films too.

What did you Chink about the booklets? Did you

were hard, or easy, or boring?

A little bit. I felt funny the way some of the

have, about how women came from men.

Oh, the Eskimo story.

And I liked the books of Che Eskimo.

Anything Chat you didn't like?

think they

legends they

There were a lot of things that I didn't like, but I don't

think they shOuld change Chem. Like when they took the

animal apart and they skinned him, I didn't like that, but

there's no reason why you should change it, because it's true,

that's what they did. So let them. We have to clean fish
and take them apart before we have to eat them, too.

And just because you don't like it doesn't mean.., that's

their way of living.

Student: They should go in deeper, more into man.

siedr
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Interviewer:

Siudedt:

Student:

But do y6b\think you should spend less time on the animals
and more time on the Eskimo?

Equal time. A little bit more on the Eskimo.

Yost, because you need mere studyins of the Eskimos, because

he's man.



MAN: A COURSE OF STUDY

Interview with a Suburban Student

Interview with Frank

Interviewer: What readings have you liked th'e moat?

Frank: I liked On Firm Ice. It has a lot of good stories in it.
You see, we started, the most we read is a story or two.
We had Social Studies thirA period today, so we haven't
done anything yet.

Interviewer: Did you prefer the pictures in one book to those in another?

Frank: I thought the pictures 'in On Firm Ice were really good,
because they were sketched, and everytime the artist
wanted the effect of light he just left a blind space,
and he colored with Charcoal.

Interviewer: Do you feel that their life is like a routine type of thing?
I mean, do you think it would be kind of dull?

Frank: Well, not really dull, because they're always going out to
hunt, and it's not really a routine, because they do
different things on different Aays. And they do it at

different times. Part of the day is routine, though.
Like, in hunting, they can only go at certain times,
because of the taboos. And you know when they go seal-
hunting, they can only do special things.

Interviewer: If you were an Eskimo, would 431tou rather be a man or a woman?

Frank: Man.

Interviewer: Why?

Frank: Because it seems

Interviewer: Here's a list of
important to the

more exciting.

words. Please pick the two you think
Eskimo's life...

Frank: Friendship and love.

Interviewer: How come?

Frank: Well, if they didn't cooperate with each other and love
each other, they couldn't live in the environment up
there, because of the arguments. They'd be arguing and
everything and it would be hard to hunt, you know, if
you don't get the cooperation of the family, and by

their culture, if somebody does something wrong at the
wrong time, Chen you need to, uh, I don't know how to

put it.
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Interviewer: Make them feel that they're...

Frank: Um-hum.

Interviewer: How have you felt about studying the Eskimos?. Did you
like'it or not?

A

Frank: It's much more exciting than studying about the baboons
or some of the other things, salmon or something, because

you're studying human beings.
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.SCEIPT: MAN: A COUR4M OF STUDY

Interview with Center City Students

0

June, 1968

Interviewer and students:
Jacqueline, Venus, Morris

Interviewer: There are four worde herovand they're 'salmon,' 'American,

'herring gull,' and 'baboon.° And you've been studying

about the Netsilik Eskimo. Which of these four would yen
say the Natsilik Eskimo was most like? What do you-think

about it?

Venus: I think the baboon.

Morria: I do, toe.

Interviewer: What do you think about it, Jacqueline?

Jacqueline: Mayb4?. the.baboons.

Interviewer: But you started to say somethin different, I think. Mut
did you start to say first?

Jacqueline: An American. Because he defends his family and he
feeds the family and gets the food. And the female helps

do things, too, like Americans do. And the children play.

And American children play, too.

Interviewer;

Morris:

Venus:

Morris, why do you Chink that the Netsilik in most like the

baboon?'

Because the Netsilik Eskimos run around and find food and

the baboons go around on the savannah finding food. And

most of the tine the Netsilik need somebody.to help Chem --

they groom when they're little and the baboon's mother or

some other baboon just sit around and groom each Other.

And the baboon troop at night, the baboon just sit down

softly and groom each other.

I say that an American and the Eskimo are people. That's

how they're alike. So I should say an Eskimo ip an
American, maybe, because I think Alaska belongs to America.

And most Eskimos live in Alaska and so they're American.

I think the Eskimo and the baboon are much alike because

the male of the family in the Eskimo family protects the

family. He's the,one who goes out to harpoon the dinner.
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IntervieWer: tI bet you don't see ypur father do that often.

Venus:

Morris:

Venus:

Morris:

Venus:

Morris:

Morris.:

Venus:

Morris:

Venus:

Morris:

Venus:

Morris:

Venus:

No, he only has to go to the groceryistore and buy. Weill

anytday he, gets it, like my father would have got it. The
mother protgets the yonng,and sho teethes him...so does
the father...the ways of his life after they are gone.
And so does the Eskimo mother. They came together and th.ey

.do things together...it's like a troop, a baboon troop.
They all just don't do a different thing or wahder off

soieOtere by theirselves. They'redall together. And in

times of emergency, an Eskimo faMily.would come toiether

no:thet they can defend theirself and make more of their...

I disagree because fhe young.juvenile will he rtinning

around with 9.9ch other. They don't want to be together.

I didn'e say at night. I said in times when they needed

to defend theirself they should be together. They are I

together.

But in other times they'd be. sAtttered all across the

savannah locgang for food, They'd be tn a troop, but

they.... k

I.

At night they'd still be together....

Not all of.them.

They'd be 'together in a tree, sleeping. They're still in

one trv. If they all can fit in one tree, they all get
in Chat one tree to sleep.

If-they're dleeping. They don't have to sleep..

They do sleep in one tree.

They do sleep, but they probably play before they go to

sleep.

But they're asleep...When

A second Ching I disagree
originally came from Asia

they're asleep, they're together.

4

with is, I think that the Eskimos

didn't say where tlhey came from. I said....

You said they live

I said some live in Alaska.



Morris:
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Well, I think they erigina lly came from Asia. I think that
the Netsilik are a crosa between the American end the
baboon, but I think the American is probably closest to the
Netsilik Eakimo, because of what,Venum and Jacqueline said.

Interviewer: I see. Are all'human beings more aftke than lny human
being an?1 any animal?

Venus:

Interviewer:

I would say yes. I don't know if anybody else wouldAbay
yes.

You'ksay yes artio? Well, What are some of the key things
Ehat all Chose hutan beings have that the animals just
don't have? Jacqueline? "

Jacqueline: A brain?

Morris: A larger brain.

Venus:. That's right.

Inteiviewer: Okay, what Ooes that larger and better brain allow all of
those different human beings to do?'

Morris:

" Vemus: I'd say it tillows it to.explain what haPpens.

Interviewer: Explain,phat happens. Now, what dp you *.an by.that?

The hunian probably can aurvive.longer thee.= animal cat.

Venus: Like if an animal sees it rain, he can't tell. another
f-nimal, I don't think, why it's raining; but 'a hunan con

think orome way...he doeen't know if it's right or got,
hut he' I say, Vell, some man or god, we mistreated him.
and he made iain'to punish us."

Interviewer: I see. So animali don't havs beliefs and they can't
explain things. .

Morris: But animals can show feet*u for other animals.-

Interviewer: They can or can't?

Morris: They can.

.Interviewer: They can show feeling for oce another?

P Jacqueline: I pgree with Venus.

Interviewer: I see. Well, tell me. 'Had yoU people phought about this
kind of a question before? 4416.

?90
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Venus: Oh, we studied the Netsilik Eskimos last year and we

studied the things they did, but we never compared them

gith an animal.

Interviewer: Do you think it's a good idea to coepare animals...4o

study both animals and human beingsi

'Yes.

Interviewer: Wiy? What's good about that?-

Nenutii: gay, like if:we wiptted to sttidy a baboon. We'd go on the

savannah. They have a place for us to watch these certain

'baboons. We've studied the baboons, so we know ehat'they

like and what they ,dislike. So we get this aniqualv.we

give this animal what he likes, and we could make,cantact

with this animal. He would follow us into a camp and we

could study him closer and see haw his structure's =de

and what makes him do these things. e.
%

Interviewer: I see.

Morris: Or we could see.if the animal is deadly to man or is he

friendly to man.

Interviewer: Of all that you studied...you learned domething about the

salmon, and the gull, the baboon,'and about the Eskimo.

What were your favorites?

Morris: It VIBEI the salmon.

Jaciueline: I'd say the baboon.

or
Venus: The salmon.

Interviewer: You liked the shlmon. TWo of you-like-the salmon. What

did you like the salmon for?

Morris: I liked the salmon.because it shows how animals thpt don't

have to depend on other animals can live. Because the

baby salmon, it can't depend on its mother and father

because they died when they laid the eggs. lhe salmon,

they live on their own.

Venus: .What I liked about(the salmon) they made 11;e most curious

'... At first I wondered why do you want to swim up this

stream, this certain stream to lay the eggs? And...he

does not know he's going to die after he readhes this

point. Thfie made me'like him more. And I liked his

struggle, he struggled very hard to go upstream. And

sometimes they'd make it and sometimes.they'd fail.



Interviewer:

Jacqueline:

Interviewer:

Venus:

Interviewer:

Venus:

464 Interviewer:

iforris:

'Interviewer:

Morris:

Interviewer:

Morris:

Jacqueline:

IntervieWer:

Morris:

Interviewer:

Ali:.

Did you ask questions to the teacher or., what happene4?

We asked sometimes the Whole class and someone in the
class Chat kow the answer would tejl us the answer. And,

semetimes... And when they'd tell us the tnswer, somebody
else in the classroom Might disagree with them.

What's-your favorite subject?

Man.and Animals. BefOre that I had geography, but...

But now you like this besi?

Yes.

What about you, Morris?

I like FOn and Animals best too.

Really? I mean, don't just say this to beilice.

No,'I do.

1Why?

Well,- you get a chance to say more what you're feeltng.
In any other class you're going to have to just write down

reports. It gave me a chance to express hoW I feel about
that particular fieldp

We traci books and we read ahd we kilted questions and Mrs.
had a girl in the classroom write down the questions

andlWe read our way ttfrough*the books and found out some
-of the apswers and came back and the next day she'd ask,us
if we knew the answers. And sometimes we didn't find out
the answers and we'd have to look into another book.

And someiimes, I imagine, you never could find any
anewers, to some questions that no one !allows the answers

to. Did you find any of those?

Mere was one question I.asked about the herring gull.
I asked when they need an extra island,-the mates, do
they stay togetheror. do' ihey'brcak ug? And we never

found an answer to that question.

Did you ever work in groups? Did you aver sit and talk

in groups together/

Yes.
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Venus: Sometimes., yoi2 know, our groups -are in students, you
know, we're by ourselvea. And in.this group we:can argile

with each other and like that-and than we can go up to a
certain.book and look into a certain page aucl write doiat
the answer to it. But in the clasa, you'd hiare to harve

the whole class say, "Well, you read this page and you .

will find the answer to,this thing." But wilt:TOTE:mere in

a small-group, you walk up to it and say, "Mall, here's

that answer, right1he7e."

Interviewer: What did you think of.the films.dhpt you saw?.

Jacqueline: It was fun. We even had some real slides to loft' through
and we could see come of.the pictures.

1

Interviewer: You liked the Eskimo films better?

Venus: Uh-huh,

Interviewer: What about you, Morris?

Morris: I liked the Man and Animals.

Jacqueline: Eskimos.

Inteiviewer: Why did you like the Eskimo films better?

Venus: Because when they shdued,a film, they seemed more like us.
They sert.of gave me a picture of My Zamily if I were out

there.

Interviewer: Oh, really? 'Tell me something about that.

Venus: Like the time they were crossing ther river: If my father

was there, I guess he would cross it first, just to see

how deep it was, and then he would,carry my mother across,
and I'm just about as tail as he is, so I coUld walk
across, but my sister would have to be carried: And my

mother could help carry something on her head as we
walked across. I.could, and so could my father. That's

one thing in the picture I saw. And my,mother always
combs her hair and makes_ my father happy. And we are
always together.. 'And they looked sort of happy together.

Interviewer: I see. So you really feel that there's a lot of
similarity between ybur fakily and that family? What

about you; Jackie? Why do you like the,Bskimo films?



Jacqueline:

Venus:

Interviewer:

4 Jacqueline:

Morris:
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I like the Eskimos because they're mere like us; they
icOmb their hair, and how things pre.... If me lived in
the Arctic, my father would...like the mosquitoes
started biting on the little boy and the mother tried to
pzetect him from the mosquitoes. And she gave him a
balloon to entertain him. And he fished end got food.

When yo4're young, whatever you do and your mother is
'happy, that makes you more itappy.

That'il interesting. Do you think the Eskimos are
happy people?

Yeah.

tion't think theyre happy. They don't have.a very good
iife.

Interviewer: You don't think they're happy?

Morris: I think they're happy because I don't really think they
know any other kind of way to live, because their
ancestors and their ancestors before Chat lived the same
way.

Inierviewer: I'm just not sure I got you. So you think they iC or
are not happy?

Morris: I dhink they are hapyy.

Interviewer: They are happy becpuse they don't know anything else?

Morris: Yeah, because they'll be happy with their way of life.

Interviewer: Would you be happy with it?

Morris: I don't really know..

Interviewer: You don't really know?

Morris: I Chink they live in a place where it's not...really not
a big community, where probably a few Eskimos live.

Venus: I think they're happy, too, because I think if they
weren't happy, they would strive their best to move to a
different place. Now on some occasions they do move away
to get more sun. But why do they constantly move back to
the same spot? So they must want to be there.

Interviewer: So they must be pretty happy around there?
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J'acqueline: I think they're happy.

Interviewer: Mink they're happier than we are?

All: N000.

Venus: I don't Chink so. Since we have more pleasures, we can

go to the uovies...

interviewer: What about you, Morris? Do you Chink theykre happier than

we are?

Morris: Velre happier Chan they are, because we have more
advantages to do different ehings than they have.

Interviewer: What about you, Jacqueline?

Jacqdeline: I think we're more happier than they are, because we have

a lot of entertainment. And we don't have to... the
parents don!t have to go so far to get the food. Like he

had to go all the way into the water and here all they

have to do is send their children to the store to buy

food,

Morris: You can call on the telephone.

Interviewer: Are there sny books that you read that you like especially

well? Any of the boohlets that you particularly liked?

Venus: SonALEhtMertatf.

Interviewer: That was a book of Eskimo songs?

Vedus: Yes.

Interviewer: Are there any other favorite booklets?

Morris: I liked that Netsilik book that showed...where you read

about more of their beliefs.

Interviewer:- You liked to read about their beliefs? Did you like any

of the Man and Animal booklets particulaky?

. Morris: Well, I 'liked all of them.

Jacqueline: I liked all of the Man and Animal books and I liked ,the

book called altg4"911d Stories of the Netsilik Eskimo.



*

Intervfewer:
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..
You'd like your little brothers and sisters to learn ehe

sbnie thing?

Venus: ,Yes.

Interviewer: How about you, Morris?

Morris: want them to learn the same thing, but when ehey"get up

to the.sixth or fifth grade. Because.they could come up

.and say, "Morris, didilou study that? Well, we're

studying it now." And t could say "Yeah," and I could

talk to them about it.
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